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Work has begun, and .is well along, on the-interior of 
the Metropolitan Opera House, New York. It is ex- 8acted that it will be ready to open in November with 
ounod’s “ Philemon and Baucis.” 
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HOME. 
Remenyi, the great violinist, has rejaarned to Europe; 
Guilmant is to play in the Old South Church, New 
a York, October 13th. - 
Scharwenka will this season be more actively engaged 
at the Scharwenka Conservatory than ever. ' 
Patti is to reappear under the management of Marcus 
Mayer. It is to be hoped her farewells will soon end. 
Richard Burmeister, the composer and pianist, re¬ 
turns this season to Baltimore, after having gained much 
honor abroad. 
J. B. Millet’s publication, “ Earn out Composers and 
their Works,” is nearing completion. It is an extremely’ 
valuable work. 
Three performances of Wagner opera were given in 
September in Philadelphia. Materna and Emil Fischer 
were among the artists. 
John S. Dwight, the veteran musical critic and jour¬ 
nalist, died, September 6th, in Boston. He was formerly 
owner and editor of Dwight's Journal of Music, and 
was-connected with the leading mnsical movements in 
Boston. He filled a large apace in inusical affairs. 
The leader of the young Italian school of composers, 
Alfredo Catalini, died August 7th, at Milan. He had a 
large host of admirers. 
Max Bendix is doing excellent work at the Exposition 
Music Hall with the Theodore Thomas Orchestra. He 
-is making-his daily concerts highly enjoyable features of 
the Pair, and pis common sense and .musical instinct 
combined enable him to prepare programmes that are 
highly relished by the people. Mr. Bendix has reason 
to feel proud over the record that he is making for him¬ 
self as a scholarly and sensible musician. 
It is proposed to present Verdi, on his 80th birthday, 
with an album containing the autographs of eminent 
musicians throughout the world. 
The pupils of the Bayreuth Wagner School gave a pub¬ 
lic performance of “ Der Freisehiitz.” Siegfried Wag¬ 
ner, the master’s son, conducted. 
Music at the World’s Fair, of interest to musicians 
generally, has mainly comprised the series of organ reci¬ 
tals, Eminent organists, including Henry G. Thunder, of 
Philadelphia, R Huntingdon Woodman, of New York, 
and, greatest of all, Alexander Gnilmant, of Paris, took 
part. The orchestra has been reunited under the direc¬ 
tion of Max Bendix, and gives two free, daily concerts ; 
so that while the plans originally contemplated have 
been dropped, there is still plenty of fine music to be 
heard in the White City. 
The famous Gewandhaus of LeipBic, sacred to the 
memory of J. A. Hiller, Mendelssohn, Gade, and Rein- 
ecke, is to be turned into a bargain store. 
A fund in commemoration of Joseph Joachim’s 60th 
artistic anniversary has been established to encourage 
young violinists and cellists by prizes in money. 
_ Mackensie’s “ Bethlehem,” which was to have been 
given in Chicago, will be first produced at the Royal Al¬ 
bert Hall with Edward Lloyd and Mrs. Albani in the 
chief parts. 
The mnsical event of the past few days, and indeed 
the principal musical event so far, of the Exposition 
musical season, was the appearance in' Festival Hall at 
the Fair grounds of the famous composer and organist 
-of Paris, Alexander Gnilmant. That his coming here to 
give U8a taste of his musical skill and genius is appre¬ 
ciated was shown by the goodly attendance at each one 
of his four concerts, The programmes were of the elastic 
cast, tinged .with a shade of the popular element, just 
enough to add a spice to the entertainment. Gnilmant’s 
playing was superb.- .He brought out the fine, large, and 
sonorous tone of tbe great Farrand & Votey organ in a 
masterly way. His style is characterized by a no¬ 
bility, a breadth, and a reposefulness that never fails to 
awaken enthusiasm. There is no meretriciousness in 
his playing. He accomplishes what he has to do in a 
dignified manner. His technique is faultless and his 
mnsical instinct is faultless also. His touch is exquisite, 
crisp, and clear. His readings are vigorous, and in his 
interpretations he snbordinates himself as the means of 
the interpretation. One particular feature of his per¬ 
formance was the delightful nuances, which in so heavy 
an instrument were positively charming; and one more 
phase that merits special notice was the intensely sym¬ 
pathetic quality with which he invests his work in every 
respect. Mr. Guilmant is a great and a true artist, and 
his Visit to this city will long De remembered by the mu¬ 
sical people of Chicago. 
The Bayreuth, performances of 1894 will take place 
from July 19th to August 19th. There will be thirty 
performances, including “ Parsifal,” “ Lohengrin,” and 
“ Tannhanser.” 
Mr. Emil Lxebling played the Weber Concert- 
stiick ” at the Exposition under Max Bendix’s direction, 
winning many encomiums. 
foreign. 
Adam Itzel, Jr., of Baltimore, known through his 
opera, the “Tar and Tartar,” died recently at his home, 
aged 29 years. He was a good conductor of light 
opera. . , > ... 
It is rumored that we are to be visited by‘another 
Polish pianist, Mr. Joseph Slivinski, who was a fellow- 
student of Paderewski? s, and who has won laurels in. 
London. / 
It has been discovered that there are 376 leit-motiven 
in Wagner’s eleven operas. 83 are in Gotterdam- 
merung,” 82 in “Siegfried,” 10 in “ Flying Dutchman,” 
and 2 in “ Rienzi. ” 
Duke Ernst, of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, died recently 
at his castle in Coburg. He gained some notoriety as a 
composer* one of bis operas being heard at the Metro¬ 
politan Opera House in New York. 
A very interesting musical collection is that of Mr. 
Fr. Nicholas Manskoff at Munich, which contains many 
relics of J. S.- Bach, Handel, Gretry, Beethoven, Wag¬ 
ner, Schumann, Liszt, and French composers. 
An opera, “ Der Rubin,” by D’Albert, will be pro¬ 
duced this season at Carlsruhe. Rehearsals have al¬ 
ready begun. It will be remembered-D?Albert won 
much favorable criticism with his new piano concerto. 
Augener & Co. have issued certain of “ Cra¬ 
mer’s Studies” with.annotations by Beethoven. There 
are twenty-one of them, which were bo commented on 
by Beethoven for the, guidance of his nephew. They 
(the comments) were considered revolutionary, and bo 
have been lying in the Royal Library in Berlin. They 
are snre to arouse much interest. 
Yon Bulow has highly commended the work of 
Strauss. - 
It is proposed to erect at Verviers a monument to the 
celebrated viwinist, Vienxtemps. 
A memorial to Liszt yras inaugurated in his native 
town of Oedenburg, Hungary, September 3d. 
Between January 1st and July 3lst of thiB year fifty- 
two new lyrical works have been produced in Italy. 
Five hundred thousand persons are claimed to have, 
learned to sing by the Tonic-sol-fa Bystem in England. 
Mr. Sims Reeves, the famous tenor, seems inclined 
to follow Patti’s example and continue his farewell con¬ 
certs. 
An Old Instructin'Book.—At the meeting of the 
Society of Music Teachers in Berlin recently, Dr. Carl 
Krebs read a paper on clavier and organ playing in the 
sixteenth century, and’made special reference to Diruta’s 
instruction book,--“II Transilvano,” which Dr. Krebs 
has translated and edited. After dealing with the con¬ 
struction of keyboard instruments of the sixteenth cen¬ 
tury and describing the literature written for them, the 
lecturer referred to the works of Sebastian Virdung 
and Ammerbach. He said that Diruta’s instructions as 
to the position of the hand and movement of the fingers 
were so sound that they were in harmony with the best 
methods of the present day, and that we moderns even 
might in some points learn^-from him. In “ Transil¬ 
vano” is the first example of a clavier study. 
200 - - . ■ TH E ETUDE 
8TE J3IIE]ST H E LLER 
Stephen Hells** was born at Pesth, in Hungary, on 
the 15th of May, 1815. His name, however, as well as 
the character' of his music, reveals his German ori¬ 
gin. His parents were both natives of Bohemia, and 
were born near Eger. His grandparents were Aus¬ 
trian. , 
His father sent him to the college of the Piarist 
fathers; but the ruling passion of the child was his in¬ 
tense love of music. His first instructor in the art was 
not quite the man to lead his pupil into the path of the 
ideal, for he was a Bohemian bandsman of a regiment of 
artillery then quartered at Pesth. At a later period he 
was succeeded by M. Franz Brauer—a better music. 
master. At nine years of age Heller played with his 
master, at the Pesth theatre, a concerto by Dussek for 
two pianofortes. A few years later his passion for music, 
coupled with the successes he had achieved as a per¬ 
former, induced his father to yield to his entreaties add 
the advice of friends, and he left his son free permission 
to enter upon the career toward which the young lad 
felt so irresistible a call. He was sent to. Vienna to pur¬ 
sue his studies under Charles Czerny. But that, cele¬ 
brated musician demanded so exorbitant a remunera¬ 
tion that Heller was unable to procure from him more 
than a very few lessons. He became the pupil of another 
professor, M. Antoine Halm, at that time famous at 
Vienna not only as a good musician, but as one of the 
few friends of Beethovenwho had a very high regard 
for him. • ^ 
In the year 1827 young Heller was playing at con¬ 
certs in Vienna and at Pesth, being at that time between 
twelve and thirteen years old. And now commenced 
that Odyssey of wandering through Germany which was 
destined one day to land him in Paris, where, like 
Chopin, he found his future home. 
_Accompanied by his father, who managed the financial 
and other business details of the tour, young Heller 
journeyed through Hungary, Poland, and Northern Ger¬ 
many, giving concerts. There was at that time a rage 
for infant prodigies, who swarmed all over the country. 
The boy had a brilliant touch and the confidence of un¬ 
tried youth. Moreover, he had the rarer gift, that of 
improvisation. It was announced in the programmes 
' that.at the end of the concerts Stephen Heller would ex¬ 
temporize on themes suggested by the audience. These 
flights of fancy, freie phantasie, as they were called, 
captivated the public. 
Whence came these lucubrations of a youthful imagi¬ 
nation, which none of the works of the great masters 
had suggested? The child knew nothing of Beethoven, 
and bat little, scarcely anything, of Mozart or Haydn. 
He might have casually and inattentively listened to one 
of their quartets or symphonies at Vienna, but he had 
never studied one of these master-pieces. His musical 
education had been confined exclusively to the correct 
execution of some of the concertos of Moscheles, Hum¬ 
mel, and Hies, several brilliant fantasias, and some 
rondos by the same composers. He had practised a few 
aira ,with variations by Herz, and a few concert pieces 
by Kalkbrenner. 
If this hind of life did not tend to form the musical 
taste of the young performer, it; had its advantages in 
other respects. If it did not make him an artist, it at 
all events made a mail of him. Young Heller was very 
observant and of a reflective turn of mind. His impres¬ 
sions - stamped themselves indelibly on his brain; and' 
later on, when the true artist began to appear in his 
character and work, he had only to draw forth from this 
casket the rich stores which his memory, had treasured 
up from early youth. If his fingers did but wander over 
the keys there burst forth a shower of melodies of which 
the sources lay far back in these early impulses of a 
youthful heart and a precocious intellect. 
There was nothing he did not see, no one he did not 
hear, daring those three or four years when, like the 
young Wilhelm Meister, he served his apprenticeship to 
life on the stage of the wide world. He saw artists of 
every kind—some acknowledged as great by the whole 
world, sotae great only in their native village. He saw 
learned professors in famous universities, whose wives 
and daughters talked of Mozart and of Beethoven as 
their parents talked of Grotius arid Puffendorf, or ,of 
Virgif aad Tacitus, and who played with rapture Herz’s 
Airs with Variations and Steibelt’s Storm. 
Everybody in Germany cultivated music and affected 
to be an artist, from the prompter in the theatre .at 
Dessau, who, because he was a German, had thought it 
necessary in self-respect to compose his Bhare of ora¬ 
torios and symphonies, to the President of the Supreme 
Court, who was not above the composition of a sen¬ 
timental “Lied.” All these gave a hearty welcome to 
the young boy who knew so well how to express his 
thoughts upon the forte-piano. 
While his father took charge of all the business ar¬ 
rangements of their campaign, and, like a prudent gen¬ 
eral, maintained the invading troop at the enemy’s cost, 
. young Heller looked on, incessantly observing and 
classifying in his brain the various incidents of the mov- 
anorama which in that world of strange contrasts, 
or Magyar and Sclave, was ever passing before his eye. 
He came into contact with Polish nobles, some proud of 
their race and steeped in the passions an vices of feudal 
times, others wiser, more enlightened, and larger 
minded; with Russian princes, Borne of them despotic 
and tyrannical, adoring Voltaire and Rousseau and 
knouting women; others as finical and fastidious as a 
petit-maitre of the last century. ' 
After spending a winter at Cracow, young Heller vis¬ 
ited Breslau, Dresden, Leipzig, Magdeburg, Brunswick, 
Cassel, Hanover, and Hamburg.. Here he remained dur¬ 
ing the second winter, and, as usual, gave concerts. But, 
tired of this unsettled, life he resolved to return to Hun- f ary accompanied by his father. Passing through Cassel, 
’rankfort, and Nuremberg, he reached Augsburg ex¬ 
hausted and ill. He was now nearly seventeen, and be¬ 
gan for the first time to realize that his musical educa¬ 
tion was not begun, but that he was merely a pianist 
with a brilliant touch, knowing nothing of art but what 
were called Concert pieces, A few lessons in harmony, 
which he had received at Pesth from the aged organ¬ 
ist Cibalka, constituted his entire stock of musical 
science. 
A lady of position and influence heard Heller play at 
a concert in Augsburg, and interested herself in the lad. 
Her children were just commencing the study of the 
pianoforte. He was requested to give them some les¬ 
sons, and to take up his abode with them in the capacity 
of a friend. His’ father left him with this family, and 
returned to his own home sit Pesth. Just about this 
time a French composer named Ch61ard, who had writ¬ 
ten music to Macbeth, was director of the opera at Augs¬ 
burg. Heller for some time placed himself nnder is 
tuition in composition. But the acquaintance that was 
most serviceable to him-was that of Count Fugger, a 
descendant of the illustrious family of that name. The 
Count was a leading man in society and in high com¬ 
mand in the Bavarian army. His military talents were 
far from being appreciated by'his fellow-soldiers; but 
he was a .man of immense reading, and possessed a rich 
general and rimsical library, lie was, moreover, a 
philosopher, and a Christian in the highest sense of the 
word. He it was who first opened the eyes of Heller to 
the mistaken path in which he had been led. He placed 
the treasures of his library at his disposal. The sonatas 
of Beethoven revealed to him at once a hitherto undis¬ 
covered world. And the moment was opportune, for 
the young artist was just beginning to be disgusted with 
his profession of concert-giver. He had a vague feeling 
that he was not pursuing the paths of true art. He be¬ 
gan to study the literature of his art, and to make hirm 
self acquainted with the masterpieces of ancient music 
as well as with the works of good modern composers. 
He began to love, even to adore,'''Beethoven, Mozart, 
Haydn; later on he became enamored of Mendelssohn 
and Chopin. He was the first to play at Augsburg the 
works of Chopin, but, it must be admitted, without suc¬ 
cess. Chopin’s day was yet to come. Heller then tried 
composition. He wrote several pianoforte solos as well 
as concerted pieces, and set to music words by Goethe, 
Heine, Riickert,and Dhland. 
After a few years passed-in thiB way he went to visit 
his parentB at Pesth. But he did not remain long, and 
returned to his dear Augsburg, there to give himself up 
entirely to study. 
In the year 1836 he happened to see a number of a 
newspaper called Zeitschrift, which was edited at Leip- 
eic by Schumann, who offered therein to criticise the 
manuscript compositions of any young composers who 
might be disposed to forward them to him for that pur¬ 
pose. Heller had written and published, during his 
travels, five or six airs with variations, as well as some 
rondos and fantasias. But, after his more serious studies 
at Augsburg, he had written a scherzo and three im¬ 
promptus (Ops. 7 and 8), which were of a very different 
stamp. Heforwarded them, with a letter, to Schumann. 
The master’s interest was aroused, and he sent for 
Heller’s first six works, in which, howqver, he told him 
that he failed to find tne high standard of excellence 
which Ops. 7 and 8 displayed. He delighted the youn 
^composer by informing him that he had persuade 
Kistner, of Leipsic, to publish these two manuscripts. 
Heller did not know a single note of Schumann’s music; 
indeed, he was under the impression that he was a 
purely theoretical critic. They then commenced a cor¬ 
respondence which was kept up till within a few years 
of the last illness of that great composer. . Schumann 
was full of kindness to young Heller, and lavished upon 
him much encouragement. Another work, Sonata, Op. 
9, was published by Kistner through the mediation of 
Schumann. Stephen Heller long treasured Schumann’s 
letters; but, urifortunately, he lost them during a re¬ 
moval, and was deeply grieved that he could not there¬ 
fore hand them to Madame Schumann when she was pre¬ 
paring the biography of her husband, 
Jn 1887 Kalkbreriner came to Augsburg and conde¬ 
scended to play a duet with Stephen Heller at a concert. 
He persuaded the latter to complete his education as a 
pianist by Some years of study under himself. Heller,- 
like every one, was captivated by his brilliant and ele¬ 
gant touch, and considered him, along With Moscheles, 
whom he had heard at Vienna, the most marvelous of 
pianists. Schumann, too, did not fail to urge him to 
work hard at the pianoforte, and assured him that noth- 
ing was so important as to be able to play his own com¬ 
positions in a masterly way ; that no>one can interpret a 
composer’s ideas so well as himself, and thus that, at 
whatever cost, he must labor to acquire the mechanical 
power of doing so. 
The counsels of Schumann 6n the one hand, com¬ 
bined with the Parisian eloquence of Kalkbrenner on 
on the other, promising Heller, if he came to Paris, the 
aid of the constant advice, friendship, and iriflnence cf 
his protector, decided him to quit the beloved scene of 
his calm and peaceful studies. He bade adieu, forever, 
to that sweet and undisturbed life, where cares were 
unknown. V ’ 
This sacrifice was rendered less bitter than it would 
have been by the death of Count Fugger. In losing 
him-HellCr lost more than a friend; for the Count had 
been to him like a father, and without him Augsburg 
seemed no longer Augsburg. - Count Fugger had pro¬ 
mised to bequeath to Heller his library and his piano¬ 
fortes; bat the family were probably ignorant of this 
promise, arid their relative having died intestate, his 
rich treasures were dispersed by his heirs. ^ 
Heller arrived in Paris in October, 1888, with but a 
modest sum in his pocket and destitute of other re¬ 
sources. He called upon Kalkbrenner, from whom he 
received two or three lessons,' but was Boori obliged to 
discontinue them, for the master’s terms were peculiar. 
He required that the young artist should pay £20 a year; 
should undertake to remain five years under his direction, 
which consisted in passing a monthly examination—for 
he was relegated, as far as teaching was concerned, to 
one ofKalkbrenner’sjpupils; and that he should publish 
nothing without the Professor’s consent, lest the pupil 
should compromise the reputation of his teacher I 
The first years of Heller's, sojourn in Paris were 
melancholy ones. For he was by nature-proud, reserved,' 
with a shyness he found it impossible to overcome. 
Moreover, he clung passionately to independence of 
thought and action. He declined to purchase the satis¬ 
faction of his self-esteem at the price of that independ¬ 
ence. On his arrival in Paris it was in his power, had 
he chosen, to attach himself to those who were power¬ 
ful, or in the way to become so. Those who frequented 
the salons to which he might have had the entree have 
since then risen to high positions in the world of finance, 
of diplomacy, of statesmanship, and even of art. In¬ 
deed, the entree to the receptions of a few great ladies of 
the period, at the commencement of the reign of Louis 
Philippe, was a passport to certain distinction of one 
kind or another.* And gifted, as Heller was, with a 
handsome countenance, a noble bearing, and very 
attractive qualities, he was certain, had he followed the 
example of others, to arrive at speedy distinction. But 
Heller was not made of such Btuff. He preferred to 
plow his own furrow unaided. And he did so, but 
slowly indeed, and at the cost of many disappointments. 
He loved art for its own sake, not for the sake of what 
it brought him. He was unversed in those polite insin¬ 
cerities which are the. passports to society. He loved 
simplicity and- straightforwardness in everything. He 
would not allow that principles should be sacrificed to 
the supposed necessities of the moment. He made very 
little use, therefore, of great people, but went through 
the world closely observing all around him, and, repudi¬ 
ating the advice of so-called practical people, withdrew 
into himself. Moreover, the few attempts that he had 
made to bring himself forward in a legitimate way had 
not been encouraging. For when he came to Paris the 
taste for pianoforte music had not developed as it has 
done during the last ten years. Heller had once or 
twice played to a small company his Scherzo, Op. 24, 
and his Studies, Op. 16, etc. The delicate beauties of 
this music had not been appreciated by his_ audience. 
And so he gave up playing altogether; and it is astonish¬ 
ing how, in spite of this,, his works have become known. 
For when an artist does not risk the production of his 
own works, his friends must work for him. The artists 
are few and far between who were willing to introduce 
his works to the public. And yet the works of Heller 
abound with the very elements of success for any artist 
who has the power and the will to interpret them. 
It is, however, a fact that, in whatever way it has 
come to pass, the music of Stephen Heller is now 
—without any effort of his own—of world-wide renown. 
It is published in Germany, in England, in America, 
and in France. The moment seeipe to have arrived 
when we can take a bird’s-eye _ view of the life and 
work of this great artist, who is destined to become 
more and more appreciated^ as he becomes more and 
inore known, and who will leave behind him an undying 
name in the history of music. 
Questions anil J^nswei[s. 
C- 
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to the qaestions in The ETude. Questions that have no general 
interest will not receive attention.] 
N. P., Messina, Cal.—There Is too little information at hand con¬ 
cerning the mothers of the great composers to enable us to draw 
trustworthy conclusions as to whether or not most of them inherited 
their gills from the maternal side. The weight of evidence, so far 
as I can judge at present, would seem to indicate that while talent 
may be transmitted by inheritance, geniut cannot. But the whole 
subject is still imperfectly understood. J. C. F. 
M. J.—1. “Three-four time” is the common expression for three 
quarter notes In a measure. There are purists who object to it; but 
it is a convenient abbreviation which never conveys any incorrect 
meaning, and I see no reason why it should. not continue in use. 
“Three-fourth time is an expression I have never heard’; although 
“ three-quarter time" is sometimes used. 
2. A scale is nothing more or less than the tones of the Tonic 
ehoid, including the octave of the root, with the intervals filled in 
with the tones composing the Dominant and SuBdominant chords. 
The central thing in tonality (or Key) Is not scale, but Dante- (or 
Keynote) and its chords, whether major or minor. 
S. Simple time (or measure) is any kind of meter which has two 
or three beats in a measure. Five and seven beats in a measure are 
tracommon, but are also simple. Any multiple of two or three 
makes compound time (or measure), as two twos, three twos, four 
twos, or two threes, three threes, four threes. • J. C. F. 
A. M. P., Westmoreland, Kan.—1. The piano was invented 
in 1709, by Cristofori, of Floreuce, Italy. It came into general ubo 
nearly a hundred years later. You will find full information on 
this and kindred points in Fillmore’s "History of Pianoforte Music,” 
which you evidently have not read. 
2. Why Bach gave the title "Inventions” to his short contra¬ 
puntal pieces I do not know, unless it was to distinguish them from 
his strict figures, the style being freer, . ^ _ 
3. Jgnas Jan Paderewski was born in Podolia, Russian Poland, 
November S, 1860. At seven years of age he began taking piano les¬ 
sons of Pierre Sowlnski, a teacher of his native place, and continued 
with him until he was eleven. In 1872 he went to Warsaw to con¬ 
tinue his studies, beginning also harmony-and counterpoint, which 
he afterward continued at Berlin, under Friedrich Kiel. ,At an 
early age he made a concert tour through Russia, Siberia, Servia, 
and Boumania, playing his own compositions. In 1878 he became 
Professor of Music at the Warsaw Conservatory, and in 1884 went 
from there to the Strasburg Conservatory, where he remained 
only a year or so, forsaking teaching with the intention of devotiDg 
himself to public performance. During all this time he had been 
educating himself in other branches than music, by private study. 
He now went to Vienna and studied the piano further with Theo, 
Leschetitzky, continuing with him until 1887. Since then he has 
been a concert pianist, playing in Germany, France, England, and 
America, and exciting more enthusiasm, probably, than did ever 
any other pianist except Liszt. He was married at nineteen and 
lost his wile a year later, but has a son living. He is a refined man, 
of fastidious tastes, beloved by his friends and acquaintances, gen¬ 
erous and charitable. His compositions are already numerous and 
excellent. J. C. F. 
C. H., CArbo'ndalb, Pa.—1. The best pianists use their own judg¬ 
ment about the treatment of the damper pedal. Indeed, all pianists 
are obliged to do bo; for the pedal marks in nearly all compositions 
are ‘very imperfect. In the first movementof the Beethoven Sonata 
in C sharp minor, Op. 27,1 should prefer not to use the soft pedal; 
but the damper pedal is required throughout. It muBt be 
changed, however, every time the chord changes. Let np the pedal 
jnst as you strike the new note, and put it down again instantly. 
You will find the best directions for using the pedal in Vol. IV of 
Mason's “ Touch aud Technic.” 
2.1 think there is an anecdote of Beethoven,each as yon mention, 
in Schindler’s “ Life,” referring to one of his quartets; but I have 
not the book at hand. 
8. I cannot tell you why Bau says nothing of " Figaro’s Hochzelt; ” 
bnt it is certainly one of Mozart’s greatest and best known works. 
J. C. F. 
A. O. M., Plainfield, N. J.—Greig (born 1843), Moszkowski (bora 
1854), and Bnbinsteln (born 1829) are still living.- Franz Bohr," born 
in 1837 in Germany, lives in Paris, and composes a great deal of 
popular piano music for parlor use. Franz Hilts was born in Swit¬ 
zerland,. 1828, and died 1891. Beinecke is still living, and so ls . 
Reginaldde Koven, who is still a young man. I have not been able 
to get information .about the Other composers yon mention. It is 
not easy to find out abont compbsers of that grade. There is no 
index for The Etude for 1892. Mr. Pressor will soon publish a 
dictionary in which all available information will be collected, 
• j. a f. 
L. B.P,, Calhoun,Ga.—In Wilson G Smith’s ‘ Second Mazourka 
Caprice,” page 8, measure ?, I think there should undoubtedly be a 
flat before the B. The omission is a printer’s error. Chromatic 
scales in octaves are best played with the fourth finger on every 
blaok key. ■ J. 0. F. 
Editor of Tub Etude: —The musical course as given in the 
prospectus of a leading institute, which I have recently come across, 
gives the following programme :-r- 
First Year.—Gymnastics for fingers and wrists, and-Msson’s “ Touch 
and Teohnlc; ” Buvernoy, Op. 120, hooks 1, 2, 8; Loeschhorn, Op. 
66, books 1, 2, 8; Krause’s "Trill Studies;" Heiler, Op. 47; sonatas 
by Haydn, Dussek, Mozart, and dementi; and selections by other 
classic and modern composers. . 
Second Year.—Gymnastics and Mason; Heller, Ops. 45 and 461 
Czerny, Op. 299, books 1,2,8; Bach, Two-Voiced Inventions; Loesch¬ 
horn, Octave Studies, and Czerny, Staccato and Legato Studies, 
Op. 885; Cramer, 60 Studies (Billow) book 1; sonatas by Mozart and 
Beethoven; Mendelssohn’s "Songs Without Words;”. Chopin’s 
Mazourkas and Nocturnes; together with works of Baft, Gade, 
Rheimberger, Bendel, Scharwenka, Moszkowski, Nicode, and others. 
Third Year.—Gymnastics,and Mason; Tauslg, Technical Studies; 
Chopin, Etudes; Cramer,50 Studies, books 2,8, 4 (BOlow); Clement!, 
Grad us ad Parnassum; Bach, Three-voiced Inventions and Two, 
Th ree and Four Part Fugues; Moscheles; Kohler, Special Studies (for 
left hand, etc.,);. Kuliak, Octave Studies; more difficult sonatas of 
Beethoven; larger compositions of Chopin and Mendelssohn; con¬ 
certos by Mozart, Hummel, Mendelssohn, etc.; selections from Weber, 
Schumann, Schubert, Dupont,.etc. 
Do you not think that such a prospectus gives a very wrong idea 
to the uneducated publio of the depth of music as an art? Is there 
a case on record where a person in three successive years stepped 
from the rudiments to Mendelssohn concertbs? No wonder 
'.that music is regarded as a mere game, soon to be acquired 1 Such a 
prospectus should be suppressed as an insult to the art which onr 
great tone-poets have labored life-times to acquire 1 And this is 
only a side-study at this institntion. It is to be taken with some 
foreign language, and other equally trivial studies! 
Edward E. Howe. 
D. K.—In common kinds or styles of music there is an accent on 
the first and third beats of the measure in four four time. Bnt in 
music of the higher grades these metrical accents frequently give 
place to expressive accents. This subject is exhaustively treated and 
amply illustrated in Christini’s “ Principles of Expression.” 
C. W. L. 
E. Mo I.—Accented tones are made in different ways. Where a 
bright and brilliant tone is wanted a finger stroke is best. Where 
great power is more desired than quality of tone, an arm touch can 
be given, bnt a pull touch gives the best tone-quality. A moderately 
bright yet’a powerful tone Can be made by vigorously snapping the 
finger-point under the palm. Where a fuli and singing tone of 
Vocal quality Is wanted. aa in a soulful melody, the up-arm touch is 
best. This touch is made by placing the finger on the desired key, 
and quickly lifting the forearm. The tone is made -by the arm 
seeking help from the finger. C. W. L. 
W. N. F.—Pupils who play notes of any length that they may, 
happen to, need to have pieces that have complicated time lengths, 
and a variety of lengths in each measure, Tne Bach Inventions, 
selections from Schumann, and from the best modern composers will 
furnish material for the correction of this fatally bad habit. 
C. W. L. 
8. W. Y.—Pupils who are doing full work in Mason’s “Touch 
and Technic ’’ need but little other technical work.. Poor readers 
might take Kohler’s Op, 50 for learning “ Horizontal,” Pulse, or 
Group reading, or a few studies from Czerny’s Velocity. Special 
studies in trills, ornaments, octave work, etc., can be used to advan¬ 
tage with “ Touch and Technic.” By the way, wrist work is confined 
too much to the stretch of an octave for the greatmajority of pupils. 
They should have fitudea that are made up of short chords, thirds 
and sixths. C. W. L. 
The ivory on piano keys becomes yellow from two causes:— 
1. An oil oozes from the fingers of some players, which gradually 
saturates the ivory and turns it yellow. When this is the case"the 
key Is most affected on the outside edges, and those keys in the mid¬ 
dle of the piano more than those at either end. 
-2. Leaving-the key board shutup sothat the, light cannot get to it. 
The remedy in the first case is to wipe the keys off occasionally 
with a cloth, using ivory Boap and water. 
Alcohol in place of the water gives a slightly better result. 
The remedy in the second case is obvious. 
But if the keys have become very yellow from either cause, it 
may be necessary to Bcrape and repolish them. > 
There are scraping irons and planes for this purpose, bnt they are 
only safe in the hands of an expert, J. L. 
A. M. 8. Boom, Iowa.—1. I cannot tell yon what kind of food will 
aid the voice, nor what hatffts sre beet for singers. What la best 
for one singer may not be bfest-for another. Whatever food and 
habits will most conduce to your bodily and mental health will be 
best for you as,a singer. Fresh air, moderate exercise, healthful 
intellectual occupation, mental serenity, moral integrity, good will 
toward others, and habitual unselfishness—these-are ^he -prime 
conditions of wholesome living on which the best singing (or any¬ 
thing, else) is based, 
2. Ido not know whether the papers read at the Musical Congress 
in Chicago are to be published in a Report or not. Some of them 
have been published in TheiMunia Review (174 Wabash Avenue, 
Chicago), and are also to be published in Mutic (240 Wabash Avenue). 
Whether the paper on “How Young Should Children Begin tot 
Study Music ?” is to be published in either magazine, I do not know. 
- J. C. F. - 
Mrs. J. N. 8., Centred ale, B. L—A “ soprano obligato” is a solo 
part' accompanying other voices, which the composer regards as in¬ 
dispensable.'.; “Obligato ” means obligatory, not to be omitted,, It is 
opposed to “ripleno,” a solo part which may, or may not, be per¬ 
formed. J- O. F.' 
J. H., Middletown, Obanoe Co., N. Y-—“ Metreh means meae- 
ttrapand is one of the fundamentals of music. Metres are either 
double or triple; i. e., there are two pukes in a measure,or eke 
three, when the metre k tbnple. Compound metres are multiple* of 
two or three, as two-twos,three-twos, four-twos, or the same'multi¬ 
ples of three. Thus J.k compound double (two-twos); { k also com¬ 
pound doubk, being two pulses, each divided into three. Three-twos 
or three-threes would be compound triple. -■■■'■'X'C: F. 
A.'O’C., Sr. MAsy’s’, Kansas.—1. There is no objection to. turning-, 
the wrists .Inward in ascending double: thirds, and outward in de-" 
scending. That position of the hands k always bestwhlch keeps the 
wrist and metacarpal joints loose, and enables you to play with per¬ 
fect ease and freedom. 
2. The pedal may. often be need in Beethoven’s works and else¬ 
where when not marked; but it must be used with care and. judg¬ 
ment. The use of the damper pedal k primarily to sustain tone 
which the fingers cannot hold, and ako to reinforce the written music 
by means of overtones. Great care muBt be taken not to blur. Yon 
will find the best treatment of the pedal in VoL IV. of "Mason’s 
Touch and Technic.” 
3. A phrate seldom or never consists of more than eight measures, 
even in complex periods. What I call a phrase1 usually has two 
measures, but sometimes three. A clause (or section, as some call It) 
has two or more phrases. 
4. The example yon give k puzzling. It looks as if the composer 
meant to have the two successive notes sounded; but'if so, he ought 
to have pat a dot over the first one ako. Perhaps the printer 
omitted It." ( 
5. As a rule, it k safe to stick to the tempo indicated by the com¬ 
poser. But there k naturally a slight acceleration toward a climax 
and a slight retardation when coming to repose. There k a natural 
shading for time as well as for power. Ripened judgment and taste, 
founded on a rich musical experience, seldom go far astray in 'such 
matters; but immature players naturally ought not to permit them¬ 
selves the same freedom which artkts can juBtly claim. 
6. I can’t tell you how long it would take the average pupil to 
arrive at the degree of proficiency necessary for the intelligent in¬ 
terpretation of the Sonata Paiheiique. I have been teaching continu¬ 
ously twenty-five years, but have never found two pupik alike. I 
do not set any definite time for the accomplishment of a certain 
course. Pupik differ too much in ability, strength, time for stndy, 
etc. J. C. F. 
L. R. B.—The “Exercises and Examples” in connection with 
Jadassohn’s “ Manual of Harmony ” can be used with any other “Har¬ 
mony.” The Etude cannot take up space by answering the metro¬ 
nome marks of pieces, as that k considered private information. 
Le.Rappel k pronounced Lay Rappey, and meanB like a dram. 
Mrs. H. McC.—The copyright of “Piano Classics” k held by the- 
publkher. Collections of thk kind refer only to name of work. The 
pieces contained in the volume may or may not be copyrighted. Not 
ail pieces bearing copyright inscriptions are copyrighted. The re¬ 
vision, translation, or the special edition may be copyrighted, while 
the piece itself is free to be printed by any one. Thk k the case 
with most pieces by foreign composers. Kuliak k pronounced kool- 
lauck. J. C. Fillmore is preparing a work of musical biography, 
giving pronunciations. The manner of playing sixths and tenths 
is not settled. The mixed mode, as fonnd in Part II of Mason’s 
" Touch and Technic,’’ has at least the greatest authority to recom¬ 
mend it. 
A. V. B—The signs 4*». 3->. and 2<i» in Beethoven’s “Violin and 
Piano Music” refer to positions on the violin. The most complete 
graded lists of violin and piano k found in the work. The best col¬ 
lection of sacred baas solos k “ Choice Sacred Solos for Low Voice.” 
M. Y.—Theory is even more essential to an organist than to a 
pianist. Old works on theory were always combined with organ 
instruction books. Write to publkher of Etude and get Seward’s 
“Tonic-Sol-Fa Work.” Price.fifty cents. It explains everything. 
The standard works on history are Fillmore, Mathews, Ritter, Hunt, 
and Bowbottom. On theory the field k wider. We have only space 
for the following: Jadassohn, Richter, Howajrd,Emery,Praout, Panl- 
Riemann, and Bussler. 
EDWARD S0EUTT. 
Edward Sohutt, a Russian composer, was born in St. 
Petersburg, October, 22, 1856. His, musical talent 
manifested itself at an early age and he distinguished 
himself with honors at the St. Petersburg and Leipzig 
conservatories. Under Leschetetzfey he became a vir¬ 
tuoso, hat soon abandoned the concert stage in order 
to devote all his time’to composition. For a number of 
years Edward Schlltt has resisded in V ienna, the home 
of many celebrated musicians. 
Edward Schlitt is essentially a modern romantic com¬ 
poser,-a follower of Schumann. His compositions are 
also strongly induenced by Wagner and Berlioz; at the 
Bame time they are strictly original. 
His melodies are very pleasing and graceful and 
never sink to the level of commonplace, but show at 
once a masterly treatment. 
While his ideas Are not always expressed in pure form, 
they are not prevented from being idealized. s 
His works consist of a Serenade for strings, a piano 
concerto, quartet and trio, violin sonata, variations for 
two pianos, an opera consigne, Bongs, and a number pf 
pieces for the piano. "j' . 
GENUINE METRONOMES. 
We hav^, just received a new importation of 
the finest Maelzel Metronomes direct from 
France. 
Without 3ell,.Price $3.00. 
With “ - “ 4.50. 
LETTERS TO FlTPILS. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE ONLY HARMONY BOOK EYEBJVBITTEN THAT CAN BE 
READILY UNDERSTOOD BY THE AVERAGE STUDENT. 
GOQBBXCH’S 
ANALYTICAL 4 HARMOMY, 
(A New Theory of Composition, from the 
Composer’s Standpoint.) 
Clearer and more helpful than anything I have seen.—Arthur Foote. 
A welcome relief from our present difficulties.—Wm. H. Sherwood. 
Invaluable to teachers and pupils —Emil Liebling. 
It will be eminently successful.—Clarence Eddy. 
Goodrich has solved the great problem.—B. Mollenhauer. 
Delightfully clear.—Harrison Wild. 
Plainly expressed and easily understood.—Jos. tf'. Gittings. 
A COMPANION VOLUME TO “MUSICAL ANALYSIS.” 
PKICE $2.00. 














Where we Display 
The Finest Stock of 
Musical Instruments 
In Philadelphia. 
We are now 
Offering 
Rare Bargains 
In Every Department. 
Metronomes way below 
Usual Prices. 
Send for Catalogues. 
Special Prices to Teachers, etc. 
Mention The Etude. 
. H. GRIFFITH & CO., 
1229 and 1231 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
To L. J.—Your letter, though written by a teacher, 
and from a teacher's standpoint, has been referred by 
Mr. Presser to me, whose special line of labor has 
been answering pupils' difficulties. Part of the series 
of questions contained in your letter I will endeavor to 
answer to the best of my ability. First, then, yon ask 
how yon can get your- pupils interested in musical art, 
and especially in musical literature. That is, by mnsical 
literature you mean literature produced with music or 
mnsicians as the subject matter. Now yon possibly 
may be aware of the fact that I am situated in the city 
of Cincinnati, and in this city, l am connected with our 
two largest schools, in the one in the capacity of Pro- 
fessdr of English Language and Literature, in the other 
as Lecturer upon Musical Biography and Esthetics. I 
have also an extensive private business as a teadher, 
and in_all these capacities I have found that there is 
an enormous difficulty in rousing a broad, intellectual 
interest in the art outside of a little temporary scintil¬ 
lation or pleasant enjoyment of a sense of personal 
display. ■ 
You are asking of me the solution of something 
which every day of my life is striving1 for. We are 
achieving some success in Cincinnati with our hundreds 
and hundreds of students, but it is still meager and 
unsatisfactory. The fact of the matter, I suppose, lies 
just here, that ninety-nine students in every hundred do 
not really care for music itself profoundly. Every one 
has some feeling for the beauty of tones as they ring in 
rhythm and melody; a few more enjoy good harmo¬ 
nization; but when this is carried to a completeness in 
some simple form of waltz, march, or dance tune, old 
or modern, rondo or sonatina, what musical sentiment^ 
they have is folly satisfied. The more elaborate oforms, 
the deeper mystical meaning, and all the collateral 
range of colored glories of esthetic science are tire¬ 
some and uninteresting to them, primarily, because they 
have not the depth or range of mental faculties neces¬ 
sary to grasp them. Now I hear you say, “ Why, that 
is not merely throwing cold water on my enthusiasm, 
but sending down a regular snowstorm—nay, a decided 
northwestern blizzard—against which nothing can 
stand; before which all forms of animal life must 
go down and be snowed under and be frozen stiff.” 
Not a bit of it. Your impression will be incorrect. I 
am not frowning upon your aspirations, but pointing 
out the difficulties of the high mountain^ canyon roads. 
But remember this, that the roads which are steep and 
clamber along lofty and dangerona precipices often 
also reveal the most marvelous panoramas of Bky and 
earth, and mountain and valley. As the Savionr has 
told us that there is more rejoicing over the one Bheep 
that is saved than over the ninety and nine that went 
not astray, so, perhaps, without being profane, we may 
say, that there is more delight in awakening some 
conscious scintillation of true, poetic enthusiasm for 
music in one pupil, than there is in the hum-drum rivet¬ 
ing of mere notes into ninety-nine common-place , skulls. 
Keep at itl keep at it I keep at it 1 Strike the flint 
with the steel, elicit the Bpark, keep the tinder close 
at hand ;. some day yon will have a fire. 
But now you ask, what books can I recommend. 
There is a book which I have in my library, and which 
I do not prize so much as I did twenty-five years ago, 
bat it serves its purpose. I refer to Elise Polko’s 
“ Musical Sketches.” These little novelettes, though 
written in a somewhat sentimental and exaggerated 
tone, possess some admirable qualities. They are ex¬ 
tremely pretty and fanciful and will please by their 
style, especially by their dainty images and by their 
occasional felicities of description, those minds which 
are literary and intelligent rather than specifically 
musical. It is. trne these sketches do not contain any 
large amount of musical information, yet they hold in 
solution homeopathic doses, since they are based upon 
some of the most romantic incidents in the lives of 
great leading men, and thereby, at least, the names of 
these composers and performers and some general 
notion as to their characteristics will be imparted to the 
student, and after all, perhaps, we who grow a little 
cqld-blooded and cynical are not any nearer to the 
truth than the warm and gushing youngster, who 
knows leBB music, but has more heart than we. 
There is now so large a list of excellent. biographies 
of the great composers, some, of which charm like a 
novel, that I think you can scarcely go astray. As for 
a general history of music itself, I think the most read¬ 
able digest of the whole subject is that of W. S. B. 
Mathews, also the one by Mr. < Fillmore. As for com¬ 
posers, Neick’s “Life of Chopin,” and the recently 
issued “ Wagner and His Works,” by H. T. Finck, are 
magnificent examples of large, exhaustive works, which, 
nevertheless read like romances on account of the 
extreme interest attaching to their subjects and the 
air of intense, vivid, life-like reality which they carry. 
This favorable comment is especially to be made con¬ 
cerning the book of Mr. Finck, an American pro¬ 
duction, foil of faultB and mannerisms p.erhaps, but 
extremely suggestive and valuable for all that. These 
books, however, are rather too heavy and too profound, 
too bulky for pupils. There is a story of “Music 
and Musicians,” by Lucy^C. Lily, on the composers, 
which might answer the purpose. 
Four question as to the time for introducing Mathews' 
“ First Lessons in Phrasing,” in connection with 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic,” in the course which he 
has mapped out, I think will be much.more satisfactorily 
and safely answered by Mr. Mathews himself, and I there¬ 
fore leave it for him. He is a judicious and thoughtful 
teacher, who has made the. matter of piano pedagogics 
a profound and life-long study. I therefore regard his 
opinion as a great and final authority. J. S. V. C. 
You will find that the mere resolve not to be useless, 
and the honest desire to help other people, will in the 
quickest and delicatest wayB improve yourself. Thus 
from the beginning consider all your accomplishments 
as means of assistance to otherB ; read attentively, and 
yon will understand what I mean with respect to lan¬ 
guages and music. 
In muBic especially yon will soon find what personal 
benefit there is in being-serviceable; it is probable that, 
however limited your powers, you have voice and ear 
enough to sustain a note of moderate compass in a con¬ 
certed piece,—that, then, is the first thing to make sure 
you can do. 
Get your voice disciplined and clear, and think only 
of accuracy, never of effect or expression. If you have 
any soul worth expressing, it will Bhow itself in your 
singingbut most likely there are very few feelings in 
yon at present needing any particular expression, and 
the one thing yon have to do.is to make a clear-voiced 
little instrument of yourself, which other people can en¬ 
tirely depend npon for the note wanted.—John RusMn. 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE pTUDE.” 
We will send any of the. following periodicals and 
The Etude for the price named in the second column. 
Pub. With 
Price. Etude. 
Century Magazine..........$4.00 $5.00 
St. Nicholas.......  8.00 4.00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly... 1.25 2.80 
Independent (N. Y.). 8.00 4.00 
Peterson’B Magazine.   2.0Q 8.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly.  8,00 4.00 
“ Pleasant Honrs...... 1.76 8.00 
Harper’s Magazine..*. 4.00 4.60 
“ Weekly... 4.00 4.76 
“ Bazaar.  4.00 4.76 
■ “ Young. People... 2.00 8.00 
Youth’s Companion (bew subscribers only) 1.76 2.76 
Domestic Monthly.  1.60 2.60 
Lippincott’8 Magazine. 8.00 8.60 
Music......  8.00 8.60 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4.00 4.76 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 8.25 8.76 
Home Journal (New York)... 2.00 8.00 
Scientific American.  2.60 8,60 
Scribner’s Magazine...8.00 4.00 
. Demorest’s Magazine.,... 2/00 8.00 
Voice Magazine (Werner’s).................... 2.00 8,00 
Wide Awake...........     2.40 8.60 
Leisure Hours........  1.00 2 26 
Cosmopolitan....  1.60 2.76 
BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 
Mu ic I: blisters 
LEIPSIC, BSUSSELS, LONDON, 
AND AT 
39 East 19th Street, New York. 
PARLOR MUSIC FOR THE PIANOFORTE, 
IiATEST EDITIONS. 
^ PKIOK 
Arnold. Little Turtledove (Turteltaubchen)... SO 26 
Bacll, J. S. Echo...... ... 25 
Balthasar. Elegie.......... 50 
Baumfelder. Op. 52. Pansy... 50 
Op,288, Spring Idyl............. 40 
Beethovei^. Sixteen Marches (Br. Ed,,1413). ’ 75 
Ilolim, €. La<Garde.du Corps (Fanfare mil.).... 65 
Braudels. Op*85, No. 1. Es wax.40 
Op. 86, No. 2. Still-Leben...... 40 
Burginuller. . Scottish Song...  40 
Coleby. Columbian Exhibition Waltz. C maj. 75 
Bryschoch, F., Op. 22. Caprice... 75 
Engel. Op 32. Bussian Melody.t.... 75 
Godefroid. Op. 87. Tinkling Bells. 75 
llennes. Op,393. Edelweiss.......... 40 
Hollander, Jnl. Op. 6. ' Little Waltz in D min. 65 
‘ Op. 7. Gavotte in A ..:. 76 
Jatlassohn. Op. 116. Fandango and Menuet. Two Canons 1 25 
Kolb. Op. 8. Golden Bod (Nocturne). 40 
Op. 11, No. 2. Bomance. E.. 40 
KornatzKi. Op 25. The Hunter’s Horn.-. 65 
Krehl. Op 7, No. 9. Fester Entscbluss... 25 
jLange, G. Op. 219. In Trauter Hiitte. fm].. 50 
JLiszt. Lanza Sacra and Duet from Alda...  2 00 
Bernini sconces from Verdi’s Boccanegra... 2 00 
Maellowell, E. A. Prelude, from Op. 10. 50 
-Intermezzo, from Op. 10........ — 40 
Op. 45. Sonata tragica... 2 00 
Mayer, C. Op. 210, No. 7. Chrysanthemums.^ 65 
Moore, Gr. P. Departure of the Bride. A. 40 
Value capricieuse.,..... 75 
Bforthrnp. Op. 179, No. 6. Valse poStique........ 40 
Nunez. Op. 6. Three Danzas Habaneras.. 60 
Berger. My Dream (Impromptu). 40 
Pommer, W. H. Op. 29, No. 1. Barcarole. B flat. 40 
Op. 29, No. 2. Arietta. E maj... 30 
Belnecke. Menuet & la Seine (after Griitry)... 25 
Sellarwenk», Pb. Op.. 86. Two Dance Impromptus. F 
sharp maj., F sharp min, each... 90 
Schubert. Op. 54. Impromptu and March; for concert use, 
arranged by X. Scharwenka... 1 00 
SeiSM, I. Op. 2, No. 3. Bomance in G min. 25 
X ell in an n. Gavotte No. 1 in D. 50 
Gavotte No. 2 in A min.. 50 
Vilhar. Opi 152. Kroat. Tanze. No. 1. C maj., . 50 
STUDIES. 
Cramer. Thirty-two Select Studies (progressive). Edited by 
0. Kuhner. (Br. Edition, 1417)..  1 60 
Enhner. Etude-School. Twelve Books, each.. 1 60 
Mohr, II. Op. 66. Melodic Studies (medium difficult). Three 
Books, each,........net 60 
Schoolvof Modern Pianoforte Virtuosity. Tech- 
- nical Studies for the highest degree of development, by Mokiz 
Rosenthal and Ludvig Bchytte. Complete .. 6 00 
In three boukB, each. 2'00 
GOLDEN RULES P0R SINGERS. 
BY JOHN TOWSBS. 
SONGS. 
Becker, A. The Broken.Lyre. B,flat min. F sharp min., each 60 
Love’s Bliss. B, A flat,each....v........ 40 
Bepose. A, G, each.........’... 40 
Autumn Song. 0 min., B flat min , each. 50 
The Young Friar. F sharp min., D min., each... 26 
Under the Lilac....'... 40 
Herbert, V. No. 1. Fly Away....... 46 
No. Hasty Bloom-......... .... 75 
No. 3. Thou Knoweet Not..... 45 
' No. 4. My Heart is True....... 45 
Meyer, J. K. Minstrel’s Love Song...... 60. 
Remembrance...... 60'' 
Strong, X. No. 1. How Fair the Night..-..i.. 
No. 2. ^ By Chance...,... • 60 
No. 3'. ^Misunderstanding:,,...;. 25 
' No. 4. To One Who............. 25 
.No. 5. If...............;.......... 40 
Stneken, Von der. When in Fullest Bloom. 30 
That Hour Shall Blest.......:...... 30 
COMPLETE-'-LINE:, 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND STRINGS. 
. Large Stoc* of Old and New Violins. r 
■VXOXjXiY BEFAIBIHg- -A. SFECIA1TY. 
I. Be perfectly natural. Sing as you talk and read,’ 
and feel happy and look it. 
II. All practice should be done with medium power of 
voice, without forcing. Forcing a voice means ruining 
it for ever. 
III. .Practice must be regular, thoughtful, and syste¬ 
matic, except in cases of sickness. Omy miss practice 
when dinner is missed. 
IV. Under ordinary circumstances there'should not 
be less than an hour daily devoted to voice exercises. 
This shonld be divided into three 20’s or two 30’s. For 
these voice exercises, each and every vowel sound should 
be taken in turn. 
» V. Half an hour daily devoted to declamatory reading 
alond and reciting, especially of the text of songs, etc., 
to be sung, will be very well spent time. 
VI. Practise standing erect before a mirror, and 
without any accompaniment- By this means many 
facial contortions ana mannerisms will be obviated. 
VII. Acquire ease, self-control, grace of manner, and 
poetry of motion. An audience is often captivated as 
much by the bearing and manner of a vocalist as by the 
singing. 
VIII. Be unremitting in the effort to enlarge, extend, 
and enrieh the voice, as, after all, the soul of singing is 
rich, full, sonorous, sweet, sympathetic, equal tone. 
IX. The muscles controlling the voice will surely yield 
to treatment* just as any other of the bodily muscles. 
All that is wanted for insuring flexibility is the aforesaid 
regular, thoughtful, systematic practice. Perseverantia 
vincit omnia. 
X. Always dwell well on the vowel sounds, and round 
off the consonants clearly and distinctly at the end, and 
otherwise. • y 
XI. . Be very careful where, when, and how breath is 
taken. 
Where : Never in the middle of a word; never in the 
middle of a sentence, if it can be avoided, bat always 
where it least disturbs the sense of the words. Sense 
first, sound second. a 
How: Always,. where practicable, breathe through 
the nostrils and “ from the hipB.” By no other method 
than deep diaphragmatic breathing can the lungs be 
thoroughly utilized, especially in singing, and remain 
sound, healthy, and vigorous. 
XII. Breathing is so vitally important to good tone 
production, that there should be daily practice in special 
breathing exercises, and in whistling, if possible, in the 
open, fresh air. It is, moreover, absolutely necessary for 
good, easy, copious breathing that the clothing, espe¬ 
cially round the chest and throat, fee loose and free. 
XIII. Avoid all gliding, sliding, scraping, and “ tobog¬ 
ganing” in producing tone. Go “straight from the 
shoulder ” to it, and take no heed of bad examples, ex¬ 
cept to take warning by them. 
XIV. Avoid the tremolo as you would a leper. Let 
your motto always be: absolutely'pure tone or none. 
XV. Study the words to be sung through and through, 
and sing them as though you felt them. Try to let them 
come from the heart as well as the throat, as this is the 
only way to reach the "hearts of others. , 
XVI. Be very careful to pronounce each wordcorrectly 
and to articulate every syllable, every letter, as clearly as 
it is possible. One singer who can be easily understood 
—no matter what the language sung—is worth fifty 
whose .words are mouthed, mumbled, and lost to the 
audience. 
XVII. The best help toward this is frequent reciting 
aloud with exaggerated muscular action of the lips. 
XVIII. Never stop forking. There is something to 
be learned, to the very last day of life. A good practice 
is to pick out difficult passages in songs, and drill at them 
as studies. Absolute perfection may not be attainable, 
but it iB a commendable and praiseworthy ambition to 
get as near to it as is humanly possible. 
HIGH IDEALS. 
Letter tg a Student. 
“ We needs must love the highest when we sea It.” 
In music, as in every other good and noble thing in 
life that we know to be worth working for, always let 
your ideal be the highest it is possible to conceive, and 
never allow yourself to be contented with anything in 
any degree less than the highest. The moment we begin 
to lower our ideals, that moment do We,.whether we will 
or not, begin to lower also ourselveB. 
But, you say: “ It is so wearying, so useless, straining 
always after an impracticable, unattainable ideal. Why 
not be contented with something within our reach— 
something which can be grasped definitely and retained 
at will ? ” Yes; I grant you, it is wearisome to stand 
al ayB on tip-t< itl yes an hak is up fted, straining 
anxiously toward that noblest, highest ideal, which is al- 
v %j so far b iv a i beyond our tea h. I s so mu 
... iei n 1 m re co nfor *: to j*u con l<*. igainst 
our favorite prop *nd to t s satis i'.h vs ’i that which 
comes to hand asily md vs ** inch ffort it.do s 
not .1 r mm ’a al - .j ling tip-t > ga ing fixedly at 
our ideal, bring ns nearer to it ? Are we not in such an 
attitude nearer to it than when stooping, with bent 
should s »nd downcast eyes g >ping feebly afte some 
unworthier bnt’ less exacting model ? W hat does it mat- 
4 • ‘s ur sal is a llj unattainable ’ , we not 
false irsel * i sarei c it simply & striving to read 
it A.nd is no ^ . s. re * I nght of ideal, s< p re 
that it is unattainable, in itself elevating? 
Oh 1 never mind the weariness—the i disappointment: 
Keep your eyes fixed on the highest, and never for one 
moment suffer them to be withdrawn. No man or 
woman ever yet had too high an ideal, and no man or 
woman ever yet-failed throughhaving too high an ideal. 
It is only when we lose sight of our ideals that we fail. 
Leaning contentedly against our favorite props may be 
comfortable j but let ns beware of sliding down, lower ; 
and lower, imperceptibly, perhaps, at first, but sliding 
lower nevertheless,, till at last we are overwhelmed by 
our otter degradation, and lie groveling in the dnst, 
without even sufficient energy or self-respect to give 
one glance at, or sigh of regret for, the ideal of which 
we have bo soon lost sight. " 
Whatever your ideal in music, never lose sight of it', 
never relinquish it. Is it a Beethoven sonata—one of 
the great masterpiecesiwhich you can scarcely hope to 
everrender adequately?. Attack it bravely and patiently, 
and never be content till yon have, at least, mastered 
the notes and technical difficulties.' Analyze it, study 
its form and construction, love it, worship it in secret, 
humbly and reverently, and try to glean its sacred inner 
meanings. You will be all'the better musician for the 
effort, almost hopeless though it be. You will, at least, 
have gained an insight into its mysteries, and you will 
infinitely better understand and appreciate its beautieE 
when you hear then? expounded by some gifted master ✓ 
of the art. 
Mind, I do not say inflict it on your friends. You 
dare not do that, if you reverence the Master. No one 
has any more right to play an untruth than to utter one. 
And it is playing an nntroth when yon give to others a 
tortured, mangled version of a mighty work, and then 
libel the master by attaching his name to it. 
-Mu8t we not alWays love and reverence the highest in— 
all music, and in every art and science, simply because it 
is a whisper from, or reflection of, the greatest musician 
and artist of all ? And, in neglecting to worship the 
highest ideals, are we not refusing to pay homage to 
Him who is the great, Giver of “ every good and perfect 
gift ” in all music and art ? 
So, then, let ns always choose to love and reverence 
the highest ideals, remembering that “failure in the 
highest is nobler than success in the lowest,” so thatj at 
the close of oar earthly career, we may have no cause to 
wail, with poor, heart-stricken Guinevere.—Jean Haras, 
for The Keyboard. 
P0R STUDEHTS. 
BY JULIA LOIS GARRUTHERS. 
In cases of difficulty in adapting a given fingering to 
a certain passage, transpose the figure into varions keys, 
nsing the same fingering. 
* « 
In cantabile passages, and nearly all those requiring 
the idea of breadth and sonority, the thought of percus¬ 
sion . in connection with the piano must be entirely 
erased, leaving room, only for pressure, or “ drawing,” 
like a violin bow. - 
: . * * * * * 
To gain endurance, and a fine, firm, controlled depth 
of tone, in finger work, practice much with a high stroke, 
pianissimo depth of thought; and ‘ in hand work, oc- 
taves, chords, and the like, much the same. 
***** 
If you have fallen into some “ inveterately bad habit ” 
with a particular phrase, it is often a good plan to 
change the fingering among other things (whether it 
is necessarily the best fingering or not- - chasfging .it 
temporarily), to.break up all “old associations; r in 
this way it will be easier to break np the especial wrong 
habit under consideration. 
* * * *. * . /. . 
In certain methods of fingering the chromatic scale, 
as well as in double thirds and sixths, the art of putting 
the fifth finger under the fourth is as essential as that 
of putting the w thumb under,” and is often nearly as 
difficult for the advanced pupil as the proper control of 
the thnmb ris to a beginner. The methods of overcoming 
these are very similar; carve the fourth finger, placing it’ 
on ablack key ; straighten the little finger, and at first 
merely draw a line with it on the keyboard, under and 
oat and under again, until the mind is ready to hem: the 
tones legato, ana with no movement in the hand—with 
the wrist high or low, fingers curved or straight. 
When teachers are as solicitous regarding the quality 
of their .instruction, as they are to, get more pupils, they 
* will get all the pupils that they ^n teach.-^CV^rto Jr. 
London. 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCAL.E PLAYING, ' 
With Particular Reference to the Development ol 
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Finsers 
of each Sand. 
11ST TWO BOOKS, EACH $1.00. 
COMPOSED TOR PIAKOVOBTK' BT . 
■WILSON G. SMITH. 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm. Mason and other 
eminent teachers. 
Susie Teaclers Wanted. Sixteenth Year. _ Publishers of the 
American College and Public School Directory. 
Send bob QiBotmiB. 
The Technieon. 
A MECHAJHCAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THE 
Development of Piano Technic, 
Price, Teacher’s Size, 
Price, Student’s Size, 
$22.60. 
$12.00] 
Liberal deduction to the profession. 
Send for circular giving foUJnformation. 
Address , 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW. 
Landon’s Reed Organ Method. 
Price $1.50. By CHAS. W. LANDON. Foreign Fingering. 
This Method is something entirely new. Every piece 
is especially arranged for the Reed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi¬ 
ously annotated, analyzed, and every possible help given 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it. 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty ia first 
prepared in an easy and attractive form. The Reed 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Send for a Sample Copy, 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
MEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY 
Dr. EbmJounde. OF MUSIC ■ Director. ’ 
The Leading Conservatory of America. 
In addition to its uneqnaled musical advantages, 
exceptional opportunities are also provided for the 
study of Kloeutlon, tbc Fine Arts, and 
Modern laagnagea. The admirably 
equipped Home affords a safe and inviting resi¬ 
dence for lady students. Calendar Free. 
FRANK W. HALE, Gen’l Manager, 
Franklin Square, Boston, Maos. 
A VISIT TO A BOARDING-SCHOOL MISS. 
BY J. G. HOLLAND. 
Miss Georgiana "Aurelia Atkins Green was an in¬ 
timate friend of mine, or, rather, perhaps 1 should say, 
her mother’s brother boarded my horse, and I bought 
my meat of her father. It was the determination of 
Mrs. Green that her daughter should be a finished 
lady. During the finishing process 1 saw but little of 
her. It occupied three years,-and was performed at a 
fashionable boarding-school, between the ages of fifteen 
and eighteen, regardless of expense. Wfien she was 
finished off she was brought home in triumph and ex¬ 
hibited on various occasions to crowds of admiring 
friends, 1 went one evening to see her. She was really 
very pretty, and took up her idle with spirit, and acted 
it admirably. 1 saw a portfolio lying upon the piano, 
“hud knowing that I was expected to seize upon it at 
once, 1 did so, against Miss Green’s protestation, which 
she was expected to make, of course. I found in it-, 
various pencil drawings, a crayon head of the infant 
Samuel, and a terrible shipwreck in India’ ink. The 
sketches were not without merit. These were all looked 
over, and praised, of coarse. Then dame the music. 
This was some years ago, and the most that I remember 
is that she played O Dolce Concerto with the variations, 
and the Rattle of Prague, the latter of winch the mother 
explained to me during its progress. The pieces were 
cleverly executed, and then I undertook to talk to the 
young woman. 1 gathered from her conversation that 
Mrs. Martinet, the principal of the school where she 
had been finished, was a lady of “ so much style 1 ” that 
Mias Kittleton, of New York, was the dearest girl in the 
school, and that she (Georgiana) and the said Kittleton 
were such friends that they always dressed alike, and 
that Miss Kittleton’s brother Fred was a magnificent 
fellow. The last was said with a blush, from the em¬ 
barrassments of which she escaped gracefully by stating 
that the old Kittleton was a banker, and rolled in money. 
It was easy to^see that the parents of this dear girl 
admired her profoundly. 1 pitied her and them, and 
determined, as a matter of duty, that I would show her 
just how much her accomplishments were worth. «I 
accordingly asked of my wife the favor to invite the 
whole family to tea, in a quiet way. They all came on the 
appointed evening, and, after tea was over, I expressed 
my delight that there was one young lady in our neigh¬ 
borhood who conld do something to elevate the tone of 
our society. I then drew out, in a careless .way, a letter 
I had just received from a Frenchman, and asked Miss 
Georgiaua, as a favor, to read it to me. She took the 
letter, blushed, went half through the first line .correetly, 
then broke down on a simple word, and confessed that 
she conld not read it. It was a little cruel; but I wished 
to do her good, and proceeded with my experiment. I 
took np a piece of music, and asked her if Bhe had seen 
it. She had not.1 I told her there was a pleasure in 
store for both of ns. I had heard the song once, and I 
would try to sing it if she would play the accompani¬ 
ment. She declared she could not do it without prac¬ 
tice, but I told her she was too modest by half. So I 
dragged her, protesting, to the piano. She knew she 
would break down. I knew she would, and she did. 
Well, I would riot let her rise, for as Mr. and Mrs. Green , 
were fond of the old-fashioned church (music, and had 
been singers in their day and in their way, I selected an 
old tune, and called them to the piano to assist. Mrs. 
Green gave us the key, and we started off in fine style. 
It was a race to see which would come out ahead. 
Georgiana won, by skipping moBt of the notes. She 
rose from the piano with her cheeks as red as a beet. 
“By the way,” said I, “ Georgiana, your teacher of 
drawing rimst have been an excellent one.” I did not 
tell her that I had seen evidence of this in her own art, 
bat I touched the right spring, and the lady gave me 
the teacher’s credentials, and told me what so and so had 
said of her. “ Well,” said I, “1 am glad that there is 
one yonng woman who has learned drawing properly. 
Now yon have nothing to do but to practise your delight¬ 
ful art, and you must do something for the benefit of 
your friends. I promised a sketch of my house to a par- ■ 
ticular friend, at a distance, and you shall come to-mor¬ 
row and make one. I remember that beautiful cottage 
among your sketches, and I should prize a sketch of my, 
own, even half as well done, very highly.” The poor 
girl was^ blushing again, and from the troubled counter 
nance of. her parents I saw that they had begun indis¬ 
tinctly to comprehend the shallowness—the absolute 
worlhieBsness—of the accomplishments that had cost 
them so mneh. Georgiana acknowledged that she had 
never sketched from nature—that her teacher had never 
required it of her, and ihat she had no confidence that 
, she conld sketch so simple an object as my house. The 
Greeris took an early leave, and, I regret to say, a cool 
one. They were mortified, arid there was not good sense 
enough in the girl to make an improvement or the hints 
I had given her. 
The Green family resided upon a street that I- always 
took on my way to the post-office, and there waB rarely a 
pleasant evening that did not show their parlor alight, 
and company in it. I heard the same old variations of 
0 Dolce Concerto evening after evening. The Battle of 
Prague was fought over and over again. The portfolio 
of drawings (Buch of. them as had not been expensively 
framed) was exhibited. I doubt not, to admiring friends 
until-they were Boiled by thumbing. At last, Georgiana 
was engaged, and then she was married—married to a 
very good fellow, too. He loved mnBic, loved painting, 
and loved his wife. Two years passed away; and I de¬ 
termined to ascertain how the pair got alorig." She was 
the mother of a fine boy whom I knew she would be 
glad to have me see. 1 called, was treated cordially, 
and saw the identical old portfolio, on the identical old 
piano. I asked the favor of a tune. The hnaband with 
a sigh informed me that Georgiana had dropped her 
mnsic. I looked about the walls, and saw the crayon 
Samuel, and the awfui^shipwreck in India ink./'Alas! 
the echoes of the Battle of Prague that, came 'over the 
field of ihemory, and these fading mementoes around, 
me, were all that remained ot the accomplishments of 
the late Miss Georgiana Aurelia Atkins Green. 
SUGGESTIONS. 
Mutual Help among Music Pupils.—It is only nine 
o’clock A. m., an hour when .musicians and musical 
students often begin their wora, bnt scarcely the time 
when lovers of mnsic would meet in order to enjoy a 
practice together or listen to one ; and yet three persons 
-—three musical natures—are giving the other a iarewell 
specimen of -their individual and singularly differing 
reflexes of art-feeling. A gentleman, yonng and pale and 
dreamy-looking, has sung Das Veilchen, by Mozart, and 
In diesen heiligen Mallen. An older and a younger lady 
play Beethoven’s Choral„ Fantasia, at which they had 
both worked thoroughly; the younger lady plays two 
pieces from Bach’s Unite Anglaise, and the elder lady 
utters the "words; “ We all three are musical; and yet, 
though we have for six weeks resided under the same 
roof, we have been so stiff and conventional, so slow in 
recognizing the bond th^t existed between ns, that not 
until a week or ten days ago have we expanded tctr-efich 
other and interchanged what we each poaseaaed./'What 
might we not have done for each other had it been other¬ 
wise 1 and what have we not missed which life may per¬ 
haps never again present to ns 1 for it is a rare circum¬ 
stance when three so essentially musical natures, at once 
so sympathetic to each other, and yet so essentially 
different, have each a chance as this of mutually stimu¬ 
lating and supplementing each other. And we all three 
have let it slip. Let this parting warn ns to seize the 
next opportunity when we And ourselves with congenial 
spirits, and use it to the full.”—Bettina Walker, in 
“My Musical Experiences." - - 
Scale testing.—An excellent test' for evenness in 
scales is to play them over as softly as you possibly can. 
To realize what I wish to convey, itry to imagine that 
some one is lying ill in the next room, and you are fear¬ 
ful of disturbing them, bnt feel (as, indeed, all earnest 
students do feel) that yon must have some daily practice, 
however little, just to keep your digits iri working order. 
By thus playing scales very softly you will certainly 
find '(unless very accomplished in technique) the thumb 
bumping somewhere, and the third finger producing bnt 
a weak sound from its key. Since to know where a 
weakness exists is a long way toward remedying it, I 
need not write any more to the' intelligent Btudent on 
this score. 
In this excellent method of scale-testing, play very 
slowly, aswell as softly, at first; a little increase of pace 
may be made later if desired, but if the scales be played 
really quickly, it is difficult to distinguish the faulty 
notes. 
Yon will, nf course, understand that each hand mnBt 
play its scales separately: to try this experiment with 
both hands together is simply to waste time and effort. 
The scale of B (five Bharps) is (in the right hand, at 
any rate)kthe easiest on the piano, fromt its being naturally 
adapted to the formation of the hand and.for ease in 
thumb-paBsing, so the student may well begin his scale¬ 
testing with this. Afterward he may take E, A, D fiat, 
A flat, E flat. B flat, F, G, D (this a difficult scale for 
the left hand), and G flat (F sharp)—majors, of course. 
A good scale for the left hand to begin with is.D flat. 
0 is the moBt .difficult in both hands to play with perfect 
evenness, and should therefore be left Dy the tyro until 
the last, or, at any rate, until late in the serieB; but ex¬ 
perienced players may start npon this at the outset._ 
Much benefit to one’s playinjg generally ia certain to 
result from this searehing^analytical test of scale-tech" 
nique.—Ernst Doppler, for “The Keyboard." 
In analyzing the form of a new composition, it is 
natural and comparatively easy to hear that of the mel¬ 
ody ; but often the other parts will be as distinctly indi¬ 
vidual in their oatlines. Especially is this true of the 
basB, which should be sustained in the mind in ity pro- • 
gressions no less clearly than the melodic carve, though 
subordinated. Again, is it of value to keep before the 
mind an orchestra, with the individuality of each part— 
a unit in itself, yet losing its selfishness in the larger 
unit of the whole. 
THE GRADUAL DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRU¬ 
MENTAL MUSIC. 
BY THEOUQBH MOELLING. 
. Although music in the general acceptation of the 
word is of a very remote age, music, as we understand 
it to-day, music as an art with well-understood rules, is 
of a very recent date comparatively speaking. 
Instrumental music has'its highest expression in the 
symphony. The oldest instrumental music consisted 
chiefly of marches for military or festive occasions, in 
which skilful-trumpeters had a chance to show them¬ 
selves ; also of dances and-dance songs for one or more 
voiced instruments. Of dances there existed already in 
the year 1509 a printed edition for organ, clavier, or 
lute: Passamerro, Padnana, Saltavello, Galliarda, etc. 
Some were also transcribed for other instruments. 
We have now to consider the different instruments so 
as to Bhow how the various styles of instrumental music 
developed themselves. 
“The oldest of the -truly artistic instruments is the 
organ. It has its origin in the water organ of the an¬ 
cients. The organ was, in the seventh and eighth cen¬ 
tury, introduced into the Roman Catholic from the 
Greek Church. In the year 960 we hear of an organ in 
Germany having twenty-six bellows and four hundred 
pipes. rThe same had, however, only ten keys. 
The organ had in the beginning only one register; 
soon, however, imitations of other instruments made 
their appearance, thus making the tone fuller. Soon 
the octave, fifth, and later on the third, were added. 
The keys were originally a foot in length, and had a 
fall of a foot. The players had to press them down 
with their-elbowsj strike them-with-their fists* or even 
with hammers.. In the year 1361 -Nicholas Taber, of 
Halberstadt, Germany, is reported to have manufac¬ 
tured instruments with three manuals (keyboards), and 
in the beginning of the sixteenth century the pedals 
came in general use. At this time the organ had an 
extent of three octaves, and everything concerning the 
instrument got to be handier until the same attained per¬ 
fection in the seventeenth century, after the Protestant 
religion had placed it in a more prominent position than 
it had occupied in the old Church. 
The most renowned organists in olden times were the 
blind Florentine, Francisco Landino, and a century 
later (about 1470) the .German, Bernard, in Venice. 
Neither of them, however, left us any music. They, 
only ornamented their chorals. Conrad Paulmann, of 
Nuremberg, blind, and who died in Munich in 1473, is 
the first known composer of independent organ pieces. 
There are twenty-four numbers of them, mostly in-two 
part counterpoint. They are entirely instrumental and, 
written in a pleasing and fluent style. -Highly cele¬ 
brated was his younger contemporary, Paul Hofhaimer, 
from Styria, court organist of Maximilian I. He was 
born about 1460, and instructed many pupils. He has, 
however, left us no^music, since organists at his time, 
and even later, mostly extemporized and omitted writing 
their inspirations down. From the middle of the six¬ 
teenth century, however, organ compositions became 
more frequent. The Dutchman, Jacob Bruns, had, in 
1647, a.fantasia and other pieces published. 
The father of true organ music is Frescobaldi, of 
Rome, whose works have been entirely preserved. He 
has, besides other styles, helped to perfect the fugue. 
He educated many pupils, among w whom Troberger 
was the most celebrated. His successor in Rome was 
Pasquini, who died in 1710. From this time on the art 
of organ playing wandered northward. 
Besides the organ, the lute, and the now everywhere 
known piano werer in vogue. 
The first named (lute) is now almost forgotten. It 
had its origin in Arabia, and consisted of a round hol¬ 
low body, with a long neck to the latter, on which 
stringB were fastened. • It was greatly used in accom¬ 
panying songs. The Roman lute (chitavona) was over 
six feet long, and, on account of its Bize, less used for 
solo playing than to accompany music at public enter¬ 
tainments. The pandora was a similar instrument and 
perfected through suggestions of S. Bach. These and 
similar instruments resembled somewhat the cyther of 
the present day. 
The pianoforte (hammer clavier), the most popular 
keyed instrument, had its origin in the - monochord of 
the ancients.. The ancients had, in order to produce a 
certain tone, a box to which a single string was attached. 
On this string were placed bridges at certain distances, 
and later on keys (claves), as also a multiplication of 
strings took place. These keyB, when struck by hand, 
pressed a metal rod (tangent) against the strings, and 
thus produced the tone. In the sixteenth century there 
was already a cembalo, clavecin, known, on which the 
strings were touched by quills, and of which Mozart’s 
celebrated spinett is an improved offshoot. The Eng¬ 
lish virginal of Queen Elizabeth’s times derived its 
name from virgo (virgin), and was very much used by 
young ladies, In 1690 Pantalon Hebenstreit invented, 
in Germany, an instrument called pantalon, which was 
struck with hammers through keys, and not out of hand, 
like the present Hungarian cymbalo. On account of 
the plkyer getting better control over the tone, on ac¬ 
count of the newly invented production of the Bame 
through keys and hammers, this new instrument was 
called pianoforte. The real inventor is probably an 
Italian, named Christofali, who lived about 1710. A 
Frenchman, named Marius, and two Germans, Schroder 
and Silbermann, invented and manufactured similar 
instruments at the saine period. J„ A. Stein, of Augs¬ 
burg, a pupil of Silbermann, made grand pianos. On 
account of the bass strings being so much longer than 
- those of the treble, he invented the triangular Bhape. 
These newly invented hammer instruments cleared all 
instruments moved by tangents, raven quills, and simi¬ 
lar agencies _ completely out of existence. J. A. 
Streicher, of Vienna, a pupil of the aforenamed Stein, 
of - Augsburg, _ _ made _ wonderful. „ improvements, which 
were later on enhanced by the Evards, Reyels, and 
many others. ' a 
Already in the year-1600 the instrument had an ex¬ 
tent from F below the line in the bass to G above the 
fifth line in treble, including half tones. In 1600 its 
keyboard extended from low C to F above the line. Its 
present extent and perfected state did not take place 
until the present century. The fingering was for a long 
time very clumsy and the use of the thumb was abso¬ 
lutely forbidden. The Parisian, Coupevin, and the 
German, S. Bach, allowed all fingers to be employed. 
Philip Emanuel Bach, son of Sebastian, is credited 
with having written the first work on the art of playing 
the piano. 
The style of piano music was, in the heginning, very 
much the same as organ music, so that teachers used to 
instruct their pnpilB on the piano before taking them to 
the organ. 
Most other instruments used to-day were mostly known 
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century. The moBt im¬ 
portant are the violins, which are played with a bow. 
A larger kind is the viola.' The next two in size are the 
violin cello and double bass. The last named inBtru- 
. ment, double bass, was at the beginning of the present 
century only used on rare occasions. Even in the grand 
opera in PariB and other large cities its appearance in 
the orchestra was advertised as an extra attraction, and : 
Beethoven composed his gigantic recitatives in his Ninth 
Symphony for the celebrated Dragonetti, the greatest 
double bass player who ever lived, except, perhapB, 
Bottesini, who was born in 1823 in Italy. The afore¬ 
named number of Btring instruments form the principal 
part of an orchestra. Next in importance are the wind 
instruments, which are either made of wood or brass. 
The ftute iB a very old instrument, bnt the present flute, 
the ^ne which is used traversely, made its appearance 
only in the eighteenth century. The are many kinds of 
flutes, but the so-called D flute and the small piccolo 
are the moBt important. Besides these there iB the 
oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and others. 
Of brass instruments the most important are'the 
trumpet, cornet, horn, trombone* etc. Next come the 
percussion instruments, of which the kettle drum and' 
big and small drums are the most important. 
The tuition price of a lesson is not earned until the ’ 
pupil has a more refined and perfect ideal of each‘part 
of nis lesson than he had at his last hour with the 
teacher.. How much more perfect iB this ideal decides 
the'quality of the teaching.—Charles W. London, 
WANTED^-RESULTfi. y" • ' • ■ ■ ■ 1 ■’ " , . V1.'-.- -• 
BY BESSIE HKBZ. 
Faults and errors exist with the teacher aB well as 
with the pupil. Our profession is almost the only one 
unprotected against charlatans. Any one who has taken 
half a dozen lessons may become a Professor if he can 
but secure the necessary victims, which end he too often 
accomplishes by assuming an air of wisdom and baiting 
his hook with cUeapneBS. Lessons are given for a mere 
pittance, and young America, and old America as well, 
with their craze lor bargains, imagine they are doing a 
great thing by Baving so much in dollars and cents, while 
losing in time and intellect. If you want a good thing 
you must pay for it. If only something could be done 
in the musical profession to prevent the quacks from 
practising! The public iB protected in its school sys- 
why not in this line of work as well? Parents 
would not send their children to a school where the only 
recommendation was cheapness, and yet they will allow 
their children, lull of ’ambition and talent, J to be ih- 
slructed musically by any young miss who may* or may 
not, knpw the notes. Some of these parents, and homes, 
very much need the influence of good music to broaden 
them.- W hat, then, is needed(is protection, a something 
to prevent false foundations being laid. This may be 
accomplished by educating the homes, by enabling the 
ignorant to distinguish the true from the false, and to 
prefer , the thorough to the cheap work. But this re¬ 
quires time—would that in the interim some required 
examination, some standard, might protect our profes¬ 
sion. ■ 
Now we may go on one step higher and complain of 
the able teacher, who really knows what should be done, 
and tries to do it. Thie class are also to blame for the 
dearth of performers. In this case the trouble arises 
from' a lack of system in the work. Every, effort in 
building up a technic is haphazard. 
One step higher and we come to the artist. What re¬ 
sults can we expect when artists acknowledge they are 
no teachers and do not expeet^to become such ? Thus 
we find the two extremes—the ignorant trying to give 
what they have not, and the learned unwilling to give 
what they have. ■ «, 
i We find pupils who aim too high, while others do not 
aspire high enough. In the first class we find too great 
an. eagerness to reap the harvest as soon as the seed is , 
planted. . Such pupils are usually Bwift readers and con¬ 
sequently insist upon playing pieceB several grades too 
difficult. The second class are content to play with 
their art. They use it as an accomplishment which 
merely increases their attractiveness. They desire 
■to play a few waltzes and dance tunes well, along 
with Borne of the popular airs of the day. Too fre¬ 
quently it is not the teacher’s fault that a higher grade 
ol music is not taught, for he has both the lack of taste 
in parent as well as pupil to battle with.—The Echo. 
SELF-RELIANCE, 
BY WALTER BLAKE. 
Self-reliance is most invariably the source of early 
and lasting success. ' How often do we notice in the 
school room the pupil that does his own work withont 
the constant aid of the teacher. How much more easily 
does "he find "his proper sphere, later on, in the .broader 
fields of labor. How fittingly this applies to mimic. 
It is the duty of teachers to start their pupils on the 
right path, then see that they do not wander about too 
much, but not annoy them by interfering with .their 
1 peculiar ways of work—and especially doing their work 
for them. If the pupil iB working diligently on the 
right path and in the right direction let him alone. 
If the methods of the teacher are not in harmony 
with the pupil’s ideas, some changes might be made, 
not, however, to destroy the individuality of either 
teacher or pupil. In any school how readily the casual 
observer,. even, can notice the difference in. 'progress'- 
made by the ones that rely upon self and the ones that 
depend largely upon the teachers or fellow-pupils to 
help them. When school days are over the latter do 
not know from what point to proceed. • 
The whole matter, as a rule, lies in the hands of the 
-teacher,-..:. . : . , 
Consider that rhythm is the life, the movement, the 
vitality of music, as of the universe. Tone is the being, 
the nature r—either broad, deep, noble* or light, shal¬ 
low, thin; brilliant, gray, or heavy, _ mournful; either 
thick or limpid, bright or dark, trivial or thoughtful; 
with the infinite shading of infinite nature, tender and 
majestic in love. Tips that we call nature,’ is-it not 
conceivable as the nature of God, finding expression 
through the tiniest crystal form or flower.—T/te Music 
Meview. 
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THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch and Teclmic 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied,to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions^ They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dri Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
work- than these. 
HUTS AID ^[ELPS. 
A true musician will aim not only to have a technical 
knowledge ot his art^ or of the branch which he is mak¬ 
ing a specialty, but will strive to know the history and 
philosophy of the art.—Keyboard. 
The way to rise in the world is to make the'most of 
the field you now occupy. Work tells. If you do well 
where you are, you will attract favorable notice that will 
open up to you a, better place. If you slight your pres- ' 
ent position, it will not recommend you to a superior 
field. In all spheres of life, r the men who have been 
honored with exalted positions have attracted attention 
by the punctiliousness with which they discharged the 
most trivial duties. He that is faithful over a few things, 
is the one who is ever made ruler Over many things,— 
Messenger. 
The day of the so-called musical genius has passed. 
The public is becoming sufficiently educated to under¬ 
stand that a man who can play the fiddle or piano with¬ 
out knowing anything of music very quickly exhausts his 
resources. That is not music. It is the talented man 
who has methodically and patiently educated himself 
who is the musician of to-day.—Vocalist. 
No one will succeed in the desired Relf development 
who sets a great deal of hope in a little endeavor.— 
Tanner. ' 
The extent or a person’s artistic qualification is com¬ 
mensurate with the delight he takes in the matter, and 
deserves to be cultivated so far as that delight continues 
unabated. 
Music is a language; it should be taught and studied 
as such; we listen to it, hear it, think it, speak or inter- 
pret it, read it, and write it. Musieiana at large, be they 
composers, -teachers, interpreters, 6r litterateurs, are 
divisible into two classes, namely,—those who under¬ 
stand the language and those who do not. The work 
and expression of the former are sincere, ardent, and 
spontaneous; of the latter, mechanical and labored. 
The former may be called concrete musicians, the latter 
abstract musicians.—Julius Klauser. * 
Pupils may be sure that teachers do not find fault 
with them merely for the pleasure of finding fault. If 
the teacher is worthy that respect which leads pnpils to 
study with him, he doesn’t find fault except when it is 
necessary, and then he does it with dignity. If the 
teacher is constantly fault-finding, and does it in an irri¬ 
table manner, you had better leave him at once. Now 
and then we learn of a teacher who gets his pnpils so 
nervous that they burst out crying. It is not well to re¬ 
main long with such a teacher. The pupil goes to him 
with fear, which spoils the first of the lesson. At .a les¬ 
son all should be restful and dignified.—The Vocalist. 
Imitation iB the bane of society, and in artistic train- 
ing is-not only-detrimental-to progress, but-positively 
destructive to the healthy growth of intellectual power. 
. Study is necessary to develop even the highest genius ; 
but if we desire to be real artists we must eventually 
give forth from within, rather than take in from without. 
The teacher who cultivates the faculty of imitation in his 
lessons, and the student who adopts it, are equally in the 
wrong; but it must be remembered that only one is 
culpable, for the latter is passive; while the former is 
active.—Henry O. Lunn. 
—Guard against a tendency to drag, hold back, or 
retard, merely because it is marked piano, pianissimo, 
or diminuendo. If there is any rhythmic shading in 
such a case, it is quite as likely that it should be a forward 
inOvement. , 
to acquire a “ method” and “execution” that will ren¬ 
der them famous in after years, says a writer in the Bos- 
ton Advertiser. 
Whether these aspirants go to Munich, to Vienna or 
Berlin, seems to be largely a matter of chance; but in 
many caseB their experience is a sad one—an unwritten 
tragedy that might, if generally known, serve to render 
other enthusiasts, about to follow the same course, more 
cautious. 
In the first place, it is well for every aspiring amateur 
to learn what his or her course of study will be, if 
possible, before entering upon that career. Par too often 
the American student raises all the money possible in a 
lamp, sum, and makes the trip only to meet with dis¬ 
appointment at the outset. ^ 
No matter how well trained she may have been in this 
country, no matter how admirable a technique may have 
been acquired, the chances are; overwhelmingly in favor 
of the applicant’s' refusal by the leading teachers of Ger¬ 
many. 
' The dictum is pronounced that he or she must begin 
at the very beginning, at the lowest round of the ladder, 
to unlearn what has already been acquired by years of 
hard study and constant practice. 
More than this, the master declines to bother himself 
about the details of such work, and promptly tarns the 
gullible American over t$ a pupil of his own, who, in 
many cases, teaches a technique or method inferior to 
that of the best American schools. 
Nor is fibis the worst. Leaving entirely out of con¬ 
sideration the dreary life of exile from home, the mise¬ 
ries and privations that such a life too often entails, the 
savage physical “ training ” which some blunderers in¬ 
flict upon their American pnpils is only too apt to resalt 
in serious injury. 
The American girl cannot Btand Buch a physical 
strain as is inflicted upon a vigorous German, and the 
former often finds herself, at the end of some weeks of 
such strain, half maimed, her fingers and even arms 
swollen so that they cannot be used. „ 
A case in point was cited in a private letter written 
from Europe within the past few weeks. The advent 
of Paderewski to this conntry served to divert the rush 
of American stndehts to a teacher whom chance had 
made famous. This teacher was apparently credited 
with Paderewski’s Bnccess, although other scholars from 
the same instructor had appeared in this conntry with¬ 
out showing remarkable ability. 
However, American students flocked to this new light, 
were assigned to favored pupils, after the customary 
fashion, and now stories are leaking out to the effect 
that the new “ method ” produces lame hands and arms, 
and but little else. 
Von Biilow and other German masters declare the 
method inhuman: Student after stndent has been 
crippled, whether for life remains to be seen; hut, so 
long as the facts have not been made public, the rush of 
new pupils to this “ master ” continues. 
Perhaps American Btndents will learn in time that the 
same energy, perseverance, and practice that are re¬ 
quired" abroad would produce, in a majority of cases, 
equally good results if applied at home. Perhaps if they 
were more familiar with some of the unhappy histories 
of disappointed ambition, wasted energies, and miserable 
results known to some American colonies at musical 
centers abroad, these credulous enthusiast^ would hesi¬ 
tate before rushing across the ocean to undertake a 
drudgery they have refused' to pursue at home. Per¬ 
haps—but at present they have to learn the lessons' by 
personal experience, and the experience in many cases 
is very costly.—Indicator. 
SPEED IN PASSAGE PLATING. 
BY PERLEE V. JERVIS. 
MOEE ABOUT MUSIC STUDY ABEOAD. 
The American practice of studying music abroad is 
one that is soon impressed upon the traveler through 
Europe. Just as many art students believe it necessary 
to acquire technique in the studio of some famous French 
master, so many conscientious students of music believe 
that a coarse of training at Leipsic, Berlin, or elsewhere 
on the Continent is needed to obtain an absolute 
mastery of the pianoforte. 
The consequence is that every year the transatlantic 
steamers bear over to Germany, and to other Conti¬ 
nental countries, scores of musical enthusiasts who hope 
The rapid acquirement of speed, lightness, and deli¬ 
cacy in passage playing depends upon two principles:— 
First: the hand must be supported from the arm so 
that all sensation of weight. or pressure is entirely 
eliminated and the hand rests upon the keyboard with 
the lightness of a feather. With most pupils the reverse 
is the case, the hand supports the weight of the arm 
and perfectly free action of the fingers is well nigh im¬ 
possible. 
Second : the mind should be trained to that apprehen¬ 
sion of the larger unities upon which fast playing is 
conditioned by study of the graded rhythm forms in Vol. 
II, Mason’s “Touch and Technic.” This subject has 
been so fully treated in that work that nothing remains 
to be said here. . - T" 
If these two principles be applied in the practice of 
passage* work from the piece the pupil has in hand, a 
great increase in Bpeed will very shortly be manifest. 
Do you teach to live, or live to teach ? The amount 
of good you do and the amount of your earnings will be 
according to your answer.—Charles W. Lanjon. 
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Gratitude is only another form of justice, and is a 
virtue in some way connected with profit, but in itself it 
is the memory of the heart. Few pupils realize the 
constant Care they are to the teacher, and fewer still 
show any thankfulness or Concern about it. Gratitude 
is a matter that rests entirely in the conscience, and no 
rule, law; or custom can reach it; all that can be done 
is to show by the judgment the claims the teacher has 
on the pupil for gratitude. It. is the link that chains ub 
together as moral beings. When a teacher throws his 
heart into the work of developing the musical capabilities 
of a pupil and for that pupil not to heed the instruction, 
is asking for bread and receiving a stone ; but for that 
pupil to heed the instruction and receive benefit, is asking 
for a fish and receiving a serpent that stings. What 
teacher has not been stung by ingratitude 1 The poet 
complains,— 
How sharper than a serpent’s tooth it is 
To have a thankless child. 
Gratitude is the pupil’s moral pay to the teacher for” 
benefits received. A teacher expects gratitude as much 
as money for his tuition, and, furthermore, unless the 
higher sensibilities are awakened in both teacher and 
pupil, music cannot be carried very high, and the lack 
of these make teaching and learning of music dreary 
and irksome. The teacher must have a warm heart and 
a cool head (alas! how often is the reverse the case), 
the pupil gratitude and esteem. All the graces of the 
heart are constantly used in teaching an learning of 
music. 
The man that pulls out your aching tooth or adminis¬ 
ters a dose that relieves a pain, exercises his skill and 
judgment, which does not call for any special gratitude 
on your part, but your teacher, and especially your.' 
music teacher, exercises not only his skill and judgment 
on you, but has almost paternal care and anxiety for 
you. If you are di8heartenedrhe cheers you up ; you 
are overtaxed, he infuses your enthusiasm anew; you are 
troubled, he gives you his kind sympathy; you are im¬ 
patient, he consoles you ; you are fretful arid stubborn, 
he bears with you; you are perplexed, he diverts 
your mind from the annoyance; you are too eager and 
over-ambitious, he gently curbs your spirit; you forget, 
he repeats; you err, he forgives. He arouses you to 
industry and praises your faithfulness. He holds him¬ 
self responsible for your advancement, and delights in 
your progress. Beside these,- he has the higher and * 
more iriiportant part to perform,—the nursing and un¬ 
folding of the artistic germ in you,—which requires the 
most • delicate treatment. All these call for heart and 
interest in you personally and individually. For you to 
receive all these from a teacher and show no gratitude 
is unjust arid cruel. Teachers who feel keenly for your 
progress are sensitive, and suffer untold pangs in silence 
from thankless and heartless pupils. Ingratitude is 
crushing to him,—a kind of guilty reeling comes over 
him that he has done something wrong,—when one lit¬ 
tle word of appreciation from you—-the slightest token 
of gratitude—would abundantly satisfy him. 
Pupils make the mistake of thinking a teacher is 
prompted only by mercenary motives. This is not true. 
After once engaged, he sinks his own interest arid looks 
for the real reward in his pupil’ s progress. Money may 
buy a teacher’s time, but not his interest, his patience, 
his enthusiasm, his energy, his heart; these are the all- 
powerfhl factors in teaching. Some of the most useful 
teachers are little known. They live in art to do good, 
and care little for the concert hall or national fame or 
glory; but their work is irreproachable. They carry 
pupils from the first rudiments to the highest artistic 
perfection. And what base ingratitude they have often 
to endure from pupils who owe them all thankfulness 
and Honor. Just as they are blossoming into artists 
they take their leave and go to Herr Blitzenachlager or 
some “Royal Conservatory” abroad and announce 
themselves as pupils of the “ Herr ” or the “ Conserva- 
torium,” ignoring entirely the one who gave them the 
only real instruction they ever received. 
This is one of the meanest species of ingratitude 
of which a pupil can be guilty. Pupils have been known 
to look upon the life-sapping toil of a conscientious 
teacher with perfect apathy, as something which, they 
flattered thensaelves, the teacher should consider as a 
privilege granted. His honeBt and continual effort'is 
interfered with by the harping mother. His zeal and, 
enthusiasm, notwithstanding, aronses the pupil’s interest 
in the work at hand. The pupil works, she knows not 
why, she improves, develops, and arrives at a satisfac¬ 
tory attainment, and then the teacher is dismissed with¬ 
out the faintest show of appreciation or gratitude. Why 
is this? The school Miss is even more inconsiderate 
and heartless toward the music teacher. College 
teaching has many things in its favor, but appreciation 
and gratitnde are virtues that do not flourish within, 
-college walls. The straight-jacket rule does not call 
’forth that gentle virtue—gratitnde—which is ‘‘the music 
of the heart when its cords are swept by kindness.” 
The life of the college teacher is a dreary, treadmill ex¬ 
istence, principally on [account of the non-appreciation 
of music, and its votaries have to suffer in conse¬ 
quence. 
There are many ways in which a pupil can show his 
appreciation of the teacher’s worth. The manner in 
which the excuse, for not taking a lesson, is worded can 
convey much more than a formal excuse. The cold 
parlor is chilling not alone to the nerves, but the sensi¬ 
bilities. The Btalking off at the end of a four-years’ 
course of study in a college; without coming and bidding 
the music teacher adieu is not only ungrateful, but un¬ 
civilized. 
How many pupils remembered their music teacher at 
festive times just past? If gratitude is in the heart, it 
will not want for a means of showing itself. 
We believe the average teacher is deserving of more 
gratitude than he receives, and it is very just to com¬ 
plain of this, for if the pupils would reflect a moment, 
they would see whertvgreat injostice is done the teacher. 
Of all the trials and tribulations a teacher of music has 
to suffer, ingratitude strikes the deepest and lasts the 
longest. 
A GLASSIFICATION OF CELEBRATED 
PllNISTS. 
BY A. J. GOODRICH. 
In glancing backward the power of memory recalls 
certain performances that left au indelible impress. 
One of the earliest of these impressions was created by 
Gottschalk. He was considered a brilliant pianist; yet 
the effect which his performances created upon me were 
mostly of plaintive reverie and deep melancholy. Those 
who have taken pains to study the life and character of 
Gottschalk know that this was inherent in the man. It 
became, therefore, a species of psychologic expression, 
and to this extent I consider it a perfect performance. 
In the same category may be classed the playing of 
Carreno-d’Albert, which is always charged with the 
warmth of genuine musical feeling and the grace of 
poetical expression. Her bravura work iB generally 
brighter than that of her teacher, Gottschalk. 
Hera, Strakosch, Jaell, de Meyer, Wehli, Griinfeld 
represefitfwhat I call the least important class of pian¬ 
ists. This dates immediately from Thalberg, though it 
may be traced back to Steibelt, Kalkbrenner, and Mos- 
cheles. / 
Then there is a species which includes Rummel, Riv6- 
King, Baerman, Carpfe, Joseffy, and Rosenthal. These 
artists aim at something more than virtuosity. 
Yon Biilow is at the head of the analytical interpre¬ 
ters, and these have been called (sometimes in derision) 
“intellectual pianists.” 
But intellectuality rules the world, and well may, for 
it is the directing of mental force toward any particular 
object. In the music composed prior to the advent of 
Chopin, and including some of Schumann, a process of 
minute analysis becomes absolutely essential. Biilow’s 
analyses of the Beethoven sonatas (of which Liszt said, 
“The teacher here learns from the pupil”) is the 
strongest proof of this assertion. Until the beginning 
of the present century musical form was as clearly de¬ 
fined as were the general laws of architecture. Hence 
the proper interpretation of this music depends more 
upon analytical and theoretical knowledge than npon 
emotional impulse. 
Ab the romantic .and anti classical styles came into 
vogue, form naturally hecame more diversified and less 
concrete. But what it lost in outline and symbolism it 
gained in compactness and unity. Hence the school of 
eclectic pianists, with father Lizst at their head.' 
To this more general species belong Sherwood, Lieb- 
ling, and D’Albert. Suppose we select Sherwood. You 
are not to expect a specialty performance from him. In 
Bach he will be serious and precise j in Haendel, robust; 
in Schumann, romantic and mysterious ; in Beethoven, _ 
soulful; in Chopiin, spirituelle. This class unite the 
analytical knowledge of Biilow with a more sympathetic 
emotional expression. . 
Rubinstein is too great a creative artist to assimilate 
all styles in bis playing. But in a programme of his own 
choosing he is irreproachable, for there we have the influ¬ 
ence of a great soul, courage, taste, skill, aud knowl- 
Somewhat similar to the illustrious Russian is Paderew¬ 
ski, whom I class aft a psychological rather than as. an 
eclectical pianist. Yet the remarkable equilibrium 
which he maintains in the most turbulent passages is as 
wonderful as his perfect command of tone-color. 
Among the specialist's may be included Joseffy, Riv6- 
King, and Friedheim. 
I believe Rummel might be classed here. He cer¬ 
tainly is not an eclectic. v . ' 
Among specialists I consider de Pachmann the great¬ 
est. Like other artists whom I have mentiorfed, he does 
not always choose his strongest roles, but as aivipterpre- 
ter of romance arid ideality I have never heard his equal. 
His martial strains are too peaceful even for Chopin, 
t at his ten ier mot ds «r. the perfection of gr we and re 
finement! 
Extracts from the Catalogue of “ WHEN I OEASETO GBOWfl GEASE TO LIVE.” 
G. Schirmer, New York. — - - 
__ BY T. I,. RIOKABY. 
SCHIRMER S LIBRARY It has often been a source of surprise that there 
or should he bo many men in every profession who have 
HU I IQ I f % A | I ' a A a a g, come to a condition of mind which is absolutely fatal to 
r a^ chances of success, viz., come'to a standstill. I 
_ know physicians who complain of lack of patronage, 
tlisft0liegafl^<and18inooUi<on .°f of the public for securing the 
the rack, that is clearly printed from handsomely engraved plates on Services of younger men. Yet these who complain, 
hMjj paper, and that exhibits on every pa?e,; sb erowning merit, nhrmld tW Mi>n» • it. v „ 
evidences of the most careful editing and revision by thoroughly 8n(ra,a Jiey 8ecure a patient, give them ante-bellum 
competent musicians. When we add, that every piece for pianoforte treatment, and vet exnect to hold a nr art ion With is provided with an adequate fingering by masters of technical e . ” TO DO U a practice. With 
art, that the leading number (marked *) in each series contains a Other professions it 18 the Same. “Standstill ” members 
Is very low, enough ta'tMn to^ho^^hat^his^/bra^of are nnmeroU8 in all of them; but my observation leads 
"'.“f" th“ profession .foods, pre- 
„ . _ _ • eminent for that species of being—he who not only beeps 
no. The following numbers ore ready, ^ i„ ,be some rot poor .(for yeor. bnt wl.6 alee keep, at 
* "• „ “*• ““<= "P* i» tkernt. Who a flower, tree, or rage- 
* 42. EIEE'D. Eighteen Nocturnes for the Piano (Liszt).... 60 table does not grow it is worthless, and is rooted out to 
* 62. KUIO.au. Twelve Easy Sonatinas for the Piano. make room for something else that will thrive When 
* 58. DfESiDELSSOHIT. Songs Without Words for the - 7 engaged m professional work does not improve, 
Piano (Kuliak). ia paper, 81.00; in cloth.........2 oo or grow, in fact, then just as surely will he be rooted 
’ M SiS"?Swbo”,tro?th^ ao ?"*” H"e to ■>■*• room fot ooo wto will. This 
* 134. WEMEB. Concertstiick, Pieces and Variations for the fact is SO patent that many writers have written on the 
Mason... 75 necessity of progress. In this article I will simply qnote 
* 135. BEKTIHI. Twelve little Pieces and Preludes (Vog- these writers, adding just enough of my own words to 
136. —Op. 'without"6etevM 40 weld tbe TH^ons suitably. Mr. Gates says : “ Never 
2 ™ "fe ” •"? 'Z““ *** - 
138- — ®P- », Twenty-four studies, a sequel to Op. 29 Pin therei as some American humorist has it. Let him 
153. uzElwnr, 40 ?° anytbing to get the idea into bis vei7 beir,g» and in all 
* , Studgs ^hout Octaves (Vogrich) ... 50 he does never forget it, for growth is just as necessary 
Brilliant style (Vogrich^ercon^ie£bf in to theteaeher asto the tree,if either one is to beuse- 
* iK^_i«h,n h%Z!*8.v-rv.- r.--.’200 fhl. . 155-160. — The same in 6 Books, aach. 80 t mi 
i«o'i^0p'™9' T^1® School °f Velocity (Vogrich). Complete 60 f will now mention how this growth maybe promoted 
J.W-16S. — ahe same in 4 Books, eac ... 25 Tlo,« V-i . a.? , . , y 
* 242. COSCOSTE. Op. 9. Fifty Lessons for the medium . . ° * ® Wfty’ andtba,; 18 by diligent study, sys- 
*243 P”k °f the ^0IC® (Bandegger).......... so tematic practice, and close observation. These three 
* 24d. — Op. 9. The same, transposed for Contralto fRan- mi • *• . , imco 
degger)...[. 60 agencies will in time eqmp the teacher with that indis- 
- ~t°Pe part of §0 Pensable possession, experience, and experience of the 
f! ^.tk;nd- When,T use the word study here, I use it in 
255. MOSZHOWSKI. M. Op. 12. Spanish Dances’ - . I,mited 861186 of reading musical works, which must 
Oft, ™Z°1 for ^nds ..•’1 60 t *nclada musical magazines. The rteader will please ob- 
B&£™*2 M 8e™ that I use the plural number; for although one 
(Other volumes in preparation.) magazine is better than none, yet the ambitions and pro- 
—,-t- gTessive mnsician ought to read several magazines. Be- 
MCUf • < )R|AQ sides'this, there are issued from time Id time new books 
on musical science and art which are really necessary to 
°.ne who aims at something higher thfiu-his present posi- 
iYMPHS 1 IvD FI UNS ti01V 0ne. nPeM brancb of study, and one • sadly 
(Nymphes et Sylvains.) " neglected, is that of investigating new methods and in- 
nrirmn nn. Htrnction books. Examine every newelementarv work 
WALTZ SONG WITH ACCOMPANIMENT OP PIANO Each one will contain something good that is new 'and 
(ENGLISH-FRENCH) which can be utilized in future or present instruction. 
Hi B E M B E RC _ If yon find a book occasionally that is worthless, the 
For Soprano (Original) in F, Soprano or Tenor in E, Mezzo- ^ ^ .U i8 WOrtS 80metb^g- 
Soprano or Baritone in E flat, Alto or Bass in D. merz says: Unless you read and keep up with the 
PBfcu 75 CEWTS EACH. world yon will be regarded as antiquated specimens of 
- ftrnorance, anc the first wide-awake and progressive man 
aa^cfoYw^ the featnreof this delicate that comes to yoar town will overshadow yon and take 
ISey0Qr Peonage from you.” The same writer says in 
T :plTh"fee!a80rtof pity’and al8°a8ort 
waitz-rhyDim 0f°the actualddnco^® ^ ^,^17 ginning of the oF 6°ntempt, for the teacher who says he has no time to 
of the text is in every way ebaTmingiy^^^^7 raeIodloua setting read. ^ If you have no time for that purpose take it by 
BUCK, KUIkEEU. Fiye Songs for Mezzo-Soprano: force.” Yes, take an hour’s sleep less, or cut off some 
No. 2. Love’s . 12 engagements. For, rest assured, the teacher who never 
-No! 4. 4P, W'U Bome day have no engagements to cut off. A. 
' No. 5. Crossing the Bar..'.""ZZ.T.ZZ!"""... it Hennes says: “ He who would teach must never cease 
“ f.Z7:” “d ■L-.G- “«0I,naen put.it .little .trouger = 
^^tei totfchw8^ dtennv'orZ^H11 by/he/J,el'ca»® yet . 4ieacber who 18 satisfied with his present stock of 
sentimentality, that,are^haracLriaUc^rM^ Bfck^hM? information is unworthy the title he bears.” All this 
M KOWI* Mciwirn . emphasizes the fact that a teacher must read and study 
Eflat, MeizoSop[ d, Alto c each What Thou WUt’ 8op‘ Kn diligently. Beethoven says: “ Knowledge can only be 
- So^; by u.nwearied di«gence. Every day we spend 
^n^les Mow, Barcarolle. SopP'o, Meiso-Sop.'p, Wit ^,ont learning Bomethingds a day lost.” In this state- 
- QgW? 'P^™«*(Hendri<!kjj,'ft^^fee:c^}*e""oDera*‘*Th« 60 m?m Beetboven certainly indirectly shows the necessity 
^Cc!rS™.’.5!n.;..^..“.e.!^p E flat-Bar- ’D of observation* Every lesson given to a pupil ought 
—^"pp’m’’“The''Knickerboekers'” 40 also tp be something of a lesBon to the teacher, be he 
rT";... 60 yOUn*°roId»for experienced teacher 
m-n8S be z C0D8tant learner-” If be is observant he 
Sff. uuateted’fr^huesThSl w2dd8eSVthh^0^g,? S’* 1learn from bis accesses and from his failnres. 
: th®y should prove a» genuinely popular^ anv of th^ So far I have spoken of growth as affecting the 
teacher’s success financially and musically. There is a 
greater consideration, however, which is embodied in 
the following quotation:— 
“We muBt beep pace with the present and prepare 
for the future, for in onr handB is entrusted the culture 
of present and future generations. ’ * What a glorious 
work we have in bringing to others a knowlege of some¬ 
thing .v> hich in its effects and influence on the world is 
second only to that of Christianity itself! Does it not, 
therefore, become the duty of the teacher, in forwarding 
such important work, to do all that finite mind can con¬ 
ceive and limited physical strength accomplish? 
Along with study of various kinds must go1" ascertain 
»r ount of practising. A teacher doeB not necessarily 
have to play everything or anything that his pupils do. 
He does not necessarily have to play more difficult mnsic 
than they. But one thing is impetative—what he does 
play must be so well done that the pupil can easily see 
that his (the teacher’s) performance is perfect, or at 
least far superior to his own. 
Now, if a teacher leaves off systematic practice it is 
only a matter of time (and^not a very long time, either) 
when the cunning will leave his fingers and keys and 
wires will no longer respond with proper effect. There¬ 
fore, I take it, no teacher can afford to leave off his 
practice who ever expects to rise. “ He who does the 
best he can is always improving! His best of yesterday 
is outdone to-day, and his best of to day will be outdone 
to-morrow. It is this steady progress that forms the 
chief element of all goodness and greatness.” Madam 
Pupin has this to say: “One proof of genius is con¬ 
stant progress. No matter what may be accomplished, 
the student of genius is never satisfied, but is always 
aiming higher.” Now, one effect of systematic stndy, 
practice, and observation will fw that Hyatgirm 
methods will gradually change. Well, if yon relinquish 
one idea for another, which your experience proves to 
be better, you have grown. No less an authority than 
Schumann urges a change of ideaB as the years create 
new conditions and demands. He says: “An artist who 
alwayB moves in the same style and groove becomes in 
the end a mannerist; and nothing does him more harm 
than to content himself with a given style simply be¬ 
cause it is convenient.^’. 
He has special reference here to composers; but his state¬ 
ment can be applied equally well to the teacher who does 
not improve, with the exception that the latter, so far 
from becoming a mannerist, will become an organ agent 
or go into the insurance business. More than that, the 
progressive teacher will perhaps be compelled to give 
instructions different, if not totally opposed, to what he 
had previously given. There is no harm done if the new 
way iB the better way. Kuliak has something on this 
point “What I told you day before yesterday,” he 
sayB, “ was the conclusion to which years of experience 
and study had then-brought me. If I tell you some¬ 
thing different on the" same point to-day, it is not be¬ 
cause I am inconsistent, bat because I am two days older 
and speak from a still longer experience now. When I 
cease to change my views, even of long standing, I shall 
be intellectually dead. 
So far I have spoken of the teacher who comes to a 
standstill. But, when I come to think of it, I doubt 
whether any one eve? does that really, for if one does 
not go forward he goes backward. And, further, that 
while it takes a lifetime to reach the height ordained 
for each one of ns to reach, the retrograde movement 
will bring ns to the “ nonentity ” point very Bwiftly. 
I will close by quoting a few words from Liszt, which, 
while perhaps not altogether apropos, are nevertheless 
not out of place: “ Music iB never stationary; succes¬ 
sive forms and styles are only like so many resting- 
places—like tents pitched and. taken down again on the 
road to the Ideal.” 
Let me not be supposed to advocate an impertinent 
contempt of the great principles of 'art, which are un¬ 
changeable. I would only' say that as rime advances 
art has also advanced in many things.' ’ Invention and 
fancy must not be denied the rights and, privileges of 
which schoolmen, theorists, ana barren critics would 
gladly deprive them . « . ; And yet I would advise 
a composer rather to be commonplace than far fetched 
in his ideas, or bombastic in his exprcssion qf them.— 
Beethoven. 
MUSICAL GAME. , 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
71 SPLENID SAME FOR EVERY HOliE. 
Bits game oonstote off Midi, on 'whloh the different notes and rests 
are pi tod oa® i of>r '«•' k r* * in r< u - isferibnted *" ng 
th» pUtysrs, the oaxds are played In snocewrion and added together as 
they am ptar 4 until the «, :e of a whol no .. # eaohed wh n K 
« tu „t one for the persoi »yed th« last wd "»j 1 oompl -*•* 
whole note: This gtres1 a general idea only. Full directions, with 
1« fat saw fos* »i is'•'.*»>it 's nes able* h wing tt » nitea 
sAc., accompany t »e gamt 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ, Violin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who ring; those who wish to read musk) faster;, infect, all 
who are interested in mnaie, need this charming game. 
It taaehes the vatna.of’nota wsd tom 
Tho name® of the not «. 
The Tartona keys in whloh mnrio is written. 
The dUfaect kind of time 
Pnaotiee Ih’miiriaal flmotioM ■ 
Thu MdM *y tol@S r i.i/ltBCfl' 
Totrlearn, while playing an interesting game. 
it 'i tmwj lean < me hOdwn 
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
t. a>r idU gi« pwntay wstfce, 
Anew depsirtara—entlnly nnli&e any other game. 
% atoms toe r their &®:s«dto*sts off moal* »v a 
miiftflliiM-thaPMCiTga, ' - • rY: ■'0•; 
Interesting to old and young, beglnnew and advanced alike. 
Thooelntendlng to study mnslo will find it to their advantage to play 
his gum a while belbm > glnni r 1 mou i 
Prioe BO Cents. 
Address Publisher, ' 
THE©. PRE8SER, 
1708 Chestnut Street* Philadelphia, Pa. 
Bereny, Honrl. Op. 13. Three sones 
Ho. 1. Forget-me-not (Vergissmeinnicht).SO 40 
No. 2. Serenade (StSndchen).  60 
No. 3. Fly Away Home (MaikSferfliegl. 40 
Op. 14. Lullaby (Schlnmmerlled), Violin Obligato. 75 
Op. 16, No. 1. EDdnring Ijove (UnvergSngliche Liebe). 60 
Op. 15, No. 8. “I think” (“J’ypense. 60 
Berfiny Is a new Hnnerarian writer, and his songs are all gems. A 
leading Boston vocalist Bays, “They are charming, jus! charming.” We 
have also new songs by Bohm, Lassen, Meyer-Hejmund, Reinecke, files, 
andothers. _ 
PIANO (AX£ NSW). 
Bereny;- Henri. Op’. 11. Yenaziana.80-76 
Brail, Igrnnx. Op. 69, No 1. Maznrka (C minor)..... 60 
No. 2. Mazurka (F minor), 60 eta No. 3, Landler. -30 
Czlbnlha, A1 phone. Fly Minuet (from “Der Bajazzo”).... 60 
Belneefce, Carl. Op. 219, No 1. Fantasiesttlck. 60 
No. 2. Albnmblatt, 60 cts. Ballet Scene. 60 
Sartorlo, Arnoldo. Op 28. Peace in the Heart. 40 
Op. 31. Romanze, 40 ctB. Op. 33. Scherzo. 65 
Op. 35.' Mennet, 60 pts. Op. 40. Taranteile. 65 
■" Op. 34. Six melodious teaching pieces:— 
No. 1. On the Green, 30 cts. No. 2. Happy Ontlng. 30 
No. 3. Italian Song, 30 cts. No 4. Off to the Chase. 40 
No. 6. The Reaper's Dance, 30 cts. No. 6. Longing. 30 
TheJ8. TWood{Q_usic C? Boston, ~ 
110 & 112 Boylston Street. 
f 
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1801. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
IBOSTOIsTs - 
The wreckage of the sea drifts on Its waves, 
Until upon the shore ’tisrudely tossed, 
1 And many treasures are forever lost 
Within the ocean’s mighty sunken caves. 
Upon the silver strand where beanty laves 
There oft Is dashed a gem of wondrons cost, 
Thatcentnrles have with deft touch embossed, 
And which Mankind’s o’erwllllng heart enslaves. 
So, too, upon the sea of Lite there float 
The flotsam and the jetsam of. wrecked lives. 
How many, ere they sink in Time's frail boat, 
Throw' to Humanity thought which survives—- 
With memories of deeds, like trumpet note,. 
To stir the soul of Man who nobly strives 7 
It is true that we who are now fighting the battles of 
life are gainers by the wrecks of lives surrounding ns. 
In more ways than one do we profit by the losses of 
our neighbors. The old saw, “It is an ill wind that 
blows nobody good,” is fully illustrated here. It Beems 
necessary that some must Bink that others may swim. 
The observant worker sees his co-laborer perpetrate 
a mistake which ruins him. He avoids a like fate 
'through the wreck bs^tde him, when, in all probability, 
he, if left to himself, would have gone down because of 
the same error in judgment. My preferment is at the 
expense of my predecessor. 
I am striving to supplant, fairly and'legitimately, it is 
true, hut none the less effectively, some one else, and 
so the game of profit and loss goes on. There are cases 
wherethrough self abnegation and heroic unselfishness, 
some one sacrifices his own wordly success to the uplift¬ 
ing of some other. It is to this, possibly, the lines above 
quoted allude. Doubtless observation shows us that 
those who have done most for the world at large have 
done so at their own cost. Indeed, music and its masters, 
Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert, and others, furnish a most 
forcible exemplification of this rule. 
We'may not all be heroes and we may not all be° 
called upon to be among the jetsam of life, but we can 
and should learn a lesson from such reflections. We 
can lend a helping hand to struggling companions, we 
can bear and forbear, we can forego the harsh criticism, 
we can watch for the opportunities to do good which 
come to ns constantly, and we can practice our daily 
profession with “ malice toward none and charity to 
all.”’ 4f. J& 
, ; . * # . 
The following clipping chimes in with these thoughts,- 
and we would suggest to those who think artistic excel¬ 
lence consists in oddity, hauteur, and exclusiveness to 
read and ponder. — 
The days are happily gone by when a great musical 
artist was regarded as a mere tone-producing machine, 
and when popularity was quite unaffected by private 
character. The overflowing kindliness and practical 
charity of Paderewski and Sarasate are not devoid of 
influence on the warmth of the reception on which those 
two pre-eminentlv popular favorites -can always ^con¬ 
fidently reekon. Similarly, the eventual outcome of the 
rivalry between-Mascagni and Leoncavallo, as apostles 
of the newest operatic school, will not be uninfluenced 
by the impressions produced by the two composers 
, ^ respectively during their visit to this country, where 
Tvl A PiH. individual personality counts for much more than in 
———————-—-— former times.—Musical Opinion. 
tnne, so will such an one perpetuate the same bad or in¬ 
competent record. 
*****, 
For fear that the musical profession will become vain 
of the importance and standing of their art, we publish 
the succeeding “ damper ” on musical enthusiasm:— 
At a meeting vaguely described as “ an official con¬ 
vocation in the University of Ireland” the following 
proposition was, it is said, brought forward by Mr. 
O’Byrne Croke. m. a., and gravely discussed: “ That 
music, especially in its modern elaborate developments, 
- is a study that makes for darkness, and that, bo far as 
its psychological and physiological effects are concerned, 
can be regarded in its essence as hut a soothing, irritat¬ 
ing. and imhecilizing agent; and that, as such, it has 
been given a wrong place" and an undue prominence 
among the studies fostered by thei Royal University, 
That the tremendous weight of this impeachment 
Against music can he felt in its intensity only by remem¬ 
bering that music is employed, perhaps ignorantly, in 
sustaining the gravest human interests, among them that 
of worship of the Supreme Being In its various forms; 
Ignorantly, through default of apprehending that is 
at best but an intoxicant, and, as such, of the most vul¬ 
gar intoxicants. Tblat, music, as an agent for operating 
on the human mind, finds its true place among studies 
within the purview of the medical faculty.—Times. 
The student of counterpoint and fugue themes mighty 
perchance, he tempted to concur in the belief that music 
is a study that makes for darknesB (especially mental 
darkness about the time he becomes involved in a tan¬ 
gle of consecutive fifths, fourths, etc.) ; but how it can 
soothe and irritate at one and the same time we will he 
compelled to call upon Mr. O’Byrne Croke, M. a., to 
expound. 
We are quite encouraged, however, to find Mr. Croke 
advocating it as a medical factor, and would commend 
the faculties of our medical schools to take it “within 
their purview.” 
***** 
“ What’s In a name ’’ is, to some extent, answered in 
the succeeding definition of the name “ Barry.” 
It behooves musical as well as other people to choose 
a cognomen with research and care. 
“ Barry,” says a Welsh etymologist, “ is a corruption 
of Parry, and Parry is Ap Harry, and Ap Hairy is one 
of the cognomens for the Old Harry.” This will inter¬ 
est some mnsical people shonid they be genealogically 
disposed. A. L. Manchester. 
* * * 
* * 
" . CATALOGUES FREE 
323 TO 333 80. CANAL 8TREET. 
We have been writing of what must emanate fi m 
within; below is a reference to outside renovation which 
also points a moral :<— 
We take the following from the Western Daily Mail: 
“An American organ in a Welsh chapel was so sadly 
out of tune that the organist complained to the deacons. 
A tuner w^a called in. but the complaint of the instru¬ 
ment was beyond safe cureR. Then some one, who 
wanted to see the thing thoroughly done, suggested that 
the organ should be painted anew ; another seconded, 
and. though the organist raved, the motion was cairied 
and duly executed.” Ababespeare haR a motto for these 
deacons: “ We’ll.* mock the time with fairest show.’ ” 
Passing over the remarkable penetration (or lack of 
it) evinced by. the said deacons; we would ask if the 
same principle:does not often dominate other: affairs? 
A bad moral or other record is very <^len treated to 
co t o int; in othe words, the utaide s m&de 
to appear well, while the old condition of things holds 
Hway within; 
As the <brgan above mentioned will still be out of 
HOW WE HEAR. 
BY PROF. J. Hi ZAHM. 
When we stop to think on the very small size of the 
external passage of the ear, and ■ its capacity to recog¬ 
nize at one and the same time a multiplicity of tones of 
the most diverse quality, our wonder is aroused. It is 
only then that we begin to realize what a truly marvel¬ 
ous organ is the ear. And if we are to accept as true 
the theory propounded by Helmholtz, and based on the 
discoveries of Corti, Hasse, Heureux, and others, onr 
admiration must become even greater. . 
According to this theory, there are ln%th*e basilar 
, membrane of the human ear several thousand fibers, 
each of which is set in sympathetic vibration by a vibra-- 
tory motion of a certain definite period. These fibers 
are connected with the constituent .filaments of the audi¬ 
tory nerve, and by them the various simple pendular 
motions, which are singled out from the complex vibra¬ 
tory motions excited by most sonorous bodies, are 
transmitted, to the brain, wh^re they are translated into 
the sensation we call sound. 
If this theory he true,—-it is certainly very plausible, 
—we have afforded ns a Bimple mechanical explanation 
of the perception of Bounds of various pitches and qnal- 
ities, as far as their vibratory motions are concerned, 
that compels the mind to recognize the stupendous re¬ 
sults which the Creator accomplishes by the simplest 
means, and to see in the astonishing phenomena of au¬ 
dition evidences of Divine power and ■wisdom as strik¬ 
ing as any disclosed in the whole realm of animated 
nature. , 
Arthur p. Schmidt, 
154 TREMONT ST., BOSTOII. *»SS., 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
tom i«asHi. s' sr:vssr> m&Tm vox 
Henry Utolff, Brunswick, Germany; Edition Chanot 
(FloMn Music), and the Vienna Conservatory 
- Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
PIANOFORTE SOLOS. 
Grimaldi, F. Op. 64, No. 1. Coquetterie. (3 A)....... 
No. 2. Navlett. (3 A). .....:•••••■•.. -40 
No. 3. Patrouille March. (3 A)....60 
No. 4. Papillon. (3 B-C) .....6  
A Bet of pieces which, for pleasing qualities, will satisfy the pupil, 
t the same time impart useful and necessary points in execution 
anAstyle. Strong rhythmic swing characterizes the eutire set. 
Guriitt, C. Op. 197. Fireside Fancies. 
tions on Five Notes. (1 A.) Each. 
Twelve composi- 
Twelve little compositions' for young players. Their melodious 
character will hold the attention of the pupil, while unconsciously 
learning some new technical difficulties. 
Hoffman, Kiefci. Op. 112. La Naiade. Beverie. (4 A).65 
Melodious and dainty; suitable for pupils’ or parlor concerts. 
Sfartrton, G. W. Five Impromptus. Edition Schmidt. No. 
26. Complete in one volume........... .75 
Memories (3 0). An April Day (4 A).. Aspiration (3 C). Kegret 
(3 B). A Styxian Love Song (3 B). 
Kefined and artistic; full of charming melody. 
Morley, .Chat. Op. 99. Flowers of the Ball. Six easy 
Dances, withont octaves. Each ...  —-25 
Just the set of pieces for young pupils who wish something bright 
and tuneful. Excellent for teaching accent and rhythm. 
Wilson, G. D. Op. 158. Good Night. Mazurka de Salon. 
pat op musio teaIihees. cause it requires many a self-sacrificing effort for which 
- there is no reward, Bave that which Comes from the sat- 
bt koie adams grumbine. iafaction of having accomplished something. 
1 - Many people have asked, “Why don’t yon raise your 
It has been stoutly maintained that the dignity of the price and do less work?” I would, if money were my 
profession and the worth of its work can only be known sole compensation. There has been no time within the 
by the dollar mark. “ Keep up your prices. To teach last six years when I might not have doubled my 
under a dollar a lesson is unprofessional and betrays the prices, reducing my labor one-half ; withont affecting 
quack.' Don’t lower the standard by cheap prices.” I my income. To do so would have deprived some of my 
have been waiting in vain for some one to bring up the most promising pupils of a deserving opportunity, and 
other side. There is force in the advocacy of high myself of the most satisfactory part of my work. It is 
prices for a good article. The public is trustful and in doubtful whether those of my pupils who have reached 
many lines is willing to take you at your own estimate, the "most advanced success could have- kept on to that 
If your price is “cheap,” relatively speaking, people point. High prices not only deprive deserving pupils 
are apt to think your goods are cheap; if a quack is from a mnsical training, and all which that involves, bnt 
bold enough and shrewd enough, and at the Bame time they retard even those who can better afford the expense 
successful enough to convey an exalted impression by by stretching out the lessons over a longer period to 
high charges; he may often succeed in duping that valua-. lengthen the intervals between the bills, 
ble class of citizens who are unevenly blessed with much And this brings me to my last point, namely, that the 
hlbre money than brains. Please understand me. I greatest drawback to a teacher’s work, the one IesBon-a- 
believe that the laborer is worthy of his hire, but that week—is largely attributable^ to the expense. What 
is all. , teacher has not felt the discouragement from the slow 
Various elements enter into the regulation of value : progress of these long interval lessons, when everything 
locality, customs, and size of constituency, peculiarities that is learned In one lesson is confnsed or forgotten by 
and condition of a people, degree of culture, land a dozen the next tardy lesson hour. How such pupils drag 
considerations. A ticket to a Paderewski concert is along! Of course, no teacher will dispnte the advan- 
worth more in New York than in Oklahoma. To im- tage of frequent lessons. For some time I have refused 
pose an arbitrary metropolitan rate upon a smaller to take one-lesson-a-week pupils. They must come two 
inland town or city as a fetter of professional obligation or three times a week. Beginners I insist on seeing 
is nonsense. To inflate the head of an upstart teacher every day for the greater part of a term at least. It is 
with the superior notions of the value of his untried only thus that the most telling work can be done. Think 
services, and gauge them by some lofty professional of sending a child to school one day in a week. Think 
standard, is equally folly. All things considered, here of giving a hoy or girl one lesson a week in spelling or 
as in everything else, conditions of the local mafket_arithmetic. But when the lessons are a dollar and over, 
__.... a! _.* _ . . 1. il . ?a n i. _ np _ _ a_ _ a__j_T_i!__ __!il. a___a!_ 
£> At this point 1 must a8k "V 
(3 A).•••••.•••••....... .. 50 into yonr view of compenss 
“ ^ thfe Mountains Melody. (3 A) ....jj ? ^ & ^ 
— Op. 170. Far from Home. (3 A) ...40 . 
— Op. 171. Once on a Time. Idyl. (2 0) .... .35 misgivings for your 8UCC0SS. 
must govern the price, whether it shall, be 25 cents a 
lesson or $5.00. 0 
I s what you are willing to admit, 
ation. What is yonr measure, 
of pay ? Dollars and cents only ? Then I have some 
  success. Let me hasten to preclude 
_ a tuneful quartet of easy compositions by this favorite writer, the fear of- scandalizing the profession by the suggestion 
Good parlor pieces for young players. of ‘ ‘ taking it out in trade,” though I have known of 
PIANOFORTE STUDIES AND hard-working teachers in inland villages, and not bad 
EXERCISES. teachers they were, who were obliged even to do that, 
Crnmar, J. B. . Etude in e Minor. (3 0).... 125 and-take some of their pay in groceries and drygoods, 
One of the most useful studies for cantahile practice. and exchange their valuable work with the seamstress 
Guriitt. €or .i. Op. 198. Sixteen Melodious Etudes for and the butcher. Fair be it from me to decry such landa- 
Yuung Players. (2 A-By (inpreBs.) ble enterprise, and still farther to advocate it, because 
Exceedingly melodious and technically useful, combining different "it is a subject beyond my experience--j|nd capacity, 
value to young pupils. While not ignoring this commercial phase of our pro- 
. .   E i . (  ) '. 
, C - . .  
o )’ I  pres  
— Op 199. Sixteen Progressive Etudes for More Advanced 
Pupils. (2 B-C.) (In press.) 
Every teacher will welcome this addition to the limited list of easy and 
beneficial studies. Tunefulness and pedugogic merit are the strong 
characteristics of the entire set. 
PIA NOFOR TED U E T8_, 
Grimaldi, F. Op. 63, No. 1. Valse. (1 C).60 
'■—No. 2. Mazurka. (1 0).......40 
— No. 3. Marche. (1 B)..4  
Three easy duets, the Primo being of great simplicity, while the 
Becondo Is only about. 3 A in difficulty. The rhythmic and technical 
difficulties are just suited toi the first-grade requirements. 
VOCAL DUETS. 
Sciinecker, 1*. A. Jesus, Dover of My Soul. Tenor and 
Alto or Bass ....50* 
An exceptionally melodious and appropriate setting to the above 
words.'; 
WHm, JT. von. Op. 112. Three Duets for Soprano or Tenor:— 
No. 1.; Thou Art So Still. (Dn hist so still).60 
No. 2. Good Night. (Gute Nacht) .... .40 
No. 3. In March. (Marz)......40 
Mueicianly and artistic. Should command the attention of all singers 
who wish good, effective duets for concert or drawing-room use. 
Wirt*, C. Thou Art the Way. (Sacred.) Tenor and So¬ 
prano or Alto. 
Appropriate style, good melody, and easy range commend this dhet 
to aU singers in need of good sacred music. 
VOCAL STUDIES. 
Storm, Willi. Twelve Vocalises (easy and progressive) for 
Soprano or Tenor. (In press)..... 1.60 
Vocal teachers should see and use these studies. Progressive, 
melodic, with good. accompaniments, they should interest1 every pupil, 
while imparting uselnl and necessary ideas of vocalization: 
Graded Noyjelty list and other Catalogues 
sent upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parte of the Country. 
two or; three times a week, with two or three or more 
children in the family that ought to have a mnsical edu¬ 
cation at the same time, think where the figures would 
reach, and pity the struggling father who must pay the 
bill1 I . . 1 * 
QUESTIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY. 
Who was St. Ambrose ;■ what did he do for music; 
what modes employed ? 
Who introduced the practice of chanting, and in what 
century ? 
, Who was St. Gregory ? Give his history in connection 
with music. 
Give the history of mnsical notation, staff, etc. 
Who was Gnido, and how is he associated with music ? 
w,., . . , , , Who was Hucbald, etc, etc ? 
Give the early hiat’ory 0’f harmony. 
fession, I must insist, however, upon viewing its services Who were the Troubadonrs, Minstrels, Minnesengers, 
as something more than a mere exchangeable com- and Meistersengers? 
modity. % Who was Dufay, John of Dunstable, Okenhein, Josaqnin 
m „ * , . i . ,, , , , , , .. , - de Pres,'Willaert, Orlando de Lassus ? To what school 
Talk about lowering the standard by departing from of musi; do they belong ? 
an arbitrary rate of charges I To identify an art with Give history of Palestrina, his reform, and what 
the graaping spirit of commercial greed is^what lbwers' brougbt it about. 
the standard. Higher education is no longer a costly Who foundeda 8C^°°1 ? 
.. , - , % , .t,. , ^ Who was Tallis, Byrd, Gibbons, Dr. John Bull; and 
article of merchandise only within reach of the wealthy. tQ what countrydid they belong ? 
It has been the constant effort through the beneficiaries . What do you understand by “ the Renaissance,” and 
of philanthropists to eliminate the expense of a liberal what part did music occupy in it? 
education, and bring it within reach of the ambitions Tell what you know regarding the first opera and ora- 
, ., . j . tono, their authors, etc., etc. [. 
ane worthy poor student. Who was Monteverde, and for what is he celebrated ? 
What is the dominant motive in your teaching ? What What is recognized as the greatest vocal polyphonic 
is the very center—yourself or your pupil, your bank work ? _ "" 
account or yonr art ? I am prepared to maintain that What is melody and what is harmony? _ 
.. f v . What is polyphonic and monophonic music? 
the most satisfactory results to a teacher in every way What ia classical and what is romantic music? 
come from a cIrbs of pupils to which high prices are a Name the representatives of the first and second Clas- 
serions drawback. For reasons which I will not pretend steal periods, the Transitional period, and the Romantic. 
to account for, the pnpils from rich families are not the ____ 
most ^factory. It may be owing to the multiplicity 
of other matters that demand their interests and distract This is an age of reforms. Good methods in teach- 
their attention ; it may be thatj from a greater indepen- ing have to be worked out by reforming those which are 
deuce from restraint, they are more accustomed to. fol- faulty, and are sometimes radically defective. It is 
low their.own bent of rt;rad, and are brought up without only of late that the music teaching profession has 
the training of work ad application ; it maybe because - attempted any very general plan for working in harmony, 
the frivolities of society and the vanities of wealth the and each isolated practitioner has been too much a law 
more readily dissipate their wits. unto himself.—M. W. Chase. 
Not the least among the duties of the teacher devoted ' ■ 
to his art is the extension of musical culture, and —^ 
awakening a musical interest, beyond the immediate. ,* When you are with your pupil in the studio do you 
limits of his music-room, by inspiring his pupils with feel as if here is a mind and soul for me to mould to a 
the ambition and the.-purpose to do something. Where . higher art, intellectual and moral life, or is it. Here is 
the bank account is the sole motive, this cannot be, be- more money for my pocketbook ?—Charles- JT. .London. 
¬
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A EEPEBTOIRE, terest others. It is safe to say they are alwaye jnjoyed. 
—- ■— ~ At any rate, one end is gained : the pnpil has something 
BY MRS. FLORA M.^HUNTER. to play. 
—- I now wish to say a word to the readers of The Etude 
Why are so few students of music ready, willing, and on another subject, namely:— 
able to play for their friends as opportunity offers ? - 
The reasons usually assigned are timidity, insufficient , A PBAOTICJE LE8S0I 
practice, and indifference, and, mainly, nothing to play. Most teachers are ready to admit that a great problem , 
That is to say, nothing to play which they consider suit- in the success of their work is to get their pupils to prac- 
able or pleasing to the ordinary listener, or that the stu- tice intelligently, in such manner and method as to get 
dent enjoys well enough to keep in playing condition for the beBt results “getable ” with the least outlay of time 
a time. and labor. 
It seems to me that, after a certain (and small) amount Many students who do their school work with care 
of piatiistic knowledge is gained, there is nothing so im- and. fidelity, conscientiousness and method, do not 
portant as the selection of ja repertoire, and nothing bring these qualities to their piano practice. This may 
which demands more thoughtful care on the part of the not proceed from an unwillingness on their part to study 
teacher. > one as earnestly as the other, but from, I think, a failure 
This thoughtfulness must be extended to meet the to comprehend how much an hour’s intelligent work 
needs of each and every pnpil, and these are as many should do for them in piano practice ; how much more 
and as varied as the number of pupils. There are many they should accomplish than.they usually do. 
points to be considered in selecting thiB repertoire. All They have, probably, been told'many times how to 
of the pieces must be interesting to the pupil; it must work, yet continue in an aimless fashion to accomplish 
be progressive ; ^jit must embrace something of all styles little. », 
and easily within the comprehension of the pupil; and To correct practice of the sort, aimless and barren of 
it must not be hackneyed. No matter how fine the com- results, it is well to prove to them the correctness of 
position, or how suitable it may be for the development your theories by giving, occasionally, a practice lesson, 
of the pupil, he cannot maintain fresh interest in that repeated until bad habits of study are made good. It 
which has lost its freshness for him through repeated should be an hour long; of this time fifteen minutes 
hearings. If he succeeds in mastering such composi- may be devoted to pure technic, the remaining time to 
tions he will never play them for otherB without the feel- some piece which, for this purpose, is better to be quite 
ing that every “slip ” may be noticed and that the per- new to the pupil, and should possess no unsurmountable 
formance will suffer by comparison with that of others, technical difficulties. Otherwise your practice lesson 
Indeed, I think this alone‘is a reason why so many will be a failure. 
pupils suffer nervousness in playing in public. Begin by marking off a few measures, say to the first 
My attention has turned to this point many times in natural stopping-place, and say to the pupil that you 
two years past in noting that pupils returning to this expect so much to be played,—with correct fingering and 
city, perhaps from some years’study elsewhere, be it in.tempo (or fairly so)—at the end of the for:y-five re- 
north, south, east, or west, quite invariably present the maining minutes. 
same repertoire, and I have known but once or twice of In the. detail all depends upon the individual pupil, 
•their attaining anything outside the following ten- Some will be able to take both hands together at once. 
numbers:_ ' Others must try each hand alone at firBt. Say we take 
gacj1 Loure the first phrase or section we have marked off very, 
Prelude and Fugue in C minor. very slowly, at least five times—done, perhaps, with a 
Beethoven ..Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2 (Moonlight). mistake each time in the same place. Attention is 
", .*3. ‘ (Pathetique). called to this and the question put, “What causes the 
Men e sso g|080‘.. .,s, .^-mistakeand its persistent-repetition?”-A puzzled look 
Chopin ..fWasie Impromptu in G# minor. on the face of the pupil, a moment’s concentrated 
Waltz in AK thought (just what you are after), and the answer, “I 
Liszt.....Rigoletto. ^— fingered it wrong.” 
Acknowledging this to be a beautiful, useful, and judi- “ Try the phrase again and think of this troublesome 
cious choice for the student, we are yet compelled to place before you get to it.” This is done now without 
ask if many equally good selections may not be made. an error, and this precept is given: Whenever you make 
In Mr. Squeers’ school every pupil was compelled >to a mistake or hesitate at a certain point there is always a 
take his spoonful of treacle and sulphur daily. Is there reason for it. In nearly every case when this reason is 
a time in every pupil’B life when he must be called up searched out the mistake disappears, is no longer made, 
and informed that it is now time to “ take ” his loure, Take the next phrase with the same care. Then couple' 
rigoletto, etc. ? Indeed, it looks abont that way. the two until the result is quite smooth, and so on until 
, There is a sad waste of time in the life of many, many the assignment is gone over, when all must be taken to- 
pupils. Let us eliminate every technical exercise and gether, never forgetting that 11 practice which includes 
every Atude that is not absolutely necessary, and turn mistakes is worthless.” 
bur attention to the quality, rather than the quantity of Oftentimes two phrases are enough to experiment 
work in hands. Choose each piece with great care. See with, since if too much be attempted the practice lesson 
that it be thoroughly mastered, and, whep mastered, will be a failure. 
that it is played daily, say three times slowly and once At the second lesson of this kind it is well to let the 
at speed. ' This will probably keep the piece in playing pupil do all himself, while you advise and correct him. 
condition. Further work may be undertaken, to1 be Two lessons of the sort will, generally, revolutionize a 
treated in like manner, until at least three pieces are on pupil’s work. It surely will if he be in earnest. Alas! 
the daily review list. If, whep a new number is learned, . how many are not in’earnest. Forthesea dailyprac- 
one of the old ones be dropped, a constantly changing tice lesson is needed. . 
repertoire of three new pieces will be in readiness to ' 
play for friends. If the time for practice be limited, -——*- 
this will be all that should be expected. ' , , 
There is nothing new or original in this plan, but if .-Do not give Beethoven to the children ^strengthen 
* . , iT.W !.„ - them with Mozart, brimming with rich vitality. Ihere 
faithfully followed the results will be satisfactory. . are sometimes natures that seem to develop in opposi- 
Another help iB to require pupija^ give a short recital tion: to the ordinary way, but there are natural laws 
before their friends each year. As an incentive to work which if opposed resemble the overturned torch, that 
I have never found anything equal to this. It arouses consumes tits bearer when it should have illumed his 
ambition, pridei a desire to ezceV and secures more \ v (- 
careful and continuous1 study than I have been able to Reflection, and plenty of it, is absolutely mecessary. 
in anv other wav - before undertaking anything, and when once your mind 
get m apy other w y. . . . , is made up, you should strike to such purpose that aU| 
Are these recitals interesting ? Certainly not always, obataclea faU to pieces before you. There are only two 
save to immediate friends, and these are all that are al- means of strength- in this world—prudence, and pa- 
lowed to be present nntil pupils are really ready to im Hence.—Berlioz. 
SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
FROM THE CATALOGUE OF 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS, 
MILWAUBLE E3 . 
PIANO I^ISIC. 
PIANO 80L0. 
Hollaender, V. Love Romance, Op. 57. Eight instructive 
pieces, carefully fingered 
No. 1. Ball-room Whispers. 80,40 
2. Serenade.   40 
3. On the Ice..:...   .40 
4. Love Whispers...  40 
6. Paterhkl Severeness.   .40 
6. Engagement...... 40 
7. Bridal Song...i.40 
8. Wedding March.... .40 
Holst. Ed. The School Festival. Six easy and instructive 
pieces:—• 
No. 1. March...80.40 
2. Waltz...   40 ■ 8. Polka.40 
4. Mazurka.  40 
5. Gavotte..   40 
6. Menuet...  40 
Novara, E. Musical Cameos, Op. 76. Easy pieces 
No. 1. Spinning Wheel.....80.40 
2. Gipsy Life...  .40 
. • 8. Marionettes.....40 
4. Gavotte Antique.  .40 
5. Little Bolero....'..40 
6. Neapolitan Dance. .40 
Smith, Wilson Q. Polka Rocoeco, Op. 41...60 
Chase of the Butterflies, Op.. 46-...75 
Cradle Song, Op. 47, No. 1.50 
Danse Melodieuse, up. 47, No. 2.6  
Sylvan Dance, Op. 47, No. 3........ .60 
Valse Caprice (Stranss-Taualg), Op. 51..... 1.00 
Caprice Espaanole, Op. 62.. 75 
Third Yalse ae Concert, Op. 53....75 
Sternberg, Frivolette, Valse de Salon, Op. 48.. .75 
Italian Scenes, Op. 49:— 
,1. On the Lagoon...60 
i -2,-Tarantella.     .75 
8. Lullaby.....60 
4. Punch a.nd Judy.6  
Love Song, Op. 60, No. 1...60 
Historiette Musicale, Op. 50, No. 2...6  
Staccatelia, Caprice, Op. 50, No. 3 ..60 
Arabian Nights Nocturne, Op. 54  ..60 
Patte-Chatte, Morceau de Salon, Op. 55...50 
Strelezki, A. Mosaic, Album Musicale, Op. 60:— 
No. 1. Minuet...40 
2. Chanson Triste.. .40 
3. Petite Mazurka.-... .40 
4. Little Secrets.40 
5. Petite Melodic.  40 
6. Scherzino.„J....  .40 
7. Valsette....40 
8. Historiette ......:.. 40 
9. Doll’s Waitz.......40 
10. Little Ballade.•".40 
11. Melody.   .40 
12. - Ennui Valse..... 40 
13. Spring Song............... .40 
14. Marche Triomphale.40 
15. Fairy ale.....40 
16. Valse Rocoeco..... 40 
17. Rock Me to Sleep.40 
18. Tarantelle...40 
19. Little Theme. ?40 
20. Valse Graeiense.40 
FOUR HANDS. 
Holling, C. _ Rosebuds, Op. 318. Twelve instructive pieces with¬ 
out octaves_ 
No. 1. Slumber Song.-J...80.25 
2. Conversation..   .26 
3. Aeolian Harp.-.40 
• 4. Children’s Dance......;. 40 
5. Out in the Green......  .40 
6. Savoyard Shepherd Boy.   40 
7. Village Scene..;.50 
8. Friendship...40 
9. (Rogueiy..  40 
10. In the Meadow...     4Q 
11. Cossack Dance...;.  60 
12. Ball-room Memories. 60 
pmmo studies, etc. 
Rlemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piano School, theoretical and 
practical. A guide to the study of the most Important educational 
works for the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected 
material. Materials in four books:— 
Book 1. Elementary School.......81.60 
2. Preliminary; Technical Studies for deiSlopijig strength, 
independence, and fluency in the fingers, for producing 
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of 
dynamic shading................81 JO 
3. Melodic Ornaments. Directions for executing the orna¬ 
ments of melody correctly and in proper style.81.50 
4. Rhy thmlCJd - Probiems, Triplets, Doublets, Quartettes, 
Quintettes, eto...... .81.50 
VOCAL STUDIES. /• 
Hauptner, Th. Voles Culture. A new theoretical and practical 
school of singing for she nse of all voices according to the moat 
- approved principles..:......;....................$2.50 
ORGAN. 
The Organist’s Album. A collection of classical and modem 
music for the organ in the chnrch and home, selected and 
adapted by D. F. Stillman. 
Two volumes, each....................81.50 
The first volume contains 78 difiterent choice pieces on 82 pages 
of music. .. 
The second 78 pieces on 87 pages of music. 
Complete catalogue of publications furnished tree of charge 
on application: 
Any of the foregoing mentioned compositions sent for exami¬ 
nation. - 
PaMista—¥M. E0EF1H9 & SONSK-Importers. 
mum mis# sons-hi muds 
FOR HIGH VOICE. 
VOL. I. 
England has long been noted for her songs and .ballads. This may be 
accounted for in the fact that the list of her composers, embraces such 
foreign names as *lnsu Teat Gov xl, Tours enra Math , and 
t&re—master song writers—who.have fonnd the highest appreciation ot 
th |y nts in the English >eople an h • sdlnth i capll 1 tty, 
London. Their association with such writers as Cowen, Adams.'Watson, 
Jude, Thomas, Rodney, Temple, and Molloy—composers of English birth 
—has been the means of blending the merits and1 beauties of all the 
• European nations and producing the Immensely popular songs;of the 
present time. The two volumes for high voice— ntended for Sopranos 
and Tenors—contain the choicest works of these fine composers, and it 
is difficult to conceive of better collections either for attractiveness of 
character or variety of subjects. 
Popular English Songs and Ballads for High Voice, Vol.l, contains 
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved oxpressly for this work, on 
fine-toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed por¬ 
trait of F. H. Cowen. Mechanically, It is superior to any book of simi¬ 
lar character issued by .other houses. Bound in two styles—paper and * 




At the Convent Gate.'......ieafe 
Beside the Weir........Gsraeetolo 
Calvary.............Rodney 
Come Back in Dreams...... Marriott 
Dear Heart.........' yS* 
Douglas Gordon..............Kellie 
Dutch Dolls..:.............Ostlers 
Emma nuel (God With Ds)... Rodney 
For T n....... 
Garden (The) of Sleep...............De Lara 
Half-Past Kissing Time......Feme 
Happy Three....,..'.«...-.BoteM 
In the Chimney Comer................. 
Tve Something Sweet to Tell Ton—.Parting 
Ho Other Dream..'...Roeekel 
On Venice Waters.Boeder 
Only a Bose.-.WeVings 
Only Once More...~....Moir 
Ora Pro NobiBr......   Piecolomini 
Paradise Square.  ......LOhr 
Sailor’s (The) Dance ...Wallop 
Sea Bells ......—..Mollotj 
Sleeping Tide.   Kellie 
Snow-Flaked.   —...Owen 
Star (The) of Bethlehem.:.......Adams 
winging..-.Sartog 
Tit for at. .Hontet 
Venetian Song......;.. ..,.Tosli 
Were We Lovers Then?.......Temple 
What Do the Green Leaves Whisper?....... Cowen 
Veliow Roses. Walton 
Paper, Cloth Baok, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
CLASSIC GEMS FOR FOUR HANDS 
SAIHT-SAEHS, MEYEE-HELMUTO, GODABD, RUBIN- 
STEIF, GBIEG, MOSZKOWSKI, AND OTHEB 
COMPOSEBS. 
In the preparation of a book of this character it is desirable to have 
not only works'of a standard grade and attractive style, bnt, also, com¬ 
positions in which the difficulties are eqnally Bhared by the performers 
and the. interest maintained by both. This, we think, has been accom¬ 
plished. A glance at the list.of composers will satisfy the musician as 
to. its-mnsisal merits. The contents have been chosen with a view of 
having the greatest variety possible in such a volume, and an effort/ 
made to harmoniously contrast the selections, thus making the collect 
tion applicable to all tastes. It has been our aim to avoid compositions 
of extremely difficult nature, yet to sustain a standard worthy the at¬ 
tention of playsrs of average ability. 
As each plate contained in Classic Gams for Four Hands has been 
specially engraved for the book, there is a uniformity about its appear- 
aace that is not to he found in any other work of the. same character. 
It 18 printed on a fine quality of toned music paper and bound in two 
styles. We ask a critical examination—rtt comparison with similar pub¬ 
lications. We are satisfied that such examination and comparison will 
make hosts of friends for our book. We print the 
- -7 COUTEITTS. - . -----*— 
Air de Danse..:...............VUbae 
Andante apd Rondo—from Second Sonata....Bohm 
Anitra’s DanfctrC’Peer Gynt”). Op. 46, No. 3...Greig 
/Blissful Dream—Intermezzo. Op. 95 .Meyer-Helmuwd 
Bride’s Sone—Wadding Music. Op. 45 . i.Jensen 
Canzonetta. Op. 35..........Godard 
Dance of the Bayaderes (“FeramorB”)...Rubinstein 
GavotteMignon ...... Thomas 
Gipaey Dance. Op. 320, Ho. 2..........Kirchner 
Hungary. Op. 23, Ho. 6.... .....Wosxkowslcl 
Marcia Fantastic*. Op. 31..... Bargiel 
Mennett^ from “ Mozart’s Symphony in Eb ...,'...Behnthoff 
(Pas Redouble. Op, 86/......HainbBotns 
Polonaise. Op. 11, Ho. 1.........Moszicowsici 
Prelude. Op. 19, No. .................Hofmann 
Serenade:’ Op. 5,....... MosikmetM 
TannhSuser March (Wagner). Op. 94....... 8pimi]er 
Torftador et Andaiouse (Bal .Costume). Op. 103, Ho. 7.Rubinstein 
Valse Impromptu..........................D'OurvUle 
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
For Bale by THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, 
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LETTEBS PROM A MUSIC ItEAOHER THIRTY 
YEARS AGO. 
BY NELLIE PHILLIPS. 
No. 4. ■ 
The Pines,.November 27, 1868. 
My Dear Countess.•—■As I was rushing in a very busi¬ 
ness-like manner yesterday afternoon to give “Rooshie ” 
her first lesson, I met the new M. D. of onr neighbor¬ 
hood going in the opposite direction at the spine gait. 
He is “ practicing; ” was called *to visit his very first 
patient thiB week; I am “ teaching,” have two pupils; 
consequently our haste. 
We attempted to say “ Good afternoon ” as we passed' 
each other, bnt onr speed was so great that we were at 
.least half a block apart by the time ‘‘ afternoon ” was 
uttered. | ■ 
I saw Mrs. Daffy’s good-natured face pressed against 
the window-pane as I emerged from a snow hank near 
their house, and before I reached the portico Bhe had 
opened the door, made her courtesy, and said, as I 
mounted the steps, “ Now, don’t Btop to knock or any¬ 
thing, Miss Phillips, come right in; yon are a very wel¬ 
come sight. I begun , to watch for yon1 more than an 
honr ago, though I knew it wasn’t time for yon to come, 
but I was just longing to see yon. I told Peter—that’s 
my husband—this very morning it seemed as though 
I’d known Miss Phillips all her life.” 
While Mrs. Duffy was uttering these words of wel¬ 
come and helping me remove my fhrs and cloak, I was 
taking a mental inventory of the parior adornments. 
Of coarse, I looked for the piano the first thing, bnt 
not seeing one, concluded that for convenience^ must 
be located in the sitting-room. . 
An ingrain carpet of many colors covered the floor ; 
six hair-cloth chairs arranged in a perfectly straight line 
and standing close together were on one side of the 
room, a sofa on the opposite side. 
In one corner was a table with queer-looking twisted 
legs ending in little feet that looked as though they/ 
might begin dancing any moment. 
Upon a tiny stand in the center -of the room was a 
basket of wax fruit which had the appearance 6f-being 
over-ripe and beginning to.decay. 
Upon the mantel, there were paper, flowers under a 
glass globe, daugnerredtypes aB'd ambrbt^pes of Rooshier" 
taken at all ages and stages of^her existence, from one 
month old to the present date, two-hlne vases, a pin¬ 
cushion in beadwork, abouquet of very wild looking 
flowers embroidered on canvas, two shining candle¬ 
sticks, and last, but not least, an empty perfumery bottle, 
which prohablyonce contained the “must” that Aunt 
Lucindy sent from Buffalo. 
Two pictures (Grecian painting) decorated the wall. 
One was of Washington dressed in yellow and green, 
And looking as though he had been on a spree for two 
- weeks; the other a bluish looking cow standing on a 
broken bridge, evidently intending to commit snicide by 
jumping in the foaming purple beneath. 
As Mrs. Duffy paused in her remarks to take breath) 
and I had taken a seat by the glowing fire, I asked if 
Rooshie were ready for her lesson. 
“ She’ll be here in just one minute M)ss Phillips. 
When I saw yon coming I told her to run as fast as she 
could into Miss 03ark’s, right next door, and ask Maudie 
if she wouldn’t like to come in and hear her take her 
lesson.” 
“ 0 ! Mrs. Duffy,” Baid I, “ Rooshie will not do aB well, 
“I fear, if there is any^ne presenTwhile she is taking her 
lesson. Beginners arebisoJuly more or less embarrassed 
and I would rather be alone with her.” 
“ Well, now, that, looks reasonable. I hadn’t thought 
about that, and if Maudie comes I’ll have her stay out 
with me. Bnt, you see, I was thinking it would be more 
sociable like to have some one in the room.” 
Rooshie soon returned and, after courtesying twice, re¬ 
ported that. “ Maudie was not at, home.” 
“ Well.Rooshie,” saidhe^mother,“I guess everything 
is ready for yon to begin Vonf^lesson. Yon may open up 
the piano now,—then with a sigh.—perhaps “I’d better 
go out the room ; bnt. Miss Phillips, if you need me for 
anvthing just call me.” 
Much to my amazement, Rooshie went toward what I 
had supposed was a table, and removing the green 
spread, “ opened up ” a most remarkable looking in¬ 
stalment. 
It had recently been pi ni 4 and rni hed <* the 
maker’s name was obliterated, hut I am certain it was 
one of the first pianos ever made, and. eqnally certain 
that pianos were invented before the flood. 
There were five .octaves, withJbere and there a miss¬ 
ing ivory ; the remaining oneB were a greenish gray. 
At each end of the keyboard was a cup- shaped recep¬ 
tacle wjiere-r-l presume—-Solomon’s wives used to lay 
their rings and bracelets when they were playing the 
accompaniments to “ Solomon’s Songs.” 
The music rack opened like a fan, and was the whole 
length of the keyboard. When ready for use it an¬ 
nounced the fact with a report like a fire cracker. 
I was so fascinated' by its “ many centuries ” appear¬ 
ance that I sat looking at it, forgetting all about the les¬ 
son until brought to a realizing sense of my duty by the 
opening of the sitting-room .door, and Mrs. Duffy’s 
query, “ Can I do anything for yon. Miss Phillips? ”• 
. “ No, thank, yon ” I replied, “ I am just goring to be¬ 
gin the lesson.” I dreaded to go near that piano, so 
thosght I would teach Rooshie the letters on the Btaff 
first, and perhaps gain courage by so doing. 
Taking up “ Richardson’s Instruction Book,” which 
I had brought with me, I said, “ We will begin with the 
lesson in the'book first.” Here Rooshie interrupted me 
by saying, “ I’ve got a hook, Miss Phillips. Father went 
to. B-(ten miles) yesterday on purpose to buy it. 
Miss Green, the lady mother told you about that played 
so beautifully, took out of this, and Baid it ‘was the 
best lesson book there was,’ ” and my childhood’s bug¬ 
bear, “ Bertini,” again appeared to me. 
I was thinking so intently about the uncanny-looking 
instrument that I did not care much what book I used, 
so with one eye on the hobgoblin in the corner, fhe 
other eye on Bertini, I commenced with the letters of 
the treble clef. ’ / 
Rooshie learned them very quickly, and^T was jnst 
beginning to explain the bass clef, when the door opened 
just far enough to admit MrB. Duffy’s head, and Bhe 
asked in an anxious tone:— .. 
“ How’s Rooshie doing, MissPhillips ? ” 
“ Very nicely, ” I replied,^ 
“ I didn’t hear the piand) and I thought may be she 
couldn’t learn, audit made me feel awful bad.” I told 
her T was giving Rooshie the letters and notes first, and 
then would teach her all about the keys on the piano. 
“ Can Bhe take a tune to-day, Miss Phillips ? ” 
“ Not to-day, Mrs. Duffy, hut I will give her one as 
soon as possible.” 
“ AlKrightI Now, Rooshie, put your hull mind on to 
it, so as to take a tune next time. We are all powerful 
fond of tunes, Miss Phillips.” 
“ I noticed the door was left ajar this time, and every 
few minutes an ear would appear at the opening. 
Presently I heard the stamping of feet at the side en¬ 
trance, and Mrs. D. said in a loud whisper, “Now, 
Peter, Tmriy up stairs and put on yonr Sunday coat, and 
I’ll take you in to see Rooshie’s teacher.” Peter duti¬ 
fully obeyed, and soon another whisper was sent upward. 
—“ Peterl put on your new velvet slippers, and bring 
down yonr Sunday hat, and, Peter ! get a white hand¬ 
kerchief out of the upper draw.” 
“Sh ! sh 1 Peter,: don’t talk so loud. No, yon needn’t 
put on your gloves, it will take too long.” 
Here Mrs. D-espied the forgotten open door and 
gently closed it. Rooshie was so engaged with her 
letters Bhe did not hear thia (to me) charming little 
episode.. In a few minutes Mrs. Dnffy flashed with ex¬ 
citement. entered the room, followed by Peter.. 
To fully describe Peter would take more time than 
I can spare at present, so wiljLan|y say he was the thin¬ 
nest man I ever saw. * . 
As Mrs, Duffy introduced him by saying, “ Miss 
Phillips, this is Peter’, my husband, Mr." Duffy,” he took 
off his stove-pipe hat, made a very low how, and look¬ 
ing at the wall back of me said. “I’ve heard Betsy— 
that’s my wife—say a good deal about yon the past week. 
Miss Phillips, and I feel flattered to make your musical 
acquaintance,” and sitting down he wiped the perspira¬ 
tion from hjs forehead with a handkerchief trimmed 
with narrow cotton lace. - 
I sent a telegram to every part of my brain for a suit¬ 
able reply to this neat little speech, but all that seemed 
to he on hand was*, “I hope yon are well Mr. Duffy.” 
(I came very near saying, “ Peter, my husband.” j 
Peter looked in his hat and fonnd that he was “ about 
Bo-so, thank ye, M5rs Phillips.” ^ 
Mrs. Dnffy was the proudest looking wife imaginable, 
and I knew Peter had.followed her instructions implic¬ 
itly, and said, and done precisely what she had told him 
--•-<» ji_ 
- After looking in hip hat for another minute—I think 
Peter keeps all his ideas in his-Sunday hat—he asked, 
“ Well, Rooshie, how do you like it as far as you’ve 
gone?” ... 
The answer, “ Real well,” seemed to please him im¬ 
mensely. 
“ Now, Peter,” said Mrs, D—- / “ we better leave 
and let them finish up,” and I find, my dear Countess, 
that I must follow suit and “leave.” too,; at the most 
interesting part of Rooshie’s unfinished lesson, as we 
" have unexpected compa'ny and they wish to see 
' Yours, truly, 
Nellie, the Music Teacher. 
P, S.—WilLgive yon the conclusionJof the. never-to- 
be-forgotten lesson in my next. 
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We have learned to express the finer shades of feeling; 
by penetrating more deeply into the mysteries of iar- 
mofly.—Schumann. 
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VOICE TRAINING PRIMER. By Mrs. Emil Behnke 
and Dr. C. W, Pearce. Novello, Ewer & Co. 
This volume is a catechism of vocal physiology and 
voice training and of musical theory. It is according to 
a scheme decided upon by Emil Behbke before his death 
and is intended to give a succinct arrangement of the 
knowledge of these departments of musical study usually 
touched np6n in examinations. 
The definitions are concise and dear. The snbjects 
are covered as fully as is necessary. While in some 
quarters, perhaps, there is a; tendency to too much phy¬ 
siology in voice training, yet the knowledge so suc¬ 
cinctly given by this little work will always be in order. 
By EXAMPLES IN STRICT COUNTERPOINT. 
Gordon Launders, edited by Sir John Stainer. 
This is another contribution to the already large list of 
valnable Music Primers issued by Novello, Ewer & Co. 
The intention of the work is to supplement with a much 
larger list of models the work on “ Counterpoint" by 
Dr.. Bridge. 
The examples are of wide scope and are fully ex¬ 
plained, but room is left for the exercise of discernment 
upon the part of the student. It is a work of value to 
teachers and students of counterpoint, and should be 
used. ■ 
This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the, 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte 
technique, and to provide Btndents with the means of 
attacking and overcoming the different special difficul¬ 
ties which have to be encountered. (With this view, the 
Studies have been arranged in groups, those in each 
group being placed in progressive order and having 
reference to Borne one particular difficulty.) The greater fort of the Studies themselves have been selected 
rom the standard works of the most eminent 
Study-writers, and with these are included numerous 
others which, though of equally great practical utility, 
have hitherto been less generally accessible. 
Transposition. By John Wabbiner. 
Another of these desirable Mnsic Primers rathe above 
work on transposition. A parallel is drawn between 
transposition and translation, and while it iB not at¬ 
tempted to make the parallel hold rigidly throughout, it 
serves an excellent purpose in illustrating the method. 
The author uses the Tonic Sol-Fa method as a basis 
for the first steps and proceeds gradually and effectively 
to more difficult work. It is practical and eminently 
useful. 
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Among the many valnable aids to acquiring a wider 
knowledge of musical compositions are the various dis¬ 
sertations on operatic and other works of the masters of 
composition. * 
Much is being written upon Wagner and his works.0 
Of great use to the musician, whether he be in a position 
to hear these works given or whether he be outside the 
centers of such production, are these explanations, as 
thev give a knowledge otherwise unattainable. 
We have before ns three small works issued by 
Novello, Ewer & Co.—“ Tristan and Isolde,” “ Par- 
sepal,” and the “Master-Singers of Nuremberg,” 
musical explanation with numerous musical examples 
by Albert Heintz, translated into English by Constance 
Baehe. They give the Btory of each opera, with the 
various motifs in mnsical form and with facts, etc., con¬ 
cerning their conception and production. They are 
convenient in form and should be in the hands of all mu¬ 
sicians who desire to broaden their musical understand- 
ing.and better equip themselves for their daily work. 
FIGURES IN SEQUENCE...Part I 
it tt .;.. tt 2 
BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS, AND OC¬ 
TAVES,.....^.Part 1 
BROKEN THIROS, SIXTHS, AND OC¬ 
TAVES....... “ 2 
The preacher has said, “ To the making of hooka there 
is no end,” and it seem to .apply equally well to the 
making of new journals 
“The New Quarterly Musical Review” began its 
existence with May, and if the first issue be taken as an 
indication it will find an appreciative circle of readers, 
for its table of contents shows a list of articles of inter¬ 
est to mnsical readers. Its form is attractive and its 
cost (twenty-five cents per number) reasonable. 
A. L. Manchester. 
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In the choiceeSf a musical profession, what are the 
comparative advantages of the piano, the violin, and the 
voice? Of course, Buch a query does not have a bearing 
upon cases where a natural genius or peculiar fitness 
exists for one of the above branches of mnsical art. In 
practical value of this view? If the singer has even a 
reasonably good voice, he or she can soon derive pecu¬ 
niary advantages through church work, teaching, and 
oftentimes by concert work. 
- In vocal culture,, nature does much, perhaps the 
larger part, of the preparation. With a naturally good 
voice, a singer arrives at a remunerative period in com¬ 
paratively short order. In this repect, at least; the ad¬ 
vantage is, by all odds, in favor of the vocalist. He can 
arrive at far greater practical* results with less study than 
either the violinist or the pianist- Observe the majority - 
of vocalists, and see how limited is the field of their 
operations. The pianist of equal repute and material 
success has done four times the amount of hard study. 
From the purely pedagogic point of view, the pianist 
is a much broader musician. In fact, a good pianist is 
liable to be as conversant with the vocal compositions of 
the masters as is a professional vocalist. In most cases 
the vocalist is no musician at all, in the comprehensive 
sense of the term. He is a specialist, and the musical 
specialist has not such educational backing as has the 
specialist in the medical and other professions, who. in¬ 
variably takes up his specialism after obtaining a degree 
in general practice." Thus, the voice trainer takes his 
position easier and quicker than other mnsicians, and, 
like all specialists, is better paid for his labor. Another 
advantage offered by the vocal over other branches is 
this: the singing is a more available art, and is in more 
constant demand-than either violin or piano mnsic. The 
voice is the much more natnral and sympathetic medium 
of expression. The student, also, derives more satis¬ 
factory results in a short time when receiving instruc¬ 
tion. To be sure, as an offset to these advantages, what 
rare discrimination is necessary in placing the voice, 
and how seldom is found the intelligeftce and ingenuity 
which knows just what to do in every individual case! 
Now, what shall be said in reference to studying the 
piano with professional intent ? The piano is the uni¬ 
versal instrument. It is necessarily so, because, through 
its harmonic possibilities, it can give representations of 
all kinds of mnsic, both vocal and instrumental, solo and 
concerted. The piano student, therefore, has a much 
more comprehensive mnsical education than either of 
the other professionals. The piano is a comparatively 
ignoble instrument, with its percussion and non-snstain- 
ing qualities; but it is an absolutely necessary adjunct 
to every kind of mnsical study. Even the vocal and 
violin students should broaden their, mnsical compre¬ 
hension through its means, and, thanks to the European 
conservatories, a certain amonntof piano study will soon 
be considered indispensable to every musician’s educa¬ 
tion. Owing to the universality of piano music and 
playing, the teaching field is fuller of professionals, and 
consequently the remuneration is correspondingly de¬ 
based. The average piano instruction is not as high a 
grade of work as is the vocal, though there are ten piano 
teachers to every violin or vocal teacher. A pianist who 
pretends to he at all up in His profession, besides these 
disadvantages, has to live through an immense amount 
of mental and physical training. Alone, the memorizing 
required of the modern pianist is infinitely greater and 
more complex than anything required in vocal or string 
work. 
Talent and genius seem to be spontaneous. Nature 
Btamps her decree as to predisposition and natnral en¬ 
dowments. And when a man is born to sing or play 
nothing will prevent the fulfilment of nature’s law. 
ACCOMPANIED MELODY..Part 1 
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such cases nature utters her an|o^ratic decree above any 
human volition, as is evident from the career of great 
and renowned artists of all time. So, in choosing a 
mnsical profession, it is taken for granted that the 
? student haB taken up, and is following, a natnral gift 
and inclination. It would be utterly farcical for an 
aspirant in the professional field to draw cuts to deter¬ 
mine whether he or she shoulcLsing, play the violin, or 
become a pianist. . 
Bat, presupposing the conditions of natnral endow¬ 
ment being equal, does Any one doubt that the human 
voice is the most perfect instrument ? Is it not the most 
satisfying in the interpreting of the higher emotiofial ex¬ 
pression ? Is it not capable :of finer gradations and sub¬ 
tler effects than any other mnsical medinm ? At least 
this much from an artistic standpoint. What: of the 
But, regardless of the question of talent, does it not 
seem as if the most desirable labor is that which appeals 
most directly tplhe comprehensions and sympathies of 
the largest number of people, which offers the highest 
medium of expression, which is most available, and 
which brings the highest price? If the successful' singer 
and vocal teacher is rare among the musical professions, 
is not his position correspondingly valuable and most to 
be desired ? 
BOOSEY & GO., 
NEW YORK. LONDON. 
The following is a selection of our recent and success- 
ftil Ballads, Songs, etc., etc.:— 
The Holy City. Stephen Adams— ..75c. 
Adien, Marie! Stephen Adams ...60c. 
Never a Bose. F. A. Cowen...; . 60c. 
Listen to the Children. F. A. Cowen....60c. 
Anf Wiedersehn. lH Temple 60c 
Queen of all the Hoses. J MopE A 
Love’s Nocturne. Hope Temple.60c. 
Ae Fond Kiss. A. S. Gatty......60c. 
The Carnival. J. L. Molloy.... 60c. 
Love Conies to AH. J. L. Molloy . 60c. 
Rose of Kenmare. Fred. Beyan...60c. 
Easter Eve. Ch. Gounod................75c. 
Old Navy. C. V. Stanford .60c. 
Love Me or Not. Secohi.j .  60c. 
Queen of My Days. Ellen Wright......60c. 
Wisdom and Love. A. L.........60c. 
Knight’s Leap. F. Corbett...... 60c. 
City Beautiful. P. Rodney...75c. 
Pilgrim of Nazareth. P. Rodney .f0c. 
Now,or Never. J. L. Roeckel.... .....50c. 
No lor aii!AnsWer. J. L. Roeckel...50c. 
Eventide of Rest. Milton Wellings COc. 
NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK. 
Now being used by the Leading Masters in 
America. Also at Royal Academy, Royal 
College, etc., London, England. 
* m SOLFEGGI. * 
By F. P. TOSTI. 
IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK. 
- These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tosti for the middle reg¬ 
ister of the voice, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices. 
They will be found most useful studies, and so melodious in charac¬ 
ter as to be practically songs without words. . 
J UST PUBLISH ED. 
ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS. 
(English and German Words.) 
By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL. 
These Songs are considered to be the finest work eiier produced by 
this'Eminent Composer. 
Paper Cover, $1.50. Cloth, $2.00. 
GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS. 
CAlNTA.TJL FOR CUXZDItEZr, 
«THE SWEETEST SONG,” 
By J. L. ROECKEL. 
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION. 
SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS. 
A collection of Solos for all voices from standard works. All in orig. 
inal keys, with original accompaniments. 
Write for our Catalogues. Free on Application. 
SOLE AGENTS FOR 
ENOCH & SONS, London. 
PATTEKSON & SONS, Edinburgh, 
JAMES BATH,. London. 
BOOSEY & CO, 
3 EAST FOURTEENTH 8T, 
NEW YORK CITY. 
DOES, PIANO-PLAYlSfG' PAY ? loss, of course, and BO thoroughly disheartening both the 
‘ management and the player himself, and making the 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. , » ? ,. . ,, 7 . , 
_ chance ot a reengagement for him or any other pianiBt 
II. out of the question. After a season or two he naturally 
But it may be urged that most, if not all, the prominent succumbed, seized upon some opportunity to teach at a 
American pianists do teach a considerable portion of the fixed salary, and subsided into a somewhat Bour-tempered 
year, which would not be the case if they were in de- instructor for life; denouncing meanwhile the obtuseness 
mand as players. and inartistic temperament of the American public. 
Allow me to suggest that this by no means follows. It is high time all this humbuggery came to an end. It 
Even if every man who conld do so were willing to give is far wiser, as well as- worthier, to admit frankly that 
up the joys of a quiet home and incur the dangers, pianism is no better than any other commodity, worth 
fatigues, and discomforts of perpetual life on the road, just what it will bring in a fair market and no more, 
for the sake of a few more shekels, concert work, on the My own policy, in this vexed matter of terms, which 
basis I am describing, does not pay enough more, after _ I should perhaps hardly venture to advance, in the face 
deducting the enormous necessary expenses, than the of so much opposition, if it had not been so thoroughly 
highest grades of teaching, to warrant the sacrifice, tested, is that it is wisest to n&me a price as moderate as 
unless one’s natural aptitudes and preferences incline one can afford, thus enabling the engaging parties to 
him Btrongly toward the more public phase of work. make a financial snccess of the concert, and trust to 
W. H. Sherwood, Emil Liebling, Dr. Maas, and many proving to the public by actual demonstration, that you 
other leading pianists, though teaching through the bulk are the equal of Messrs. A and B, irrespective of charges, 
of every year, have proved by the number of their If one is not afraid of work, £t is better to play one or 
engagements, and the prices obtained for them, that two hundred times a season at $50.00, than a dozen times 
they might have been multiplied indefinitely, if they had at $150.00, not only because the sum total makes a better 
chosen to devote themselves entirely to this line of work, showing,-but On account of the service done to the cause, 
and bend all their efforts in that direction. Among lady If the price is high, the number Of engagements for the 
players, Mme. Riv5 King, and Miss Neally Stevens are pianist must necessarily be few. I know the resources 
doing nothing else, and so far as my knowledge goes, of the country well in this direction, and I can affirm 
have done nothing but concert work for years. In my with assurance that there are not in the whole length 
own case, if one may be allowed to cite himself as an and breadth of the land forty towns or schools which can 
example, on returning from Europe ten years ago to pay $160.00 fatei piano recital and clear the money, even 
establish myself professionally in my own country, the if the same man were to get them all; while there are 
numerous and vigorous sermons preached on the text, hundreds which can and do cheerfully pay $50.00 with- 
“No American pianist can live by concert playing,” in- out a deficit. 
duced me to take up.teaching in conjunction with con- This discnssion of terms for a recital brings me to 
cert work, and I pursued the two vocations for several another point which I have often wished to urge, 
years, to the detriment of both, at the end of which namely, that our musical profession be divided into two 
time I was forced to give up teaching altogether "to make distinct classes, teachers and players, and that no man 
room foi; the concert work. Since then I have done make the attempt to both teach and play in public at the 
nothing else, and there seems to be no immediate pros- same time. The two callings are inconsistent, and each, 
pect of my returning to the life of a teacher. ' injures the other. Let the young musician elect which 
I speak from years of experience and knowledge of he prefers and cleave unto it, for no one can do his best 
the subject in saying that there is a great and growing at either if he pursues the other also. Concert work 
field for the recital pianist in this .country, if he is breaks into the regular teaching season and interferes 
heartily devoted to his work, competent to do it satisfac- disastrously with the progress of pupils, besides distract- 
torily, and willing to do a reasonable amount of it for a ing the attention and interest of the teacher. On the 
reasonably modest compensation. other hand, giving lessons takes the time, of the player 
This question of the price to be paid for professional from practice, so that in his few desultory appearances 
services is a difficult one, which the pianists themselves in public he cannot do himself justice. If a man does 
■ have complicated till they are now, as t^e_vulgar adage concert work, he should do a great deal of it and do 
has it, “ Between the devil and the deep sea.” If they nothing else. It is this trying to serve two masters which 
charge what they have taken pains to make the public is one great reason why terms for a piano recital have 
believe they are worth, and ought to have, in their effort been placed so high, and still the pianist derived com- 
to maintain their supermundane dignity and prominence, paratively little profit. 
, namely an exorbitant and wholly unreasonable figure, If a musician plays from one to two hundred times a 
the manager is sure to lose money, and is inconsiderate season, at $50.00, he need do nothing else; and he is at 
enough to refuse to do it a second time, so that the different times in all parts of the country, so that travel- 
return engagements fail to materialize. 'ing expenses for each point are reduced to a minimum. 
Qu the other hand, if they name a moderate sum, If on the contrary he plays but a score of engagements 
based upon the probable receipts from sale of tickets, per year, and is trying to teach in the meantime, he 
and on the rational principle of quid pro quo, a large may charge $100.00 and after deducting $30.00 or $4,0 00 
number of unthinking persons immediately assume that for the loss of each day’s teaching, and heavy traveling 
they must therefore be inferior artists, not worth erigag- expenses for scattered or distant points, he will not clear 
ing at all at any price. And this conflict between unre- so much and will not give so good satisfaction musically, 
lenting factB and the foolish theory that the world takes as if he had been devoting himself entirely to concert 
you at your own valuation, has resulted in an endless work and had been paid half the amount; though the 
series of attempts at mutual 'mystification, special rates difference may have made a financial failure instead of a 
for off nightB, transparent compromises, personal accom- success of his concert. 
modation8, miserable deceptioii8 of all sorts, which in The only course, it seems to me, which is fair to -both 
most cases do not even deceive. parties and which will prove successful through the 
I have known a number of instances of ambitious reaches of the years, is to demand of our managers to 
and talented pianists, who had every wish and every guarantee only such a price as will give them a reason- 
ability to maintain themselves as concert players, and able chance to clear themselves under existing and in- 
who, as I knew, would have been glad to accept any en- telligently recognized conditions, and if all goes favor- 
gagement whatsoever in any.place whatsoever, for any ably, to make a little something for their time and 
sum above $25. GO, but who heroically placed their terms . trouble; and thus on a fair basis of just returp for an 
at $100.00, lest by namin^4ji.e least sum which would 
allow them a fair margin iff profit, they should tacitly 
admit just so much inferiority to Professor so and so and 
Herr von something else, who are supposed to charge 
$160.00, but who, if the truth were known, rarely receive 
it. This error in most cases lost the young artist the en¬ 
gagement and the chance to appear altogether In a few 
instances the expieriment was tried, resulting in a heavy 
equivalent rendered, to strive along legitimate lines, 
through gradual development of public taste, and con¬ 
sequent increase of the demand for our wares, to make 
piano playing pay. • f 
Before trying a hard passage, stop and study it out 
.mentally, then do it slowly, and concisely accurate.— 
Charles W. Landori.' 
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Some months since a pupil who could memorize easily 
and played some good music—she was perhaps in the 
fourth grade, grading from one to ten—could not read 
fluently, infact, had to “pick out ” her pieces. She was to 
be a long-time pupil, and was to follow the regular course 
for graduation. Now all good teachers know that the good 
reader begins a piece where the poor reader has to work 
up to after many hours of labor, therefore there is time 
and work saved if the pupil can be taught to read readily, 
to say nothing of the many special and valuable advan¬ 
tages that a good reader possesses. Her scale playing 
had a separateness of effect, as if each tone was all 
alone, one at a time; “now I will play C, now I must 
get that D down, and here is an E to he played,” Bort of 
way. • Scales were given in accents as per Mason’s method. 
This after a few lessons got the scales into a smoother 
form. Then the diminished arpeggio was given in a full 
line of meters and accents, together with the scales, the 
latter also in velocity, as per Mason, care being given 
to require all fast playing to be light-handed and loose 
in the wrists, as, if the attempt was to be made of play¬ 
ing twice as fast as before, the playing must be twice as 
easy and light- and loose-handed. Kohler’s Op. 50 and 
some of Czerny’s Velocity, first and second books, were 
used for “horizontal reading,” reading by groups, read¬ 
ing at one glance all the tones belonging to a pulse or 
count, and then playing them at one mental effort, as 
one thing, as any word is a thing, rather than so many 
letters. It as easy to speak a word as any one of its 
single letters, and so it is as easy to play a group of tones 
with one effect as it is to play any one of its tones. By 
the way,'Mr. Mathews gives needed light here as folPowB: 
“ Slow playing is where the mind sees a note to be 
played, and directs that the finger shall'play it, and the 
mind realizes that it has been played; the mind looks np 
to the next note, the finger plays it, and the mind says 
it has been played, and so on. Moderately slow playing 
is where the mind recognizes what is to play, and sets the 
fingers to playing, and at once begins to get another 
note ready to play, not stopping to see that the first has 
been done, while fast playing is group playing.” With 
tion. Lesson after lesson, the truth was brought care¬ 
fully closer and closer to her mind. Illustrations and 
similes were freely used, explanations'were abundant, 
and she was shown how to play the 6tndes and pieces, 
as well as exercises, in a way to make the charming 
effects she had so much admired in her teacher’g playing. 
Slowly the truth came to her, and now she is a charming 
pupil doing satisfactory work. The children of the 
wealthy are nearly all of this frame of mind, and it is 
one of the greatest trials of a good, conscientious teacher 
to do satisfactory work to himself with them. They can 
nearly always be led, and by a delicate tact shown that 
nothing but honest and particular personal effort will 
ever make musicians of them, that society no longer 
excuses the commonplace—in fact, her being in the 
society of the wealthy and refined requires of her better 
work than is to be expected of the great majority of 
pupils. Few pupils are really willing to be listened to 
while knowing they are not performing well, and that 
deference is Bhown out of politeness instead of actual 
interest. Fortunately, parents of common sense among 
the wealthy now require their children to become so 
accomplished in some art as to be self-supporting if it 
should ever become necessary. 
MUSIC AS A MEDIOIHE. 
About a year ago I was visiting my sister in a far 
Western State. She had a bright, blue-eyed, baby boy, 
seventeen months old. One day while playing in the 
garden the little fellow found a bean, and, baby-like, put 
it in his month. His mother, who was in the house, 
heard him cough, and running out found him choking. 
He was already black in the face. Doctors were called 
at once, but in spite of all that could be done the baby 
died. The mother was stunned and shocked by the loss 
of her baby and a death so sadden and horrible, and 
three hours after the sad death of her baby she herself 
was in hysterics, and for the time insane. We placed 
her on a bed, but it required three or four strong men to 
keep her there. She would start up screaming, “ My 
baby! ” “ I will have my baby! ” Now she would en¬ 
treat God to restore to her her baby; now command 
Him to. Her father, who was present tried to quiet her. 
a little experience—-the pupil plays chords, as a matter Scolding was tried, then coaxing, then we shouted her 
of course he should also be taught to play groups as name, but she neither saw "nor heard-anything around 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any number of players. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of AS composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
readily. Besides the above mechanical 6tudes of Kohler 
and Czerny, this pupil worked on the^easy 6tudes of 
Heller for phrasing and work in musical continuity, 
listening to get smoothly connected all the notes belong¬ 
ing to the phrase of musical thought, and to bring out 
its climax and make it all expressive, using whatever 
her. For hoars we stood over her, catching her when 
she would spring up Screaming and pleading piteously 
for her baby, and, forcing her back on the bed, we would, 
administer chloroform, which would quiet her but a 
short time, when she would ‘spring out of a sound sleep 
and, with insanity gleaming in her eyes, plead with God 
style of touch necessary for playing the passage in the1! to give her back her little one. 
best and most effective manner. Nothing was said to 
her about reading at sight, or of the drift and mean¬ 
ing of the course pursued, until she began to observe, 
as well as did her parents, that she was reading readily. 
This took about three months to accomplish. 
A farmer’s daughter, pretty, “but light-headed.” 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER. 
Her home was in a district much frequented by “ sum¬ 
mer boarders.” She married a man of wealth, and they 
went to the city and took an elegant snite of rooms in a 
family hotel. To smooth over her crudities, music and 
elocution lessons were engaged and entered upon. She 
had talent, but very little application^} As a “favored 
one of Providence,” she seemed to think no effort could 
be reasonably expected of her,” for was she not a rich 
man’s adored bride?” She had, when a young girl, 
taken a few lessons and played a little on the reed organ- 
Here was a Bubject 1 ”—unfortunately, not an uncommon 
one as to general features of mental, musical; and char¬ 
acter make up. Her ambition to make a show made ife 
easy 
enough for her to play. She seemed to have the idea 
that money would enable her teacher to do all of the work. 
She conld not for a time be brought to see that he could 
no more learn the pieces for her, touches, etc., than he -, 
could himself eat her dinner to satisfy her appetite; 
in fact, that the better her teacher, the harder she had 
got to work to get satisfactory results out of his instruc- 
During one of the worst of her ravings I suggested 
that we sing to her, thinking that might qniet her. So 
we began Binging very softly, the doctors joining in, 
“ Jeans, Lover of my Soul.!’ - For a time it seemed to 
have no effect upon her, but after while she listened, 
then more intently, until gradually her raving ceased, 
s the rigid and stiff muscles became lax, and slowly she 
sank hack upon the bed, still listening, and whispering, 
“Listen! listen! the angels ire singing to him. Hark!” 
Tears were in her eyes for the first time, and our own 
eyes became dim when we saw how the simple little 
Bong had spanned the gulf between sanity and insanity; 
How the tangled brain, which would not have- heeded- 
the booming of a cannon, was touched, soothed, and at 
last calmed by the most wonderful language—music. 
There was no other way we could have reached her. I 
have devoted my life to the study of music, and am an 
ardent lover of the art \ but never was I bo proud of the 
profession I have chosen as when I saw the effect music 
produced upon that crazed mother. I think music must 
be the language spoken in heaVen. Certainly all under¬ 
stand it on this earth. Though sometimes we may not 
make ourselves understood to strangers by speaking, we , 
may always reach them by music. 
316^ THE ETTJDE 
. LETTERS TO TEAOHEES. 
BT W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
“ Will you please inform me through The Etude (1) - 
if it is necessary for a teacher to have instruction in 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic’-’ in order to teach it suc¬ 
cessfully? (2) Should eadh pupil be provided with a 
book, or should the exercises be given by the teacher? 
(3) Will you also give a course of studies, exercises, etc., 
to be used from beginners to. pupils of fifth or sixth 
grade ?—M. C. 
I suppose that the above questions have been referred 
to me by reason of the extensive experience I have had 
with teachers of Mason’s exercises. In reply, I beg to 
say that, in spite of the great pains taken by Dr. Mason 
to guard every point, there are still two or three in his 
system which are misunderstood by the majority of those 
who have taken them up without a teacher. First of 
these I mention the exercise for sliding the finger in the 
“ clinging touch ” of the two-finger exercise. Although 
it ia^'distinctly stated in the book that this .method of 
super-legato is to be used in the early stages of the two- 
finger exercise only, it is only at first, and as soon as 
the art of clinging with the point of the finger is ac¬ 
quired, so that there is no release _of pressure in chang¬ 
ing from one tone to the next. The legato is to be 
adopted as the standard method of playing this exercise, 
and the one finger be released at the precise moment 
when the next takes its key ; or, more properly, that the 
tones should exactly join without overlapping. Although 
this is distinctly stated in the book, every teacher who 
has come to me has regarded the overlapping legato as 
the normal type of practising this exercise. From this 
touch in general use important disadvantages follow, 
namely: (1) the ear is vitiated as to legato; (2) owing 
to the pressure upon the key, there is a tendency to 
constrict and stiffen the wrist and the finger as well. It 
is, therefore, very detrimental to. acquiring a true legato 
technic. The constricting of the wrist may easily be 
realized by the eye of the teacher, since under the ef¬ 
fort the wrist is raised until it forms a convex line along 
the back of the hand, the joint of the wrist being higher 
than the forearm and knuckles. If the wrist be de¬ 
pressed a little the constriction is immediately broken, 
but in a very few notes it will insensibly rise again to its 
..former position, when.it must be again depressed. This 
will be much better if the pure legato is played, with¬ 
out overlapped tones, and a higli action of the fingers 
before and at finish of the touch be made the rule. 
The arm touches have not previously been described 
and illustrated in a book, and it was a matter of great 
difficulty to define processes clearly. I am glad to state, 
however, that during the present summer I have 
had aeveral teacher-pupils who had acquired these suc¬ 
cessfully from the text and illustrations. At most, what 
Dr. Mason aims at is not to catalogue all touches, but 
oply certain of the more important typical conditions. 
These in the case of the arm are the “down” touch, 
where the fall of the arm makes -the touch, the finger 
being active only to the extent of taking the impact of 
the arm ; the “up ” arm, in which the touch is made in 
springing away from the keys by a mechanism which I 
confess I do not fully understand, although I habitually 
use and successfully teach it; and the “devitalized” 
condition, in which the entire arm and fingers are 
wholly limp, and capable of producing a passive tone. 
This passive tone is thq basis upon which all accompani¬ 
ment and pianissimo playing are built. The devitalized 
touch is very rarely obtained from the book—but more 
because students do not take in the idea than from any 
defect in the explanations. Any one studying alone 
may obtain light upon this condition by talking with any 
common-school teacher of Delsarte or physical culture, 
where devitalization forms an important basis for elab¬ 
orate developments. 
In the same way that the two-finger touches require 
great care if one is to get them from the book, the oc¬ 
taves also present the similar difficulties. In Bhort, the 
art of tone-coloring, or, in other words, “ touch,” depends 
upon living example, or else upon rare good sense and a 
musical ear. Just as soon as you begin to make it a 
matter of ear, and use the muscular directions merely 
as very general and preliminary aidg^ yon will' begin to 
gain, and every step will open up new vistas. 
The arpeggio and scale volumes will be managed well 
enough without a teacher, only there are certain princi¬ 
ples which some will miss, and, singularly enough, from 
over-consciousness. Cqgiscientions ladies of long teach-' 
ing experience are apt to fall into certain methods 
of playing which I am in the habit of calling “old 
maidish, ” by which is meant too great an appearance of 
carefulness, and an actual over-doing to the extent of 
constricting the hands. The fingers in playing ought 
to be as free and unhampered as the legs in walking. 
Self-consciousness in legs is the last virtue a good walker 
would desire. The legs have it simply ia charge to “ get 
there,” and to step high, or step low, short, or long are 
all foreign questions, except as the local nuance of the 
imperfect foot-path may make them necessary subjects 
of thought. Accordingly in the Beales and in the ar¬ 
peggios especially in the velocity forms, “ (see a New 
Method of Velocity ”), the student of this class is apt 
to constrict the hand instead of playing lightly and loosely. 
There is another point also, namely, the application of 
varied touch qualities to scale and arpeggio practice. 
Mason’s directions are so frill and clear upon this point that 
there is no reason why any one Bhould miss them. But 
as a matter of fact, while these directions were in the 
Mason “Technics” (1878), I did. not myself learn to give 
them their full'value until within the past two 
years. This is one of the most important, characteris¬ 
tic, and novel, features in the whole work. 
Hence in general it is better to have a few good les¬ 
sons; but if they are not to be had, then go ahead by 
the book, and be very careful to observe all the direc- 
tions,and particularly to try with your own hands all those 
which strike you as unusual. In this way, with frequent 
reviews of the text, you will do nicely. * 
Every pupil ought to have the volumes, but the exer¬ 
cises should always be taught by rote before referring 
the student to the text, until all the primary points have 
been covered. The book saves time, and prevents your 
overlooking things, and forgetting important points. It 
is also useful to the student for retaining the system as 
a whole in its inter-relation of parts. 
The graded list of studies is exactly what Mr. Presser 
is trying to publish from selections over which I have 
had -the* responsible direction. (“Standard Graded 
Course,” etc., by W. S. B. Mathews.) ' 
£,In applyingthe Third Grade Rhythm of Mason’s “ Two- 
finger Exercises,1” the pupil, especially if young, will often 
get confused when attempting to make ioitr-divisions of 
the beat, and with the scales and arpeggios very often 
will Bhow a wofuHy defective sense of rhythm. The 
writer, to obviate this difficulty, has found it productive 
of good results, in the worst cases, to outline the rhythm 
by impressing on the pupil’s mind the points where the1 
beats fall, especially the strongest; the pupil can then 
fill in the intervening tones with much less difficulty. In 
the two-finger exercises the beats fell on 
121212 2 11 
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in using Rhythm I, with the fall of the hand which follows 
the flexion of the finger on each of the keys mentioned ; 
in using Rhythm II, with flexion, the first time the afore¬ 
said keys are used. This method, applied to the scales 
with the .meter of twenty-seven, has been found helpful. 
By drawing a series of diagonal lines up and down as 
the scales traverse the keyboard, indicating by capital 
letters placed beside the ’notes upon which the strong 
pulse fells when ascending' and small letters when de¬ 
scending, thus: ‘ 
for the scale of Db, the rhythmical division by nines is 
clearly implanted in the mind. This paves an easy way 
over a difficult road. There are objections to applying 
this mode of outlining if not administered carefully. 
But if one keeps constantly in mind the idea that it is 
four, eight, or nine tones to a count, and not merely to 
reach a certain, point at thertick of the metronome, it 
can used to advantage. Otherwise there is a nervous 
strain that tends to stiffness and leads to that pres¬ 
sure which “ Touch and Technic ” and “ The Etude ” 
mention as the chief obstacle to velocity.—Jos. H. D. 
As a short characterization, I will say that the'doctrine 
above defined is entirely false, and on no account must 
be observed. Dr. Mason’s way of doubling up in the 
four rhythmic grades is simply a very short cut toward 
velocity and rhythmic perception. When I find that the 
pupil cannot make this rather bold leap upon faith, I 
take another tack. Nine times out of ten, however, I think 
any pupil will make the three grades successfully in a very 
few minutes. The fourth takes especial preparation, the 
heavy w eight .of the band upon the keys being fatal to 
great speed. Accordingly, I take a few minutes upon 
velocity practice, in the same ran, and then, after about 
a week, the fourth grade will be made. 
But in the cases mentioned by the correspondent the 
fundamental rhythmic sense is at fault, and it may be 
built up in a different manner. Take the arpeggio (or 
scale) in quarter notes (or eighths), one tone to each 
count. Carry the student through all the different kinds 
qf measure. Thus will arise rhythms of 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, 6’s, 
9’s and 12’s. The 2’s and 8’s must not be practised 
much, and the accents mast not be heavy. The farther 
apart the accents, the heavier they may be made. Every 
rhythm mast be completed—i. e., played over and over 
until she accent comes out upon the starting point, and 
(which is equally important) nfust be Btopped the first 
time it does come out. When this is done, then give two 
tones to a count, and carry the pnpil through all the kinds 
of measure'. Thus will arise rhythms of 4’b, 6’b, 8’s, 12’s, 
and 24’b. The accent is to be upon the count “ one ” 
only and never upon the heats, but the pupil must 
count alond. The latter direction is imperative. When 
this is done, then try three tones to a count. This will 
give rhythms of 6’s, 9’s, 12’s, 18’s, 27’s and 36’s. When 
these are successfully done, the pupil will have no fur¬ 
ther trouble in this direction. Higher units may be nsed, 
and should be UBed^ but they belong to somewhat more 
advanced stages. * _ 
To accent the first tone in every beat interferes with 
one of the great advantages of this practice, which is to 
acquire the art of .unconscious rhythmic computation. 
To assist the student by locating the accent upon partic¬ 
ular keys is to spoil the whole business. What we are 
after is rhythmic feeling and not a heavier muscle upon 
C, D, or Boine other key. The accent must come by 
true rhythmic feeling, and in no other way. Occasion¬ 
ally one finds very slow pupils, but I cannot imagine a 
case where the expedient mentioned by the correspond¬ 
ent would not do harm. I have never seen a case of a 
pupil so deficient in mathematical sense (sense of num¬ 
ber) as nottocosie to rhythmic perception by the 
method of measure building with different units. 
It is perfectly true that in good'playing the “inter- 
molecular accentuation ” must be observed—i.e., the 
accentuation of parts of measures.. But this must come 
in other ways than the one described. In every well- 
made piece the motorization and- accompaniment will 
bring this, out when tonce the player has a true feeling 
for measure. 
This method of obtaining rhythm I understand to be 
quite contrary to the method of a distinguished friend 
of mine, Mr. Cady, who holds even the Mason method 
as a very gross externalization. I, however, who am con¬ 
structed with a great liking for getting there by the most 
direct and practical course, have proven by abont twenty- 
two years’ experience that rhythmic sense can be im¬ 
proved, or made de novo by the method l have mentioned. 
And if I found that a short course did not accomplish it 
I should simply go on and do so some more. The pupil 
who counts successively two, three, four, six, nine, and 
twelve, and plays to each beat one, two, three, or four 
tones, must necessarily arrive at a time when counting 
has become - easy and can be performed unconsciously. 
I formerly used the measure ^system habitually in the 
manner now described; but upon discovering that Dr. 
Mason had resolved to place this graded system of 
rhythms as the corner-stone of the new work, I tried it 
seriously for the firat time, and discovered that, except 
for now and then a very Btupid pnpil, it is' the shortest 
way. And for the stupid ones must come up as soon as 
a very short course of the other way has been tried. 
W. S. B. Mathews. 
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bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents* Address 
• THEODORE PStESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BT 
JOH2ST COMFORT FILLMORE. 
Price $1.50, postpaid. 
, A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the nse of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
Address Publisher, . . _ _ 
Theodore Presses, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadex^hia, Pa. 
MUSICAL MOSAICS, 
By W. F. GATES. 
FRIOB - - 81.60- 
The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen 
from the highest rank of 
170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS. 
Every fceacherrr-every student—should own Musloal 
Mcsalos. Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
nating. 
Ab a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
AT EAST 16™STnear FIFTH AVE.N.YI 
IS THE OLD RELIABLE. 
VIOLIN HOUSE OF 
AUGUST GLMUNDER <& SONS 
^XChANGlHS,! CATAUOQUJE^ 
Mb. Oscar Moeriokb considers that the pianoforte is 
still capable of several improvements, and he submits 
(in the Musih Insdrumenten Zeitung) the following 
questions to manufacturers 
I. A smaller keyboard for email hands. The white 
keys need not be broader than the black keys, and-the 
octave stretch on such a keyboard would be equivalent 
to the stretch of a sixth bn the present keyboard. There 
would be no necessity in this case of unlearning anything, 
as there is in the Jankp keyboard. The part of the key 
inside the instrument could preserve its present breadth. 
II. The addition of a high B|2, B, and C keys. Most 
pianists would willingly get rid of the low A, B}2, and B 
keys, as the vibrations of these low wires lack clearness. 
Moreover, a low C is sufficient for all musical re¬ 
quirements, while the absence of a higher Bjz, B, and G 
renders four-handed playing unsatisfactory, as these 
notes are common on the piccolo. By adding these 
upper notes all our pianos would have a compass of seven 
octaves. 
III. Division of the pedals. (Pianists who use the 
forte pedal as a footstool need not trouble themselves 
about this suggestion.) Others well know that, when 
the primarios nse the forte pedal, the secundarios must 
of necessity accept the situation. With a divided pedal, 
the primarios could use the pedal without affecting the 
bass part. 
> 
In a subsequent number of the same journal a cor¬ 
respondent replies:— 
I. That the first proposal is unpractical, because such 
a keyboard would be one for a child’s piano; that a 
child who had learned to play on it would have to .unlearn 
if' placed at an ordinary piano ; and that children, or 
grown-up people with children’s hands, had better leave 
Liszt or Beethoven alone—the Janko would be much 
better. 
II. The second innovation of additional upper keys is 
valuable, and presents no difficulties. The principle is 
already accepted by many makers who construct seven 
and a quarter octave keyboards. 
III. In this third suggestion, Mr. Moericke proposes a 
core for a weak point in pianos. This plan of dividing 
a pedal into equal parts—& right and left piano, and a 
right and left forte pedal, capable of being coupled when 
necessary—deserves all commendation. Some technical 
difficulties will have to be overcom^lrat the trouble in 
obviating them will be well repaid. 
from the humiliating sight ofpretenders affecting to be 
musicians, and muBiciang affecting, to be pretenders. 
1 repeat': .art is for the many, ana not the few; and 
there is no more reason why an open-air concert should 
not please the ear of the most fastidious musician thaw 
there is that a symphony concert should not appeal to 
the ear of the general public. Let ns drive out from art 
charlatans and humbugs, and we shall find that we have, 
done much toward destroying the barriers that now 
separate musicians from the mnsic-loving public.—The 
Leader. 
—Ye peddlers in art, do ye not sink into the earth 
when ye are reminded of the words uttered by Beethoven 
on his dying bed: “I believe I am yet at the beginning;" 
or Jean Paul: “It seems to me that I have written noth¬ 
ing as yet.”—Schumann. 
BAUDOM THOUGHTS. 
OLEVEE MUSICAL BHYMES. 
The following musical terms, defined in rhyme, con¬ 
tain much information in a very concise manner. We 
do not know the source of them :— 
Accelerando—In speed, {increasing measure. 
Ad Libitum—Sing at discretion’s pleasure. 
Adagio—Expressive, Boft, and slow. 
Affetuoso—Let tenderness and pathos flow. 
Allegro-Sow fingers fly and words run fast. 
Allegretto—Not quite so rapid as the last. 
Andante—8 oft and slow the movement goes. 
A Tempo—Mark the music as it Aowb. 
Brillante—With great spirit and with might. 
Con Espressione—In excessive movement right. 
Crescendo—From soft to loud the music swells. 
Da Capo—“ Return,” this sign the player tells. 
Decrescendo—From loud to soft the music falls. 
Forte—To action loud the signal calls. 
Fortissimo—Louder, louder, raise the song. 
F. F. F.—Louder yet and very strong. 
Legato—Glide soft and close when this yon see. 
Maggiore—Signifies the major key. 
Mezzo Forte—A tittle louder, but not too strong. 
Mezzo Piano—A. little soft; too soft iB wrong. 
Mezzo Voce—Subdued and in a quiet tone. 
Moderate—Little quickness here is shown. 
Piano—Soft and low, with gentleness. 
Pianissimo—Softer, with sweet tenderness. 
Prestissimo—Quick and quicker fly your Angers. 
Staccato—Sharp and pointed, nothing lingers. 
Unison—Sing together in one voice, 
And in music all rejoice. 
THE STIMULUS OP POVEETY. 
BY ANTONIN DVORAK. 
Your musician deeply read in theory tells us that the 
public iB incapable of judging between good and bad, 
and that its ear is attuned to nothing bat jingle; he 
treats it as if it were a child, and condemns it to emo¬ 
tional dyspepsia. He insists that popular concerts would 
cease to be popular if they ceased to be vulgar; and he 
confounds dulness with classicism,' and connterpoint 
with sublimity. He knowB that he differs from , the 




From the Von Biilow Edition. r 
PRICE 81.60. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von BUlow 
editions, which are pnblished in Bheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and un¬ 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Pnblisher, 
THEO. PBEMEB, 
1708 CHESTNUT 8T.( PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Now, despite the esthetes, it is the pnblic that awards 
fame and immortality to the world’s great men; the art 
that is beyond the comprehension of the pnblic may have 
transcendent merits, but it is an art that is lacking in vi- 
* fcality—in other words, a false art. It is not true musi¬ 
cians, but pretenders, tha(affeci to despise the public, 
and keep back from it the best that art has to offer. 
I have yet to learn that Handel or Haydn or Mozart 
wrote for any particular caste: and I am certain that, if 
they had written for the few, they would long since have 
been nothing bnt names. I am tired of tittle men trying 
to make big men ont.of themselves by pretending to de¬ 
spise the public; and wherever there is pretence there 
is no true art. It must be granted that there iB music 
that does not, and canngj^'^n popular approval: but is 
there np. medium between ;a.■ classical fugne/and Annie 
Rooney ? If Brahms is too heavy for the public 
stomach; must it have no other food than variety hall. 
songs?. 
I contend that bad art should never be served up fco tively. 
the public, whether in the form of a bad symphony, a 
bad singer aEadpianist o abac conductor. jByalways 
sjrins the beBt—but not the dullest—the pablio ear will 
Be cultivated up, and not down, and we shall be saved 
The following sentiment, aa expressed by Dr. Dvorak, 
will be attested by all thoughtful and observant teachers, 
and should encourage the poor student to persevere:— 
“ It is to the poor that 1 tarn for musical greatness. 
The poor work hard; they study seriously. Rich people 
are apt to apply themselves, tightly to music, and to 
abandon the painful toil to which every strong musician 
must submit without complaint and without rest. Pov¬ 
erty is no barrier to one endowed by nature with musical 
talent. It is a Bpur. It keeps the mind loyal to the end. 
It stimulates the student to great efforts. If, in my own 
career, I have achieved a measure of success and re¬ 
ward, it is to some extent due to the fact that I was the 
Bon of poor parents, and was reared in an atmosphere of 
struggle ana endeavor. Broadly speaking, the Bohe¬ 
mians are a nation of peasants. My first musical edu¬ 
cation I got from my schoolmaster, a man of good ability 
and innch earnestness. He taught me. to play the violin. 
Afterward I traveled with him, and we made our living 
.together. Then I spent'two years at .the organ school 
in Prague. From that time on I had to study for my¬ 
self. It is impossible for me to speak without emotion 
of the straits and sorrows that came upon me in the long 
and bitter years that followed. Looking back at that 
time, I can hardly understand how I endured the priva¬ 
tions and labor of my youth.” 
An Incident.—One morning the leader of the Barth 
Singing Society visited his friend, the great musician, 
Beethoven. \ 
“ Good morning,” said he. ’ “What’s the news to¬ 
day ?” 
‘‘Here,” answered Beethoven, as he handed him a 
manuscript. “I composed this to-day, but coming into 
this room and seeing a bright fire burning I thought it 
would make good matter for the flames.” , 
“Allow me,” said Barth, taking the manuscript. 
“ Let’s try it.” As Barth’began to play the frown passed 
away from Beethoven’s face and he listened' very atten- 
ly. He was exceedingly.pleased when Berth said, 
“Oh! no, my dear friend, this is too good for the 
flames.” It was the renowned scena ‘‘Adelaide.”—- 
Translated from a German periodical, published in 
18S4. ... 
sis: THEE ETUDE. 
PUBLISHER'S MOTES. 
The special offer which has been in-force for several 
months is withdrawn with this issue. Two of the 
works, “The Writing Book for Music Students,’’ by 
Chas. W. Landon, and “ Heller Studies,” selected from 
Op. 125, by C. B. Cady, were sent to advance sub¬ 
scribers on the 35th of'September. The remaining 
volume, ‘‘The Pedals of the Pianoforte,” by Hans 
Schmitt, will be sent out about the time the October 
issue is ready. 
We have personally made a thorough examination of 
“ Landon’s Writing Book for Music Students,” and be¬ 
lieve it to be a book that every music student should be 
obliged to study. It clears up everything relating to 
musical notation. Every pupil is hampered by vague 
ideas about almost every point in notation. This 
Writing Book obliges the pupil to think out every point 
relating to the value of notes, signatures, added lines, 
scales, division of measures, etc. Everything must be 
written Out by the student. The book has abont 40 
pages of the most valuable exercises that can possibly 
/ be devised. There are 16 blank pages for additional 
examples, if found necessary. 
If you wish your pupils to improve try this book with 
them. The exercises can be examined in a few minutes 
by the teachers at the lesson. We can send you as many 
copies as you may desire, on sale. The retail price of 
the book is only 50 cents. It has been made low in 
price, so that it is within reach of every student. 
* * * * * 
The seventh grade of the “ Standard Graded Course 
of Study o” for piano is about ready. It will contain 
studies from Cramer, Clementi, Bach, Schumann, 
Haberbier,' etc- We offer this volume for 25 cents 
to those who send - cash in advance of publication. 
This will be the last month for the special price, as 
it will be on the market before next issue- The re¬ 
maining volumes of the course (viii, ix, x) can now be 
_ subscribed for at same price. We hope to finish the 
course before the winter is over. 
* * * 
* * 
Our patrons can have, by simply requesting same to 
be sent them, envelopes and order blanks for sending 
orders to us. This will facilitate ordering. Our 
patrons have used them for many years with great 
success. 
* * * 
We are prepared to furnish our patrons with music 
on sale, the same as we have in years past. Music sent 
in this way is to be kept during the teaching year, at the 
end of which time alKhat has not been sold is returned 
to us and settlement' made for the difference. We 
have’ a circular setting forth all information regarding 
this way of sending music which can be had upon ap¬ 
plication. 
* * * * * 
We issue every month fonr to five new pieces of un¬ 
usual merit; these we desire to make known. We will 
send the novelties out on selection, monthly, to those 
who will fill out the requisite blank. These blanks can 
be had by writing to ns. In this way teachers hhve an 
opportunity of examining our new publications without 
being obliged to purchase them. 
* * * * i 
* * 
Thebe are several bound volumes to which we desire 
to call the. attention of our patrons. Two of them are to 
be found in the advertising column in another part of 
this issue. One is a volume for Four-hand Playing, 
which contains a number of the most popular pieces 
of medium grade and good character. The contents of 
the volume can be learned from the advertisement. The 
other volume contains English Songs and Ballads. These 
songs are not hackneyed, while being possessed of 
genuine merit. We strongly advise our patrons to 
examine these works. We cheerfully send them on 
examination. We have two more volumes, announce 
ment of which will be made in onr next issue. 
***** V ' 
Our readers will be interested in the announcement 
that Howard’s “ Course in Harmony” has been carefully 
revised by the author, and that a^tiew edition is now 
ready. It has become a standard work* and we believe 
that no better text-book in this branch of music has 
been produced. We earnestly recommend all of our 
readers who are pot now acquainted with it to examine 
it carefully and make use of it at once. Teachers who 
are really progressive will employ it in increasing num¬ 
bers and will be more than pleased with the results 
which' they may attain thereby.. Its most prominent 
merit, among many others, is that it ensures a practical 
use of harmony as no other text-book has done. Teach¬ 
ers, be up to the times, and use “ Howard’s Harmony.” 
“ Landon’s Piano Method,” by the author of the T . . _ , .. 
., w . „ ,, , ,, . : - a ... _. 1 received the sixth .number of Mathews’ “ 
“ Reed Organ Method,” is as yet m its first year; not-, Studie8#„ j likeit exceedingly, and consider 
M i-lun fn ni- nrn Unnn i- A nnnAnfiAn n WIlVll innfl ATI .   L  /*   • .1 1 • _11 I /* i withstanding this fact we have to announce the publication 
of the third edition. Its success has been phenomenal. 
Based on the principles of “ Mason’s Touch and Tech¬ 
nic,” carefully graded, explanations copious and clear, it 
engrafts the good points of almost every other method 
published. This is the time of year to start anew, try 
the New Method at your first opportunity, and we feel 
positive, you will be more than satisfied. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The copy of Mr. Cady’s selections from Heller’s 
Opus 125 has been examined. The numbers im¬ 
press me as being musical, interesting, and un¬ 
hackneyed. This set of studies will relieve the most 
experienced teacher of much anxiety as to how his 
pupils will” carry out his own instructions; and the 
pupil, with so many guides to proper interpretation, 
maat of necessity make the hours of his piano study 
fruitful ones. 
W. 8. B. Mathews, editor of Music says of Louis 
Lombard’s “ Observations of a Musician’’. 
“ You have done these things extremely well. Your 
style and matter are both so elegant and so sensible 
withaV that it is a great pleasure to read your book. I 
renew my congratulations upon your very excellent 
performance.” 
After a careful reading of sample copies of The 
Etude I cannot imagine how any teacher with either 
ambition, taste, or music in hisorher soul can pass you 
by unless the dollar and a half are wanting. 
Miss Ellis B. Cannon. 
I would say that your music Has in all things been 
satisfactory, and I nope to be able to do more business 
with yon next year than I have in the past. . 
Mbs. R. B. Erskine. 
Graded 
all the 
numbers so far received as being excellent for teaching 
purposes. In my experience a large book of studies by 
one composer is discouraging to most pupils, and the 
variety afforded by these selections will hdlp to obviate 
the tedious up-hill work of conquering technical diffi¬ 
culties. . ^ Miss K. E. Collier. 
Mathews’ “.Graded Course,” No. 6, has been re¬ 
ceived, and I do most heartily recommend this much 
needed worki t 
I have used in teaching all the volumes thus far pub¬ 
lished. Respectfully yours, 
Helen'E. Sellers, Saco. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
To the younger teachers, who have yet to attain to that 
degree of confidence in selecting work For their pupils 
which comeB only with experience, these 6tudes will 
prove a precious help. - Coming to me now, in its ap¬ 
pointment of intelligent phrasing, beautiful typography 
and reliable editorial comment, I welcome it warmly 
indeed. Miss Ella S. Flannery. 
The Landon’s “ Piano Method ” 
and I want two more copies. 
The child who uses it as a first book 
music study other than a pleasure. 
Mary L, 
pleases me greatly, 
will not find 
Geer. 
Your “Bach edition ” by Mr. Bern Boekelmanis so cor¬ 
rect that it offers what we may call a feast of good things. 
It lightens the labor of the amateur in the highest de¬ 
gree, while to the artist it reveals at the fijpt glance details 
arid niceties of polyphonic structure, m>on which, per¬ 
haps, he has not heretofore bestowed sufficient atten¬ 
tion. Arthur Friedheim. 
• 
I acknowledge the receipt of No. 6 of Mathews’ 
“ Graded Series ” for piano,, all of which seem to meto 
be admirably adapted to lead the pupil easily and surely 
through the difficulties of reading and technic. 
I find them especially happy in their appeal to the 
melodic and rhythmical sense of the pupil, and in the 
progressive succession which cannot fail to develop and 
intensify that sense. Mary J. Claudy. 
Mr. Mathews’ “ Graded Studies” for piano are more 
than satisfactory ; the selections so admirably made are 
arranged in such effective contrast as to delight both 
teacher and pupil. Since they must incite the pupil to 
earnest work, his progress through these studies being 
evident to himself, the “Graded Studies” cannot but 
be successful. E. M. Wilson. 
Number 6 of Mathews’ “Graded Course” proves 
to be a worthy successor of his previous “Studies.” 
The selections, for the perfection of the cantabile style 
in piano playing, are mqst opportune arid useful. I 
am pleased to note that Cselection from Bach is again 
employed in thiB grade) for the advancement of piano 
technic. ' P. W. Goodrich. 
I received the last number of “ Touch and Tech¬ 
nique.” I am delighted with the rapid improvement of 
pupils under this school of treatment. I consider Dr. 
Mason’s the best and most rapid method for surmount¬ 
ing the many difficulties of this most important part of 
musical education. Mrs. A. W. Harp. - 
I have used LandquIs'^Reed Organ Method ” with 
five pupils for six months, and will say I think it the best 
instructor for the instrument I have ever examined or 
used, and will advance and interest the student more 
than all methods before used. Rachel E. Moon. 
- My dealings with you for the past year have beeri 
very satisfactory to me, and I expect to give you a 
large share of my orders in the future. 
- Jon S. Shastid. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to Insure publication in the next number. 
THOR SALE.—Teachers’ Technicon, in first-class con- 
J? ditiori. Address Angie Henshaw, Fairmount, Ind. 
mSE SWEETHEART OF ALL THE YEAR Waltzes, 
JLj by Leila France. Beautiful waltzes founded on 
this popular song. Price 60 cents. Published by S. 
Brainard Sons Co., 145 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. 
AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER, who is a musical 
graduate, wishes a position as Instrumental Teacher 
in a school, or a good opening as private teacher in town 
of some size. Address 8..E. McCurdy, Angola, Ind. 
THE EXPRESS DUPLICATOR is used by many MS. 
writers of music arid ordinary writing. It produces 
a very large number of copies from every original. 
~ New York. Send for in- Bensinger Duplicator Co. 
formation.- 
THE LATE AUGUST HAMANN left a very valua¬ 
ble collection of the best vocal, instrumental, and 
orchestral music, much of which cannot be obtained 
here in this country. Selections will be sold at a dis¬ 
count of.-f to those who will send to Mrs. Elizabeth 
Hamann, Cor. Summer and Cedar Streets, West Somer¬ 
ville, Mass. Send to her for catalogues. 
w YSS AMY FAY has returned to New York, and is ready to receive pupils at her rooms, at No. 33 
West 31st Street. 
MR. W. S. B. MATHEWS 
(240 Wabash Aye., Chicago) ! ' 
respectfully gives notice that he will devote a limited time to students 
In Mason’s Technics, or in the higher art of pianoforte playing generally. 
Address as above. Terms $4 per hour, or 82.60 per half hour. 
Engagements must be made in advance. 
0B0WN ” PIANOS. 
There are Pianos—and Pianos, 
Ab the true musician knows; 
PianoB he delights in. 
And those that cause him woes. 
PianoB that go Mng-a-ling, 
And others bum; bum, bum; 
Some his very heartstrings wring. 
While others strike him dumb. 
Thus, oft he finds himself beside 
A highly finished “ease;" 
But when his fingers touch the board 
The light goes from his face. 
An instrument of singing tone. 
Responsive to tala tana, • 
Is what the virtuoso seeks; 
A “ voice ” he, can command. 
In quest of this, from town to town 
He goes; nor stays until 
At last he finds the peerless Crown, 
At Bent’s, Chicago, IU. 
LATEST PUBLICATIO 
THEODOjElE PRESSER, 1708 OECEBT3STTJT ST., 
1414. Webb, F: R. Op. 65. 
(Gavotte). Grade IV. 
One of the best of this-writer’s pieces. A fine study 
in arm and wrist touch. It is musiefcmly, and the 
chromatic passages of chords add a touch of piquancy 
to the effect. The teacher will be pleased with it. 
1415.. Smith, Wilson G. Op.r54, No. 1. 
Spinning Wheel. . Grade V.. 
A waltz that may be used for concert purj >oses. It 
will require considerable technic for its proper per¬ 
formance, and will show to advantage the work put 
_upon it. At the same time.it is musically interesting 
Jto the pupil. The left hand has an opportunity to 
acquire equality and smoothness. 
1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Emilynne. Valse 
Caprice. Grade V....;..... 
' This Is another waltz worthy of concert use. It is 
very different from the preceding, although in the 
same key (E flat). An enharmonic change to five 
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a 
crisp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece 
Bhould be on every teacher’s list. 
1417. Spindler, F. Op. 249, No. 20. 
Trumpeter’s Serenade. Grade II.. 
A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright, 
pretty, and. instructive maybe mentioned as its 
characteristics. 
1418. Swaim, I.. A. Op. 3, No. 1. Playful 
. Zephyr. Grade III.. 
Combines finger, hand, and arm touches and will be 
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The 
themeB.are 'bright and the piece is of good length, 
neither too long nor too short. 
1419. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬ 
lage Musicians. Grade II.. 
These village musicians Indulge In rather better, 
music than do some others we have heard of.' This is 
a useful and pretty teaching piece for yonng pupils. 
1420. Numbers1, EL Op. 419, No. 2. Santa 
Glaus March. Grade II....;. 
A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste 
in young pupils. It is rather advanced for Grade II 
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in 
third and sixth playing. 
1421.. Heins, Oarl. Doll’s Oradle Song. 
Grade II.;.. 
A very pretty cradle song. The melody is bright 
and given alternately to right and left hands. Agood 
piece to use in the early stages of teachingdiscrimina- 
t*-..1 touch 
1422. Numberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry 
Children's Dance. Grade II.. 
A sprightly waltz, within the technio of young 
pupils, wnioh when played up to tempo will make the 
eyes sparkle. 
1428. Heins, Oarl. Dance of the Bears. 
Grade II....i.. 
.5 j illy la i< s in t >-four tir e in G i Ino 
good stud -.■'••1 mus; »1 as well 
1424. Heins, Oarl. Merriment. Grade II... 
x w ' i piece, as It racter is joll 
j' it I his t pieces Ited by H. ( MacD 
t * n )tat , .! ii are it ■ mmen *. <* t le r 
value In tl • - grade to whlcl h % ' a • ted 
1425. Northrup, Theo. H. Gigue Roman- 
i tie. Grade III................ 
Bather difficult In some of its skips. It is odd in 
, rhythm and a good study in controlling the arm.' 
36 
GRADE I-X. 
ORDER BY • 
NUMBEB ONLY. - ' PRICE. 
1408. Laohner, Fr. Op. 113. Marche 
Celebre. Four hands. Grade III.. 85 
This march will fiud many admirers. There are ex¬ 
cellent points, both of teaching and salon character. 
It will commend itself to all wno use it. 
1409. Chopin, F. Op. 35. Funeral March. 
Four hands. Grade Ill. 35 
The famous Chopin “Funeral March” is here 
brought within the reach of young pianists in a way 
to make it effective. 
The solemn opening theme and exquisite melody 
■ which forms the trio will delight ail who study them. 
The above six numbers are from Grade III, School 
of Four-haud Playing, and can thus be obtained 
singly. , - 
1410. Braungardt, Fr. Op. 7. In Light 
Mood. Grade IV..... 
A good teaching piece ; the figure played by the 
right requires evenly-developed and flexible fingers. 
It will also demand a light, well-controlled arm. 
1411 Mihaly, I. Op. 4. A Storm on Lake 
Platten. Grade V. 
Work In two-finger exercise, light wrist, tremolo, 
heavy chords, and rapid arpeggio playing. The trip¬ 
lets, long continued, of full chords at the close, will 
. test the playm’s endurance. 
1412. McDonough, F. J. In Dreamland. 
Grade IV.......................................... 
This piece is to be heartily recommended. It will 
develop; a light, delicate touch, and can be used to- 
teach phrasing. , bJ 
It will also please, because of its-tunefulness and 
graceful rhythm. 
1413. Goerdeler, Richard. Summer Morn¬ 
ing. Grade III.. 
A bright piece of music, tuneful and graceful. It 
will interest and is very useful In teaching both 
melody and accompaniment playing. 
The. second theme with its embellishment adds 







1426. Goerdeler, Rich. Sunset on the 
Alps. Grade III........ .. 
Another of Gberdeler’s taking pieces. Melodious, 
fluent, and easy are its commendable features. 
1427. Goerdeler, Rich. 
Grade 111........... 
Columbian Galop. 
A contribution to the reigning subject of patriotism 
at this time.. It will take. 
1428. Rathbun, F. G. Romance, Grade 
II........ 
A tuneful piece of a rather tender character. An 
. . extended accompaniment in the left hand will need 
practice, and there are opportunities for phrasing and 





NUMBEB ONLY. PRICE. 
1429. Smith, W. G. Op. 48, No. 3. 
Valse Caprice. Grade III. 
f A good study in light arm-and-wrist touches, 







1430. Grossheim, Jul. Op. 23, No. 
Morning Prayer. Grade II...... .. 
A delightful little melody with a bit of chord play¬ 
ing introduced as the second theme. Needs alight 
accompaniment in left hand. t 
1431. Schauseil, W. Op. 9, No. 2. Oradle 
Song. Grade II.... 
Another excellent piece from the same set. 
1432. Spindler, F. Op. 308, No. 33. In 
Venice. Grade II.......... 
Thirds to be played by the right hand while the left 
plays a smooth accomp'animent.' Useful and pretty. 
1433. Krug, D. Op. 343, No. 5. The Merry 
Wanderer. Grade II. 
A. somewhat longer piece in the same set. Gives 
practice.in.melody playing, scales, thirds, and sixths, 
so that it may be called quite universal in its 
nature. It is calculated to b*3 of interest to the pupil 
as well as instructive. 
1434. Smith, W. G. Op. 56. Vesper 
Chimes. Grade 111.. 
This piece is agood st’idy in the use of the damper 
pedal. The theme is given out in chords which are 
sustained while the same hand plays an embellish¬ 
ment of broken octaves, and throughout there are 
excellent opportunities to. become practised in its 
proper^ use. The piece is one which will become 
popular among piano pupils. 
1435. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 55, B. 2. 
Special Exercises in Scale Play¬ 
ing. ....... ........»....... 
We received the first book of these studies some 
' time since. This book is the. concluding volume. 
Particular stress is laid upon the development of the 
third, fourth, andrvfifth fingers, and the various 
. exercises are bo conceived as to bearfelirectly upon the 
work in hand. They are by an eminent teacher, and 
cannot fail to be of great value. ^— 
1436. Goerdeler, R. Alpha Omega 
Waltzes. Grade III..... 
An easy set of waltzes which will catch the popular 
taste. They are smooth, swingy, and tuneful. 
1487. Goerdeler, R. Fairy Queen Polka. 
Grade ill.............. 
Another piece by the same writer. It will also 
take. 
1438. Goerdeler, R. Columbian Galop 
(Four Hands). Grade III..... 
An arrangement of the Columbian galop for two 
players. It will fulfil its mission as a popular piece. 
2011439. Rathbun, F. G. ''Evening Song (Re¬ 
verie). Grade IV.i. 
A piece destined to be popular because of Its melody 
and general Btyle, while it contains no catches to 
trouble the amateur player. At the same time it can 








1440. Landon.Chas. W^ Melodious Easy 
Studies for Piano or Reed Organ. 
These studies begin at the beginning and Increase 
gradually in difficulty. They are by a well-known 
musician and teacher oY\ long experience.; This 
coupled to the fact tbat-tnere is a Sack of properly 
graded and selected music for th reed organ, should 
create a demand for these, which can be relied upon 
as first class. They are taken from the best sources 
and will advance the pupil gradually, but Burely and 
completely. 
1441. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 81, No. 4. Chil- 
dren’s Festival. Grade II.. 
It is.no easy matter to write music for children,. 
and many great musicians have failed in such at-' 
i tempts. Here, however, is an interesting child’s 
piece, which is neither too high nor top insipid. Such 
pieces should be treasdrfc® up.1 , 
1442. White, Otis, R. The Conqueror’s 
Return. Grade III........... .............. 
A taking march movement, animated and yet not 
difficult. 
1443. White, Otis R. Petite Barcarolle. 
Grade II. 
A really good barcarolle movement, well worthy of 
use. 
r 
1444. Hewitt, H. D. Barcarolle. Grade II. 
A good exercise for wrist In left hand in playing 
y repeat » chorda A gc a dy i fayti cue 
25 
60 
1445. Hewitt, H. D. Melody in A flat. 
Grade IV....,..... 
The melody Is taken in octaves, while the same 
hand plays an accompaniment of double notes, which 
makes a rather difficult-piece of work. It is also 
valuable for its practice in syncopated rhythm. 
1446. Hewitt, H. D. The Miller’s Song. 
Grade IV.... 
A good mill-wheel piece. Besides being valuable 
from a teaching point of view, it is melodious and 
interesting. , 
1447. Goddard. Benj. Op. 56. 2d Valse. 
Grade IV,........,........ 
A good waltz for concert use. It is by a good 
author and contains many'good points for the 
student. Will require some technic for a smooth 
performance. It Is revised and fingered by Dr. Wm. 
Mason. 
1448. Waddington; Bdmundi Op. 20, No. 
3. Gypsy Dance.1 Grade IV. 
Agood study in time,touch, and group reading. 
Besides being of good tech nieal value, it is pleasing in' 
iiarmony and melody. Will be popular with pupils. 
1449. Necke,' Hermann. Op. 236, No. 4. 
Sing, Birdie, Sing. Grade IV ....... 
Beautiful in content, and a superior study in hand 
and finger staccato, and for legato in runs of short 
range- Pieces of this class exercise the imagination, 
and thiB one. Is charming. 
15 11450. Johnson, G. S. The Merry Maiden 
Polka. Grade V. 
Bright and brilliant, with a free rhythmic swing. 
Abounds in runs, broken chords, octaves,and chords. 















1451. Kavanagh, Ignatius. Op. 12, No. 2. 
-Minuetto. Grade IV --- 
A thoroughly good composition, full of the 
divine fire of .genius. It is decidedly pleasing in 
content. “ Choice notes ” make it equally available 
for small handB. This piece will be standard with all 
teachers once using it. 
1452. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 3. 
Little Character Sketch. Grade I. 
Beautiful, and very especially valuable as a 
genuinely good addiiion to the small number of 
desirable places found in the first grade. Every be¬ 
ginner should learn this uniquely' charming piece. 
1453. Goerdeler, Richard. Champion 
March. Grade. IV... 
Has the “step and go” of a good inarch. As is 
always the case in pieces by this composer, it is 
popular and decidedly pleasing. Makes a good 
study in . octave , playing .in some of ita passages. 
. Six-eight time, brilliant and charming. 
1454. Geibel, Adam. Mignon Minuet. 
Grade IV... 
Abounds in harmonic contrasts. Pleasing mel¬ 
ody. A good study in the hand touch. This com¬ 
poser always has something to say, and knows how 
to say it. The pupils will be advanced by the study 
of this characteristic piece, and will enjoy its study. 
4455. Goerdeler, Richard. Etude Waltz. 
Grade V....... 
A delightful dance waltz by this popular writer. 
Will be a great favorite with pupils and teachers. 
Clear-cut phrases, and full of pleasing content. 
1456. Streabbog, L. Paul and Virginia, 
Waltz. Grade. 1.,,...... 
A very Bimple waltz adapted for piano and organ. 
The piece has been revised and edited by Ohas. W. 
Landon. It is an excellent composition as a very first 
piece for beginners. 
1467. Handel, O. F. Sarabande. Grade III. 
One of. H&ndel’s most tuneful pieces; the harmonies 
are quite Bimple. The execution possesses no diffi¬ 
culty whatever. This piece will answer for an excel¬ 
lent introduction for more difficult contrapuntal 
study, 
1468. Goerdeler, Richard. Enterprise 
Ppika. Grade III....... 
This piece Is a bright,and attractive parlor com-' 
position. 'It has been dedicated, by permission, to Mr. 
Jos. Pulitzer, publisher of the New York World. 
1469. Josie Maodonell, June Polka. 
Grade III..... 
An excellent dance composition, affording at .the 
same time a little practice in scale and arpeggio play¬ 
ing. The rhythm is very clear and the composition is 
©aay to comprehend by the average player. 
1460. Low, Jos; Slumber Song. Grade II. 
This is art admirable teaching composition, finely 
edited by Hamilton C. Macsdougall, and Is /really a 
gem of its kind. | 
[1461. Patrick, H. W. Sequoia Gavotte. 
Grade III.................. ..... ........ 
Th • at i 'dt was ected to repress t a i 
Fair In Chicago the musical talent of California. The 
, composition, while it is not difficult) possesses great 
■' originality, for which the composer was dulyhonored- 
1462. Goerdeler, Rioh. My Alpine Love. 
A salt! a ng on the p pnl • -, J-'F, iritl t pleasing 
melody—ending with the h« <i. -similar to that; 



















Ml'LlAh4/, MS mm 
MUSIC TEACHERS 
By E. M. SEFTON. 
JVlM^ 
The boot contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index; Duly Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. TRES8BB, 
1704 Chsstnut SL. PMn&^Sa, 
m THI 
TO PRESERVE ? 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
Jfljffi If (IDE BINDER 
THE ET UDB._, 
EMPIRE COLLECTION OF PIANO MUSIC. SPECIAL ISEECISIS 
It is simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
It has a solid 'wooden back, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a-full year’s sub¬ 
scription, of the Etude. 
Choice instrumental pieces for the piano or organ, by favorite foreign 
and American composers. 
This work is a gem, and contains 40 original pieces, among which 
will be found 
DIXIE LAND. Grobe 
FALLING LEAVES.  Muller 
LEO MABtlH...Wellman n 
OLD BLACK JOE....'.Bailey 
SHEPHEBD’S MOBNING SONG.$. Blake 
And many others equally as popular. 
Price, Paper, Illustrated Title Page, 50 cents. 
THE ORGAN 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE KING OF INSTRUMENTS.” 
Contains articles and illustrations of vital interest to every organist 
and organ builder, the organ news of the day, a department of ques¬ 
tions and answers for students and teachers, and eight pages of 
organ music. Yearly Subscription $2.00 (in advance). Sample copies 
25 cents. 
EVERETT E. TRUETTE, 
Editor and Publisher, 




1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Portraits of tat Musicians. 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 cts. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser's charge. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOYEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZABT, 
WAGNEB, HANDEL, CHOPIN, LISZT, 
SOHUBEBT, AND HAYDN! 
OTHHBS TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most1 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. v 
Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
Contents—Concert Album, VoL L Classic. 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne. 
Tsehalkowsky, P_ The Skylark. 
.- -Mos.skowBfci, M., Op 15, No. 1, Serenade. 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 52, Bondo In C. 
Mitch eson, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
■ Kavanagh, I., Op. 2, Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wilm, N., Op. 14, No. 2, Canzonetta. ^— 
Houseley, Henry, Dance Antique, Bye-Gone Days. 
Bendel, Fr., Op. 92, Nocturne. 
De Kontski, A., Op. 370; Menuet, Louis XV. 
Chopin, F., Op. 40' No. 1, Polonaise. 
Schumann, E., Op. 23, Nocturne in F. 
Bubinstein, Anton, Op. 8, No. 1, Melody in F. 
, Heller, St., Op. 45, No. 20. Village Fete. 
Schumann, B., Op. 124, Slumber Song. 
Delioux, Ch., Op. 14, Marche Hongroise. 
Bach, J. S., Loure in G. 
Bubinstein, A., Marche a la Turqne. 
Beethoven. Op. 14, No. 2, Andante Celebre. 
MoszkowskL M., Op. 23, No. 2, Germany. 
Chopin, F., Op. 28, No. 15, Prelude. 
Mendelssohn, Op. 62, No. 6, Spring Song. 
■ Schubert. F., Op. 78, Meriuetto in B Minor. 
Bubinstein, A., Op. 10, KaHunennoi-Ostrow. 
Schumann, B., Op. 12, No 2, Soaring. 
Contents—Concert Album, VoL II. Popular. 
Doppler, J. H., Op. 131,1 Think of Thee. 
Moelling, Theo., Mftn Dance. 
Nowoczek, P., On the Hills. 
Muller, W. A., Op, 112, No. 2, Polonaise, 
Foerstar, Ad., Op. 63, Peace of Evening. 
Goerdeler, B., Angels’ Voices. 
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Biehl, A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bells. 
Meyer, Li., Alice, Yslse de s’alon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Morn.^- 
Macfarren, W., Golden Slumbers. 
Goerdeler, B.-Italian Peasants’ Dance, 
Waddington, E., Op. 19, No. 2, In the Grove. 
Hofer, W. L-, Op. 12, TarantelleBurlesque. 
Le ’ {ache, W., The Bailor Boy’sDxeam. 
Goldbeck, B., Op. 12, i/Amaz Mazurka. 
Goldner, W., Op. 86. Air, Moldavia Mazurka. 
Gang, WOp. 11, Words of i/ove. 
De Kontski. A., Op. 869fPeman March. 
Wieni&wikl, E, Kuyawiak,Tolish Dance. 
mm FLAYHi 
Pianoforte Compositions. 
PRICE SI.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
music. They are fall sheet-music size, well printed od 
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten np 
The music is such as you hear at concerts and mnsicales. 
With Particular Reference to the Development 
of the Third, Fourth, and Fifth 
Fingers of Each Hand. 
IN TWO BOOKS, EACH $1.00. 
COMPOSED FOE PIANOFORTE BY 
WILSON' Go SMITH. 
(Op. 55.) 
The following testimonials from well-known and 
distinguished teachers and musicians concerning 
Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s Special Scale Exercises are 
only a few of the many received.' The fact that 
they receive such endorsements is sufficient guaranty 
of their practical utility and value to teachers and 
students. 
From SAVES SCHABWENKA, the Dlstiugnished 
Pianist, Composer, and Teacher. 
Xaver Scharwenka says the following concerning the “ Scale 
Studies” by Wilson G. Smith:— 
The Bpecial exercises in scale playing contain, besides the neces¬ 
sary technical material, muchto arouse the ambition of the student, 
and I'trust they«may receive the extended recognition their merits 
deserve. ' Xaver Scharwenka, 
Director Scharwenka Oomervaiory of Music, N. Y. 
From Wi. MASON, the well-known Teacher and 
Authority on Technic. 
New York, April 15th. 
I have examined Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s “Special Scale Exercises'’ 
with interest, and can commend them as being especially adapted to 
give independence to the hands, and to aid in quickly securing the 
scale, habit of fingering. They are out of tne old and ordinary 
forms, being much more interesting, and therefore have a tendency 
to lessen the monotony of the usual and necessary scale practice. 
William Mason. 
From WM. FT. 8SHERWOOD, the Eminent Pianist 
and Teacher. 
Mr. Smith’s recent piano compositions are exceedingly attractive. 
His exercises in scale playing are also interesting and valuable. 
Wm. H. Sherwood. 
From J. SI. M AXIN', Director Detroit Conservatory 
of Music. 1 
The exercises in scale playing by Wilson G. Smith have been 
practically tested in the piano classes at the Conservatory. It is the 
general-opinion that they are of unusual merit and value. In 
several instances the expressions of approval go to the extent of 
classing the studies as not only useful but indispensable in certain 
cases and grades. I beg to say from personal knowledge and with 
no disposition toward extravagant commendation that the studies 
fill a space peculiarly their own, and in my judgment it is only a 
question of time when they will come to be generally regarded as 
veritable “ little classics.” J. H. Hahn. 
From CHICAGO MUSICAE BEVIJEW. 
“These are in the form of short thematic fitudes, each figure 
being separated for special practice in sequence order. Considerable 
ingenuity is shown in the variety of airoogements, the thirty-nine 
exercises being variations of the ascending or descending major 
scale. Explanatory footnotes accompany each exercise.’’ 
From EHIL LIEBLIXG, Concert Pianist and Com¬ 
poser. 
Smith’s “ Special Scale Exercises" have Interested me very much; 
'they will materially assist in developing a correct rendition of the 
scales. The novelty of the exercises will Invest an otherwise much 
dreaded study with new Interest. I will be pleased to use them. 
* Emit, Liebling. 
From JAMES H. ROGEBS, Pianist and Composer. 
The now Beale exercises of Mr. Wilson G. Smith are without 
question a most valuable addition to the list of available piano studies. 
They are cleverly and-Ingeniously constructed, and are certain to 
stimulate pupils to renewed Interest in technical work, especially, of 
course, with reference to a smooth, even, and fluent scale. 
James H. Kogers. 
Cleveland, August 21,1898. 
Tg yi/%1 |m A Monthly Journal published in the interests 
fj* ** jL W w W? I Ik 1 ■ wJr a Gf string Instruments Mid their Players. Sub¬ 
scription $1.00 per year; sample copies lO cents each. Address Publishers 
THE YIOLIliT WORLD, 
13 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, - NEW YORK. 
From ARTHUR FOOTE, Composer and Pianist. 
Many thanks for the “Scale Studies.” I shall use them in my 
teaching, for they are really of great help In just the way you 
intended them They are Ingenious afid thoughtfully worked out, 
and I congratulate you upon accomplishing a really difficult tiring. 
. * , ARTH0B Foote. 
Boston, August 20,1893. 
2Qi T BEE ET TIDE 
NEW YORK VOCAL INSTITUTE, 
97 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
FRANK HERBERT TUBBS, Musioal Direotor. 
This School for Singers has original ideas. All teachers use the 
same voice-method. Voice Cultnre and Singing are taught only in 
private lessons, educational subjects in classes. The voice-method 
is that arranged by Mr. Tnbbs. 1H0 was a student of Manuel Garcia, 
Emil Behnke, ana Wm. Shakespeare, of London, and Antonio San- 
giovanni, of Milan. Since the Institute began, no pupil has failed 
to make good progress. You, if a student, would do the same. So 
would your friend. 
At present, students prefer New York as a centre for study. One 
becomes educated by association in s large city. Our students are 
found comfortable boarding-places. Can you have one or two terms 
in New York this year T Pi 
or sing professior 
for full circulars, 
etc. Address as above. 
lefhod for the Pian©, 
BY 
CHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains all the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short time. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
JUST ISSTTED. - 
School of Four-Hand Playing, 
volume m. . 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRIDE $1.00. 
Cohtkhts.—Beinrcke, Christmas Eve; Xs«eliMser, Marche 
Celebre;-'IL«escl»Iafl»vn, Daaee Hongroise; Schnbert, Op. 78, 
Menuet; Batnaafelder, Minstrel Song; Chopin, Funeral 
March; Sebubert, Marche Heroique. 
MELODIOUS AND EASY STUDIES 
FOB ' 
PIANO AND REDD ORGAN. 
BY CHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE SI.OO. 
Perhaps the most popular set of'Easy Studies ever issued. 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. 
A FlHt-Clasii Musical Education Furnished. 
A Faculty of Experienced TEACHEBS. 
Exceptional Advantages for Hearing SKnsie. 
School Conducted according; to University 
Standards. * 
Address for Catalogue, 
A A I I r it 1, 
DIREOTOR. 
SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
FOR 
Equal Development of Both Hands. 
WITH 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
FKIOE 7B OB3NTXS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Splndler, Hunten, Bertini, Kullak, etc. They are of great educa¬ 
tional value. 
The recognized Standard Pianos of the world, pre-eminently the best instruments at 
present made, exported to and sold in all centres of the globe, preferred for private and 






















S. B. Mills, 
J- Moscheles, 
" ; 1 Albert Niemann, 
Nicola Rubinstein, 




















Illustrated Catalogues failed JTee on Application. 
STEINWAY & SONS, 
Warerooms, Steinway Hall, 10 7-111 E. 14th St., lew Y®rk. 
MATHEWS’ POPULAR 
HISTORY OF MUSIC. 
From the earliest times to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts1 of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature pfjthe music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account of the process of development 
through which the Art of Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con¬ 
dition. 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
1 Volume. ItSmo Pages 359. Price $9.00. Seauti- 
fully printed on fine heavy paper, and handatnnely 
hound with gilt top and uncut edges. 
Within this brief compass, the^ author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very long his¬ 
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the 
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
is confidently offered as the best popular history 
of music yet written. Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
United States of America Patent Vo. 4I©2,- 
,889 for Sale. 
“As®, asd Wrist Rest.*’ 
A practical invention to assist teachers and students of piano or 
organ to the formation of a flexible wrist action in the execution of 
scales, broken chords, arpeggios, etc. Also to assist to a smooth legato 
touch. References to its usefulness sent on application; also price of 
patent right. Address 
i. K. 




By Wl. B. WAIT. 
Price -r $1.60, bound. 
A clear, concise statement of essential facts and prin¬ 
ciples is given in a logical, thorough and systematic 
manner. \ ' 
It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions and 
Courses. 
It exhibits a distinct mode and order of development. 
Practice based upon understanding of means as ap¬ 
plied to ends. 
It permits the attention to be given to the hands in 
practice, and not to the pages. 1 » , 
It furnishes the bases for oral recitations and examina¬ 
tions, as in other subjects. 
232 ■ THE ETUDE 
AMEBICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WEBER MUSIC HALL, 
Cor. Wabash. Avenue and Jaokson Street, CHICAGO. 
All branches of Music, Elocution, and Delsarte.- Normal School 
for Teachers. . ' 
Unsurpassed advantages at moderate rates. 
CONSERVATORY OPEN ALL SUMMER. 
JFall Term begins September 7th. 
Boarding at moderate prices. . - 
Catalogue mailed free on application. ■ 
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, 
DIRECTOR. 
MADAME A. PUPIN 
WILU ACCEPT ENGAGEMENTS POE RECITALS ON THE 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD. 
Permanent ALdcLvess, 84 Broad Street, jKIxzabeth, N. J. 
Madame Pupin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad- 
- vantages and Possibilities of the New Keyboard. Special termu to 
scifools and conservatories in Pennsylvania and Ohio the next two 
months. 
Observations of a Musician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price 80 Cents, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special value to musical students, but 
anybody can peruse it with entertainment and profit. Though a 
first-class artist. Loins Lombard is that rarity among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and his advice and every-day philosophy are full of sug¬ 
gestion and merit. He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
chapters communicate the results of his observations abroad. Mr. 
Lombard is thoroughly imbued with American ideas, which he 
happily applies in his efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
generation, o His little volume is a gem.—Bochesier (If. T.) Herald. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
A COMPLETE 
MUSICAL ■ # 
EDUCATION 
Can only be acquired at an Institution 
where EVERY facility is afforded for 
Careful, Conscientious, and Thorough 
Study. 
THE BROAD ST. 
CONSERVATORY, 
1331 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, 
IS SUCH A SCHOOL 
It employs a Faculty of 30 Eminent Teachers. 
It grants greater FREE advantages than any other. 
It gives FREE SCHOLARSHIPS to deserving pupils. 
It has accommodations for 1500 students. 
It utilizes all the good modern systems and appliances for the rapid 
progress of pupils. 
HALE TEACHERS EXCLUSIVELY EMPLOYED, 
AMD THEY. THE BEST. 
EVEBY BRANCH OF MUSIC TAUGHT, 
From the very beginning to the Highest Artistic Perfection. 
The Only Conservatory in America Having a Com¬ 
plete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestra. 
Send "address for SAMPLE 
MUSIC in Lkk’s pj GUITARISTS, 
Wonderful Simplified Method. Most 
complete and simple yet published. MUSIC EAS¬ 
ILY READ AT STOUT. 11. L. Stewart, 
Publisher, Norwalk, Obio. 
PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
Miss Amv Fay desires to announce that she is ready to receive en¬ 
gagements for Piano Conversations next season. Miss Fay promises 
fine programmes, selected from the best works of both classic and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
She is in the habit of prefacing each piece with Bbort comments, 
biographical of the composer or descriptive of the. composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played.' These “ conversa¬ 
tions ” are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianiate and the 
music, and are a great stimulus to musical students. Address, 
MISS AMY FAY, 
33 West 31st Street,- . » - . Mew York. 
Mo OOUB.TMEY, 
THE WELL-KNOWN NEW YORK VOOAL TEACHER, 
WILL ‘HAVE CHANGE OF THE VOOAL DEPARTMENT 
EMINENT ARTISTS '• 
IN ALL BRANCHES 
of the MM ||0| Send for 
NORTHWESTERN Iwl U d fl W Summer Catalogue. 
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, Commencing 
Minneapolis, minn. June 26th. 
SUMMER 
M SIC
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
333 South 38th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BY MAIL 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Etc. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST 
Teacher of the 
ORGAN - AND - PIANOFORTE 
__ 3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
•iy-Write for Illustrated Catalogue, giving full particulars, terms, etc. 
- NINTH SEASON OPENED SEPTEMBER 4, 1892. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Birector, 
1331 South Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY, 
CONOERT PIANI8T AND LEOTURER, 
Lecture Recitals at Colleges and Conservatories a Specialty. 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Ferry makes an Annual Western and Southern Tour, from Sept. 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
route deairing recitals at-that time. 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TEMCIH AND INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio,8EuolicL Ave., - CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
JAMES M.' TRA'^G-Y, 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1858-62 
PIANIST,TEACHER, AND WRITER. 
—-TEEMS:- 
860.00 for twenty one-hotur lessons , $30.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
f ^ addbess: 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chickering’s, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE 
MASON’S “TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Music Ball, \ Tuesday 
New xorle, J and Friday. 
141 Montague St., Brooklyn,} ^Surld^Sd Saturday. 
PHILADELPHIA SOHOOlTOF MUSIC, 
IBM GIRARD AVENUE. 
(incorporated 1891.) 
loricate and Class Bessons in all Branches of Music 
Terms, $7.60 to $30.00. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. Classes in Harmony. Symphony, and 
Ensemble, both Vocal and Instrumental. Concerts and Lectures. 
KATE H. CHANDLER, Principal. 
A New and Original Publication. 
EIGHT-FUGUES, 
By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BAOH, 
With Analytical EKpositlons ln COLOBS and Ap¬ 
pended Harmonious Schemes . 
By BERNAEDUS BbBKELMAN. 
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artists:— 
G. W. Chadwick, E. A, McDowell, A. M. Duvernoy,. Arthur Foote, 
Niels W. Gsde, Fr. Gernsheim, Alex. Guilmant, August Horn, Walter 
McFarren. A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Nicholl, Carl 
Beinecke, Dr. Hugo BiemanilyMoritz Bosenthal, Samuel P. Warren, 
Arthur Friedhelm, Fanny BToonmeid-Zeisler, etc. 
Copies for sale by 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
SCHOOL. OF MUSIC 
DE PAUW UNIVERSITY, QREENCASTLE, IND, 
„ „ Instruction given in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE OOUR8E8 OF 8TUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Olrculars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GBEENCABTLE, IND 
For Circulars of other University Departments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., d.d., College of Liberal Arts. 
Bev Hillary A. Gobin, A.M., d.d., Dean of School of Theology. 
Augusta* Lynch Mason, a.m, Dean of School of Law. 
Henry A. Mills, Dean of School of Art. 
t 
PHILADELPHIA •> MUSICAL ACADEMY 
1617 Spruce Street, Philadelphia. 
6073 Main Street, Germantown. 
TWENTY-FIFTH SEASON. 
Private and Class Lessons in all branches or 
Music. Terms, @7.50 to @30.00. 1189 Pupils 
in Attendance East Season. 
Instructors.—B, Zeckwer, B. Hennig, Mauritz Leefeon, Martinns 
van Gelder, Guatav Hille, M. Mohr, D. D. Wood, F. Cresson, L. 
Howe, Carl Samans, Pasquale Bondineila, Peter Marzen, Misses 8. 
Sower, A. Sutor, L. Tiers, B. Davis, V. Henderson, A. Hall, Mrs. 
Kunkel-Zimmerman, Mrs. W. and J. Tiers, Mrs. Boice-Hunsieker. 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 3 
Cl wises in Harmony, Symphony, Vocal Ensemble and Instru¬ 
mental Ensemble Classes; String Quartette and Orchestra Classes. 
Concerts given by the professors and pupils of the Academy in our 
own Hall. Lectures on Acoustics ana other musical topics. 
The Concert Hali contains a very effective Church Organ, built by 
Hook & Hastings, of Boston. 
Janko keyboard taught. 
For illustrated catalogues, apply to 
RICHARD ZECKWER, Director. 
■ ■wUSRIPSBSHp 
JLUUSIG 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not. exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If you are intending to Btudy Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. BIOS, Director, 
OBERLIN OHIO. 
HHy H9«h hushcau institute and 
UMlA d CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
WARREN, OHIO, giveB instruction in all departments 
of Music, with a thorough, systematic oourse of study, 
and a faculty of the highest excellence and efficiency. 
Established twenty-two years. Catalogues free. 
JUNIUS BAM, Secretory. 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Pbaoticai, Habmokt......@2 00 
Dana’s Phaotical 'Tmf&avma Babs....1 00 
This Ant or Finsmins,.,.......... 76 
National Schoo: fob Cobnbt......'..'... 60 
P80SKKS8ITS &TEMB8 FOB VIOLIN.......................JEjWsh 1 00. 
Addict ths Publishes^, ' 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE, 
“ WARREN, OHIO. 
4 PUBLICATIONS, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 GEDE8TNXJT ST., I>A_. 
GRADE I-X. 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER OJTLY. 3 
1408. Lachner, Fr. . Op. 113. Marche 
Celebre. Four hands. -Grade III.. 
This march will find many admirers. There are ex¬ 
cellent points, both of teaching and salon character. 
It will commend itself to all who use it. 
v. 
1409. Ohopin, F. Op. 35. Funeral March. 
Four hands. Grade III....T.... 
The famous Chopin “Funeral March" is here 
brought within the reach of young pianists in a way 
to make it effective. 
The solemn opening theme and exquisite melody 
which formBthe trio will delight all who study them. 
The above six numbers are from Grade III, School 
of Four-hand Flaying, and can thus be obtained 
singly. 
1410. Braungardt, Fr. Op. 7. In Light 
Mood. Grade IV..... 
A good teaching piece; the figure played by the 
right requires evenly-developed and flexible fingers. 
It will also demand a light, well-controlled arm. 
1411 Mihaly, I. Op. 4. A Storm on-Lake 
. Flatten. Grade V.........t..... 
Work In- two-finger exercise, light wrist, tremolo, 
heavy chords, and rapid arpeggio playing. The trip¬ 
lets, long continued, of full chords at the close, will 
test the player’s endurance, 
1412. McDonough, F. J. In Dreamland. 
Grade IV..,...... 
This piece is to be heartily recommended. It will 
develop a light, delicate touch, and can be used to 
teach phrasing. ' 
It will also please, because of its tunefulness and 
graceful rhythm. 
1’413. Goerdeler, Richard. Summer Morn¬ 
ing. Grade III....-... 
A bright piece of music, tuneful and graceful. It 
will interest and is very. useful in teaching both 
melody and accompaniment playing. 
The second theme with its embellishment adds 
variety to an interestim*' teaching or salon piece. 
1414. Webb, -F. R. Op. 05. Venona 
(Gavotte). Grade IV... 
One of the best of this writer’s pieces. A fine study 
in arm and wrist touch. It is musicianly, and the 
chromatic passages of chords add atouch of piquancy 
to the effect. The teacher will be pleased with it. 
1415. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 54, No. 1. 
Spinning Wheel. Grade V.. 
A waits that may be used for concert purposes. It 
will require considerable technic for its proper per¬ 
formance, and will show to advantage the work put 
upon it. At the same time it is musically interesting 
. to the pupil. The left hand has an opportunity to 
acquire equality and smoothness. 
1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Emilynne. Valse 
Caprice. GradeV..... 
.This i3 another waltz worthyofconcertuse. It is 
very different from the preceding, although in the 
same key (E flat). An enharmonic change to five 
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a 
crisp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece 
should be on every teacher’s list. 
1417. Spindler, F. Op. 249, No. 20. 
Trumpeter’s Serenade. Grade II.. 
A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright, 
pretty,-and instructive may be mentioned as its' 
characteristics. 
1418. Swaim.L. A. Op. 3,-No. 1. Playful 
Zephyr. Grade III..... 
Combines finger, hand,and arm .touches and will be 
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The 
themes are bright and the piece 1b of good length, 
neither too long nor too short. 
1419. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬ 
lage Musicians. Grade II...... 
These village musicians indulge in rather better 
music than do Borne others we have heard-of. This is 
a useful and pretty teaching piece for young pupils. ♦ 
1420. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 2. Santa 
& Olaus March. Grade II...... 
A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste 
in young pupils. It is .rathe advanced for Grade II 
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in 
third and sixth playing. 
1421. Heins, Oarl. Doll’s Oradle Son^. 
Grade II....... 
A very pretty cradle song. The melody is bright 
and given alternately to right and left hands. A good 
piece to use in the early stages of teaching discrimina¬ 
tive touch. 
1422. Nurnbewg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry 
Children’s Danee. Grade II. 
A sprightly waltz, within the technic of young 
pupils, which when played up to tempo will make the 
eyes sparkle. 
1428. Heins, Oarl. Danoe of the Bears. 
, Grade II........ 
A jolly dance in two-four time in G minor. A 
good Btudy, and musical as well. 
XZ. 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ONLY. P 
1426. Goerdeler, Rich. Sunset on the 
Alps. Grade III............ ....... 
Another of Goerdeler’s taking pieces. Melodious, 
fluent, add easy are its commendable features. 
t 
1427. Goerdeler, Rich. Columbian Galop. 
t Grade-Ill.... 
A contribution to the reigning subject of patriotism 
at this time. It Will take. 
1428. Rathbun, F. G. Romance. Grade 
II...... .. 
A tuneful piece of a rather tender character. An 
extended accompaniment in the left hand will need 
practice, and there are opportunities for phrasing and 
study or expression. 
1429. Smith, W. G. Op. 48, No. 3. 2d 
Valse Caprice. Grade III..../.. 
I- A good study in light arm-and-wrist touches. Of a 
- good swinging rhythm. Interesting and easy. 
1430. Grossheim, Jul. Op. 23, No. 9. 
Morning Prayer. Grade II. 
A delightful little melody with a bit of chord play¬ 
ing introduced as the second theme. Heeds alight 
accompaniment in left hand. 
’ . < 
1431. Schauseil, W. Op. 9, No. 2. Oradle 
Song. Grade 11..... 
Another excellent piece from the same set. 
1432. Spindler, F. Op. 308, No. 33. In 
Venice. Grade II. 
Thirds to be played.by the right hand while the left 
plays a smooth accompaniment. Useful and pretty. 
1483. Krug, D. Op. 343, No. 5. The Merry 
Wanderer. Grade II. 
A somewhat longer piece in the same set. Gives 
practice in melody playing, scales, thirds, and sixths, 
so-that it may be called quite universal in its 
nature. It is calculated to be of interest to the pupil 
as well as instructive. 
1434. Smith, W. G. Op. 50. Vesper 
- Chimes. Grade 111.... 
This piece is a good study in the use of the damper 
pedai The theme is givea out in chords which are 
sustained while the same hand plays an embellish¬ 
ment of broken octaves, and throughout there are 
excellent opportunities to. become practised in its 
proper use. The piece is one which will become 
popular among piano pupils. 
1435. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 65, B- 2. 
Special Exercises in Scale Play¬ 
ing.........:.. 
We received the first book of these studies some 
time since. This book is the concluding volume. 
Particuiar.stress is laid upon-the development of -the 
third, fourth, and fifth fingers, and the various 
exercises are so conceived as to bear directly upon the 
work in hand. They are by an eminent teacher, and 
cannot fail to be of great value. v- 
1436. Goerdeler, R. Alpha ■ Omega 
Waltzes. Grade III............. 
An easy set of waltzes which will catch the popular 
taste. They are smooth, swlngy, and tuneful. 
: 1437. Goerdeler, R. Fairy Queen Polka. 
Grade III....... 
Another piece by the same writer. It will &1bo 
take. 
1438. Goerdeler, R. Columbian Galop 
(Four Hands). Grade III... 
An arrangement of the Columbian galop for two 
players. It will fulfil its mission as a popular piece. 
1489. Rathbun, F- Gh E vening Song (Re¬ 
verie). Grade IV... 
A piece destined to be popular because of its melody 
and general style, while It contains no catches to 
trouble the amateur player. At the same time it cau 
be used by the teacher with profit. 
1440. Landon, Ohas. W. Melodious Easy 
Studies for Piano or Reed Organ. 
These studies begin at the beginning gud increase 
• gmdnaliy in difficulty. They are by a well-known 
musician and teacher of longexperience. This 
coupled to the fact that there is a lack of 'properly 
, graded and selected music for the reed, organ, should 
create a demand for these, which, can be.relied upon 
as first class. They are taken from the best sources 
and will advance the pupil gradually, but surely and 
completely. 
1441. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 81, No. 4. Chil¬ 
dren’s Festival. Grade II,.;.. 
1424. Heins, Qarl. Merriment. Grade II... 
A well-named piece, as its eharaeter.is jolly merri¬ 
ment. This set of pieces, edited by H. C. MacDougal, 
are annotated, ana are to be commended .for their 
value in the easy grade to which they are assigned. - 
1425. Northrup, Theo. H. Glgue Roman¬ 
tic. Grade III........ 
: .Bather difficult in Borne, of its skips. It is odd in 
rfc ythm and ag <C ». udy - - « ntrolm,* the rm. 
ORDER BY 
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1445. Hewitt, H. D. Melody in A flat. 
Grade IVv......... 
The melody is taken in octaves, while the same 
hand plays an accompaniment of double notes, which 
makes a rather difficult piece of work. It is also 
valuable for its practice in syncopated rhythm. 
1446. Hewitt, H. D. The Miller’s Song. 
Grade IV....... 
A good mill-wheol piece. Besides being valuable 
from a teaching point of view, it is melodious and 
interesting. 
1447. Goddard, Berg. Op. 50. 2d Valse. 
Grade IV... 
A good waltz for concert use. It is by a good 
author and contains many good points for the 
student. Will require some technic for a smooth 
performance. It is revised and fingered by Dr. Wm. 
Mason. 
1448. Waddington, Edmund. Op. 20, No. 
3. Gypsy Dande. Grade IV. 
A good study in time, touch, and group reading. 
Besides being of good technical value. It is pleasing in 
harmony and melody. Will be popular with pupils. 
1449. Necke, Hermann. Op. 280, No. 4. 
Sing, Birdie, Sing. Grade IV. 
Beautiful in content, and a superior study in hand 
and finger staccato, and for legato in runs of short 
range. Pieces of this class exercise the imagination, 
and this one is charming. 
1480. Johnson, G. S. The Merry Maiden 
Polka. Grade V.. 
Bright and brilliant, with a free rhythmic swing. 
Abodnds In runs, broken chords, octaves, and chords. 
The use of the pedal is carefully marked. 
1451. Kavanagh, Ignatius. Op. 12, No. 2. 
Minuetto. Grade IV .. 
A thoroughly good composition, full of the 
divine fire of genius. It is decidedly pleasing in 
o content. “ Choice notes ” make it equally available 
for small hands. This piece will be standard with all 
teachers once using it. 
1452. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 3. 
Little Character Sketch. Grade I. 
Beautiful, and very especially valuable as a 
genuinely good addition to the small number of 
desirable pieces found in the first grade. Every be¬ 
ginner should learn this uniquely charming piece. 
1453. Goerdeler, Richard. Champion 
March, Grade. TV..... 
Has the “Btep and go” of a good march. As is 
1 always the case in pieces by this composer, it is 
popular and decidedly pleasing. Makes a good 
study in octave playing in some of its passages. 
. Six-eight time* brilliant and’charming. 
1454. Geibel, Adam. Mignon Minuet. 
Grade IV..... 
Abounds in harmonic contrasts. Pleasing mel¬ 
ody. A good study in the hand touch. This com- 
• poser always has something to say, and knows how 
i to Bay it. The pupils will be advanced by the study 
of this characteristic piece, and will enjoy its study. 
1456. Goerdeler, Richard. Etude Waltz. 
Grade V..... 
• A delightful dantfe waltz by this popular writer. 
Will be a great favorite with pupils and teachers. 
Clear-cut pnrasep, and full of pleasing content. 
1466. Streabbog, L. Paul and Virginia, 
s Waltz. Grade. I.. ..... 
A very simple waltz adapted for piano and organ. 
The piece has been revised and edited by Chag. W. 
Landon. It is an excellent composition as a very first 
piece for beginners. j a . 
1467. Handel, O. F. Sarabande. Grade III. 
One of Hftndel’s most tuneful pieces; the harmonies 
are quite simple. The execution possesses no diffi¬ 
culty whatever. This piece will answer for an excel¬ 
lent introduction for more difficult contrapuntal 
Btudy • 
i 
1468. Goerdeler, Richard. Enterprise 
Polka. Grade III.... 
20 It is no easy matter to write music for children, 
and manygreat musicians have failed in such at¬ 
tempts. Here, however, is an interesting child’s 
piece, which is neither too high nor too insipid. Such 
pieces should be trej|Sju§d iip. 
20 1442. White, Otis, R. The Conqueror’s 
Return. Grade III.... 
A taking march movement, animated and yet not 
__ difficult. 
20 _. _ 
1448. White, Otis R. Petite Barcarolle. 
Grade II..... 
A really good barcarolle movement, well worthy of 
;:p;■:.; 
1444/ Hewitt, H. D. Barcarolle. Grade II. 
20 , A’good exercise for wrist in left hand in playing 
' / / the repeated chords. A good study in rhythm ana 
phrasing. 
mMmmmrn 
1459. Josie Macdonell, June Polka. 
Grade III...... 8< 
An excellent dance, composition, affording at the 
on same time a little practice in scale and arpeggio play- 
Ing. The rhythm is verydear and the composition is 
easy to comprehend by the average player. 
1460. Lowy Jos. Slumber Song. Grade II. 2( 
This is an admirable teaching composition, finely 
edited by Hamilton C. Maedougail, and is really a 
gem of its kind. 
60 
1461. Patrick, H. W. Sequoia Gavotte. 
Grade III...2( 
--.-■S'. ' -. This composition was' selected to represent at the • 
or' -Fair in Chicago the musical talent of California. The ■ 
•“® - composition, while it is not difficult, possesaes great 
originality, for which the composer was duly honored. _ 
26 1462. Goerdeler, Rioh. My Alpine Love. 4( 
A waltz, song, on the popular order, with a ple&sing 
1 melody—ending with the holdrio—-similar to that 
heard'in the Biriss mountains. For a soprano,voice. 
*3*3-yfc 'JL1 ±± JtSJ ETUi3 JK 
Arthur p. Schmidt, 
■ 154 Muon ST., BOSTON, M$S.f 
USB© PUBLISH EES, 
>, ix asms i an - ras btakss 2* 5 
Henry LttoHf, Brunswlok, Gerynany; Edition Chanol 
{Violin Music), and the Vienna Conservatory 
Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
PIANOFORTE SOLOS. 






Bongo, Alex. Op. 7., No. 1. Song of Spring. 
No. 2. The Little Soldier. March. (2 C.). 
No. S. Good Morning. (3 A.)  
No. 4. Gavotte Facile. (8 A.).™.... 
No. 5. Menuot Enfantin. (3 A.) ...... 
No. 6. Pifferata. (3 A.)......... 
One of the best sets of easy pieces ever published. They are tansi- 
cianly, graceful, and piquant, contaia many most excellent technical 
points, and are brimful of melody. Every teacher who takes the trouble 
to examine them will be sure to add them to his list of valuable teaching- 
pieces. 
Schnett, Edouard. Op. 36. Fodsies d’Automne. 
No. 1. Vision d’Automne. (4 A.)... 
No. 2. An Village. (4 A.)  
No. 3. Cantique d’Amour. (4 A.).. .  
No. 4’. Valse Ohampetre. (4 B.) ... 
No. 5.- Epilogue. (4B.)..... 
Five musicianly compositions in the free modem school. They sre 
full of bold harmonies and interesting modulations, which, combined 
with broad style and practical modem technical difficulties, make them 
worthy of the attention of all progressive teachers. 
Schultze, Clemens, Op. 56. lildgie. (3 C.). 
Excellent arpeggio pr-ictice; pleasing melody, good style.- 
Horley, Chas. Op. 101. Boses Sauvages (Wild Roses). Ma¬ 
zurka Caprice. (3 C.L....: 
— Op. 102. L’Attaque des H-ussards. Fanfare Militaire. (3 O.) 
— Op. 103. Frasquita. Boldro. (3 0.).......-... 
— Op. 104. Pendant la Valse (At the Ball). Impromptu. (3 C.) 
— Op. 105. Napoli tana, i Saltarello. (3 0.) 
50 
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MUSIC TEACHERS. 
By E. M. SEFTOM. 
The book contains everything for keeping Accownta 
of Music Teachers; Index; Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
' THJBO. 3PMES8EM, 
: v Cfeestetat it, FbRaMPitot.#$. 
YOUR 
TO PRESERVE 
COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
It is simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. ' 
It has a solid •wooden back, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats-which run the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a Ml year’s sub¬ 
scription, of the Etude. 
EMPIRE COLLECTION 01 PIANO MDSIC. 
Choice instrumental pieces for the piano or organ, by favorito foreign 
and American compose**. 
This work is »< gem, and contains 40 original pieces, among which 
will be found 
.. Grobe 
FALLING LEAVES.....Mailer 
LEO MABCH....  ...Wellmann 
LI K JOE. ... ....[ i!ey 
SHEPHEBD’S MORNING SONG............. ™  Blake 
And many others equally as popular. 
Price, Paper, Illustrated Title Page, 50 cents. 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE KING OF INSTRUMENTS.” 
Contains artioles and Illustrations of vital Interest to every organist 
and organ builder, the organ news of the day, a department of ques¬ 
tions and answers for students and teeaen, and eight pages of 
organ mnsio. Yearly Subscription $2.00 (in advance). Sample copies 
25 cents. 
EVERETT E, TRUETTE, 
Editor and Publisher, 
149 A TREMONT 8T„ B08T0N. MASS 
OF 
Pianoforte Compositions. 
Brilliant, dashing, and unusually pleasing. Each piece is excellent 
for display, as all are so cleverly written that the difficulties seem much 
greater than they are. Fine selections for parlor or popular concert. 
SONGS. 
Brewer, John Hyatt. Op. 27. Six Songs. Edition 
Schmidt, No. 25......... 75 
Meadow Sweet, (Eb-G.) 
The Heart’s Beat. (B-G.) 
The Sea Gull’s Song. (E-F.) 
"Tbs Violet. (D-F.) 
Thou Art so Like a Flower. (I' D.) 
My Ship3 axe Coming Home. (E-G.) 
These songs are hid gable and musical, two things w hich, with their 
medium compass, command them to all lovers of English songs. 
Lane, Gerald. My Heart and Thine. Two keys. Each... 50 
Lloyd. C. Francis. The Welcome Home. Two keys. 
Each.....™................... '.............a _ _ 60 
— A Songof Hope. Two keys. Each........ 60 
Haase, W. Op. 14. Two Songs, with Violin Obligato. 
No. 1. The Earth is Decked with Beauty. (Frtthlingslied.)... 75 
No. 2. The Awakening of the Bose. (Die Kose lag im 
Schlummer.)...-.. 65 
Two songs by a comparatively unknown composer.' Examination will 
prove that they compare favorably with the best songs of this class. 
Beincckc, Carl. Op. 222. Two Songs for Soprano or Tenor, 
with Violin Obligato. 
No. 1. On the Strand.-.-.—60 
No. 2. Dance of the Dragon-flies  75 
Comment npon the writings of 'such an eminent and successfnl com¬ 
poser is unnecessary, except to say that these songs are unusually good 
and interesting. 
Koeekel, Joseph L. Looks and Eyes. Two keys. Each 50 
CHRISTMAS MUSIC. 
ANTHEMS. 
Armstrong, Wm. D. Star of Glory. (Hymn.) (Ladies’ 
Voices.)......... 08 
Beach (Mrs.), H. H. A. Bethlehem. (Hymn.) 
Brown, O. B. Calm on the Listening Ear of Night... 12 
Foote, Arthur. And there wore In the same Country, 
Shepherds....,.™..................................................... 20 
Harston, ®. W. Brightest and Best..... 12 
^age, Arthur. Rejoice with Jerusalem. Festival Anthem- 12 
Sehneeher, P. A. Come ye, Lofty; come, ye Lowly-. 12 
CAROLS. 
Harston, G. W. . The Babe of Bethlehem ... 
SONGS. 
Brewer, J. H. The Angels’Christmas Song. With-Plano or 
Organ Accompaniment; Sop. or Ten. in E. Alto orBassinC 
Brown, O. B. A Child is Born in Bethlehem ™— 
Newton, Braes t. The Holy Shrine. Two keys. Each..™. 
: ORGAN. 
Armstrong, Wm. B; Pastorale .. 25 
Beshayes, HL Andante Bellgioso .....—...................... 
Foote, Arthur.- Festival March.... 
Maxson, Fred’k. Marche Hero!qno>................. 
Graded Novelty List and either Catalogues 
sent upon application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 















PRICE $1.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
music. They are fall sheet-music size, well printed on 
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten np. 
The mnsic is snch as yon hear at concerts and mnsicales. 
Centents—Ooneert Allmm, 7oL L Qkssic, 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2,Nocturne. 
.TBchaikowsky, P- The Skylark.—.- - - . 
Moezkowskl, M., Op. 15, No. 1, Serenade. 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 52, Rondo in C. 
Mitcheeon, Mary F., Petite Berceuse. 
1 Kavanagh, I., Op. 2, Polonaise Antique.' 
Von Wilm, N., Op. 14, No.-2, Canzonetta. 
Honseley, Henry, Dance Antique, Bye-Gone Days. 
Beudel, Fr., Op. 92, Nocturne. 
De Kontoki,,A., Op. 370, Menuet, Louis XV. 
Chopin, F., Op. 40, No. 1, Polosuse. 
arnian, K Op. 28, Nocturne In F. 
... Rubinstein, Anton, Op. 8, No. 1, Melody In F. 
v Heller, 8L,Op. 45, No. 20. Village Fete. 
Schumann. B—.Op, 124, Slumber Song. 
Delloux, On., Op. 14, Marche Hongroise. 
Bash, J. 8., Loure in G. 
Rubinstein, A., Marche a la Torque. 
Beethoven, Op. 14v\No. 2, Andante Calebre. 
. Moezkowskl, M., Op. 28, No. 2, Germany. 
Chopin, F- Op. 28, No. 15, Prelude. 
LIFE SIZE, 22 X 28 INCHES. 
Prioe $1.00. Pottage and Tube, 10 cts. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purdumr’a charge. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETH0YEN, MENDELSSOHN, M0ZABT, 
WAGNEB, HANDEL, OHOPIN, IISZT, 
SOHUBEET, AND HAIDN. 
OTHUKB TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.60 each, without frame. Suitable for tfie most 
elegant Stndio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Address JHEO. PBESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
Sohumann, B., Op. 12, No. 2, Soaring. 
Contents—Oonssrt Album, VoL Q. Popular. 
Doppler, J. H., Op. 181.1 Think of Thee. 
i Moeulng. Theo., Elfin Dance. 
Nowocrek, P., On th© Hills. 
Muller, W- A., Op. 112, No. 2, Polonaise. 
Foenter. .Ad., Op. 68, Peaea of'Evening. 
Goerdeiar, B^ Angels’ Voices. 
Geibei, A., Bohemian Melody. 
BlehL A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bells. 
Meyer.L. .Alice, valse de Salon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Morn. 
MacCsrren, W-Golden Slumbers. 
Goerdeler, B-tJttdlan Peasants’ Dance. 
Wadding*!, E., Op. 19, No. 2, In the Grove. 
D, Op. 12," ’ ~ • 
Le Hache, Vf., fie iallor. Boy’sDream. 
Goldbeck, B.. Op. 12, L’Amasone .Mazurka. 
Goldner, W., Op.fig, Air, Moldave Mazurka. 
'•lip 
m muw* . * » >, 
Gans, W., Op, 
De EontBSl. A., 
Wlenlawskl, Hi, 
UUj 4U1 4UVIUWIV 
Words of Love, 
i. 869, Persian March, 
nyawlak, Polish Dance. 
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THE •VXOH.IIsr 
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